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PREFACE

My interest in studying the workings of simulations
in education
and training began with a conviction that this methodology
offers

exciting possibilities for helping us to rethink the purposes
and

methods of education in a changing, uncertain age.

The focus of the

study was born of a strong curiosity in the way individuals assume
and use roles in a simulation.

This curiosity was sharpened and

defined by many discussions with students and faculty at the School
of Education, University of Massachusetts.

The opportunity to develop simulations, and the courage to form-

ulate large and ambitious plans
School of Education.

I

owe to Dwight Allen, Dean of the

The opportunity to develop and test the

simulation described in this study

I

owe to the National Educational

Association's TEPS Comission, in particular Roy Edelfelt and Bernard
McKenna.

The need to go beyond current simulation research methodology,

and to ask important and answerable questions

David Evans.

I

owe to my major advisor,

To my wife Patricia, who assisted in the research and

the editing of the dissertation, and supported me in more ways than

can be mentioned here, goes my deepest appreciation.
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CHAPTER

I

SIMULATION IN EDUCATION

"Civilization is rooted in play and if it
is to achieve its full dignity and style

it cannot afford to neglect the play

element

.

Johann Huizinga Homo Ludens

Play and Society

Man has always played.

He inherited what the birds,

mammals and higher primates began.

What in non-human

societies evolved as a corolary of social existence, not

clearly necessary for any purely physiological function,

humankind has expanded and sophisticated.

Men in early

cultures did not invent their games or their rituals with
a

conscious social purpose in mind; they acted out of

a

spontaneous impulse to create order, limits and meaning to
existence.

As man became aware of his distinctness from

nature, then aware of his ability to shape his environment
and future, play making as a deliberate creative act began.

The birth of Greek drama, the organized contests of early

Chinese civilization and the cat's cradle games of Polynesia
testify to the wide diversity and creativity which

2

characterizes man at play. 1

Although play has been defined as essentially unproductive,

2

there is a good deal of evidence that play per-

very real and perhaps necessary functions within human

forins

society.

A number of ethnological studies have demonstrated

that the forms of play within a particular society are

structurally similar to the serious functions of production,
family life and ritual.

In America a young girl will play

house, imitating the functions that her mother carries out,

while the young boy plays fireman or football.

Adults enjoy

games of bridge, monopoly and chess, each reflecting competition, the manipulation of symbols and the complex strate-

gies of their working lives.

After studying the relationship of games and play in
more than fifty culturally different societies, one team of
ethnologists came to the conclusion that a society that is
oriented toward the belief in an omnipotent being who controls individual and social life in unpredictable ways will

play games of chance, whereas a society emphasizing the

For a comprehensive and provacative study of the forms
and nature of play in human society see J. Huizinga, Homo
Ludens (Boston: Beacon Press, 1955).
1

2

1961)

R.
,

Caillois
p.

9.

,

Man, Play and Games (New York: Free Press,

3

values of individual prowess and mastery of
the natural

environment plays games of physical skill, and

a

society

based on technological complexity plays games of
strategy. 3

Within a society individuals of different classes,
social levels and sexes reflect their different
functions
and values within the society by engaging in different

types of play.

It is also true that the same games are

valued for different reasons among these groups, as
evidenced by the different feelings

a

college student and

his date have on watching a football game.

One study of

this effect, carried out in an American rural community,

showed that the same game experiences have

a

quite diffe-

rent meaning for adolescent boys than for girls.

It was

found that boys engaged in sports out of a desire to achieve

recognition, were complacent in party games, and aggressive

when playing board or card games.
were primarily motivated by

a

Girls, on the other hand,

desire for socialization,

rather than achievement, in these same games, and therefore

engaged most conspicuously in party games. 4

3

J. M. Roberts and B. Sutton-Smith, "Child Training and
Game Involvement," Ethnology I (1964), 166-185.
,

4

"Game Experience and SocialiC. S. Stoll, et al
zation," Report No. 30, The Center for the Study of Social
Organization of Schools, The Johns Hopkins University
(Baltimore, 1968)
. ,

4

When one engages in play, he suspends for the duration
of the activity the usual perspectives, goals and
functions
of his ordinary life.

Thus it is that play is usually

considered as pleasurable rather than profitable. 5

However,

it is also clear that playing socializes and instructs as
it models,

in microcosm, values and functions that charac-

terize real social roles.

Theories of Learning and Play
There have been

a

number of theories developed to make

more explicit the relationship of play and learning, particularly in the development of the child.

As we watch the

young child imitating parents and other adults, using a

wooden box that is transformed by the imagination into

a

train, an icebox or a car, it is clear that the child has

created a classroom, provided the equipment, and sequenced
the tasks to be learned.

Early in a child's development,

these acts of imitation are not structured by rules and

constraints

Piaget closely observed and questioned children of

For an interesting discussion of the definition of
play in human society see M. Inbar and C. S. Stoll, "Autelic
(Baltimore,
Behavior in Socialization," Report No. 28, ibid.
5

1968)

.

5

different ages playing at marbles.

6

The youngest children,

between two and three years, experimented with
the physical
properties of the marbles, rolling them, dropping
them,

trying to heap them.

For the very young child the marbles

are easily transformed into objects that fit into
his

imaginative world:

they become food to be cooked when the

child cooks dinner on

a

box stove, or the eggs of a chicken

when the play area is transformed into a barnyard.

Piaget observed that as children grow older they

develop greater interest in the rules of play, becoming very

much involved in heated discussions of the intricacies and
principles of the game.

At this stage of development (about

the age of eight or nine) rules governing the sequence of

marble shooters, the boundary lines, the complexities of
shooting styles, and the criteria for winning become the

principal focus for the child's attention in the game.
These are rules that specify the social context and customs
of the group in the game;

in a real sense they are the equi-

valents of the laws and customs governing behavior in a full
human society.

Piaget's basic concern was not learning the

value of play, but rather the cognitive development of the

child that is manifested in the play.

6

Play in Piaget's

Piaget, The Moral Judgment of the Child (New York:
Free Press, 196577 pp 19-4 9
J.

.

6

framework is a medium for the development of
a child's sense
of social rules.

Another theory of the relationship of play and
child
development focuses on the function of roles in
socializing
the young child to his place in society.

George Mead sees

role-playing as critical to the child's awareness of social
roles, and he postulates a sequence of development that
is

implied by this assumption.

7

First the child develops a

sense of the roles of others as he imitates their behavior.

Then he grasps the rules which are applicable to all who are
a part of the social situation his play recreates.

Finally

the child generalizes the rules and activities of all the

participants of the play world to form

a

conception of the

characteristics and functions of the real social unit.

At

this stage the child can be fully aware of his particular

function and responsibilities in contributing to the group's
purposes.

The basic idea here is that to perform effectively

in a social context one has to understand the perspectives

and functions of the other members of the social unit.

One

means of doing this is through play, where one suspends his

perspective and goals and adopts those that characterize

7

G. Mead, Mind,

Chicago Press

,

1934

)

Self and Society (Chicago
pp . 228-233.
,

;

University of

7

others.

In doing this it is possible to gain a
new perspec-

tive on one's own purposes in relation to the
goals charac-

terizing the full group.

Piaget's and Mead's theories do not conflict, but
rather differ in emphasis.
were

a

Where Piaget noticed that games

medium by which children developed a sense of the

rules that were applicable to all members of a social unit.

Mead focuses on the relationship of

a

person's role to

those general rules and connects this with the purpose or
goal of the society.

Learning is not

a

quality of childhood alone, nor is it

only the child who engages in play.

Adults participate in

play as intensely and almost as frequently as children do,
though they often attach rewards that transform play

activity into serious business (gambling and the stock market
are two examples of this)

.

It seems probable that adoles-

cents and adults learn from play what children do, and that

Piaget's and Mead's views are as applicable to understanding
adult growth as children's growth.

A number of studies on

games that have been designed to model social structures and
roles provide evidence for this view.

Boocock and Coleman studied the effects of simulation
games on adolescent learning.

A simulation game is charac-

terized by a high degree of relationship between the game

structure and content, and a real social situation.

They

8

found that these games produced an understanding
of the
social situation simulated, and empathy
with the roles

embodied in the game.^
This conclusion was substantiated and shown to
be

applicable to an adult population playing a game
embodying
the roles and situations of an unfamiliar culture.

Stewart

designed a simulation based on village life in the Middle
East to train personnel from the Agency for International

Development to work effectively in this rural setting. ^

The

game participants played the roles of individuals in the

unfamiliar culture, acting through a series of events
typical in the simulated social setting.

The rules and

rewards in the game paralleled in simplified form the rules
and rewards of the village culture.

Through the roles par-

ticipants were provided with information that enabled them
to make the imaginative leap to a setting they had never

experienced directly.

Stewart found that the adult par-

ticipants developed the ability to predict the behavior of

individuals in the new culture and to correctly identify

O

S. S. Boocock and J. S. Coleman, "Games with Simulated
Environments in Learning," Sociology of Education, XXXIX, 6
(1966), 215-236.
^ E. Stewart, "Simulating Intercultural Communication,"
Human Resources Research Office (ERIC File No. Ed-041-226),

1969.

9

the beliefs and values that motivated
this behavior.

The learning results of the games in both
studies

closely parallel Mead's theory.

First the participants

adopted behaviors and perspectives different from
their
real life experiences.
a social

Then they acted, by role-playing, in

context with a new set of rules and rewards.

After

the game they were able to state the appropriate role

behaviors for a given situation and the motivation for
these behaviors.

This would indicate that they could choose

to adopt the newly learned behavior in a real life situation.

The Use of Simulation in Education

Many educators suspect that because play is so enjoyable it is inappropriate for the serious concerns of the

formal school curriculum.

Like many of Dewey's other

insights, his observations on the efficacy of play, indeed
his demand that games be an aspect of all instruction, have

been largely ignored or misinterpreted.
learning

Dewey insisted that

begin with the concrete experience, in which

decisions must be made in the face of uncertainty and their

consequences observed and generalized.
one's experience in a simulation.

This characterizes

He recommends that "...

all educational institutions should be equipped so as to

give students an opportunity for acquiring and testing ideas
and information in active pursuits typifying important

10

social situations ." 10

Although schools have not made use of play and
gaming
in the formal curriculum until very recently,

it is signi-

ficant that sports, both at the secondary school and
university, have traditionally been a means by which the
loyalty

and identification of students with the school as a
social

institution are created and maintained.

Schools also employ

games extensively in their extracurricular programs:

the

debating teams, the physical education intramural programs,
and the competition for school honors.

Typically, these

activities create more enthusiasm and commitment in the
student body than do the academic programs.

One form of play, simulation gaming, has developed

rapidly over the last ten years as an instructional methodology, first outside, then within the formal educational
system.

Simulations embody the characteristics of role

playing, decision making according to a prescribed set of
rules, individual and group goal seeking, and a prescribed

beginning and end 11
.

Although simulations are, by the

10 J. Dewey, Democracy and Education (New York: Macmillan,
1928), p. 162.
11

C. Abt,
1970), p. 6.

Serious Games (New York: The Viking Press,

11

testimony of students and instructors,
enjoyable, they are
designed with a serious purpose. Simulation
was first

developed as an instructional methodology in
industrial and
military training programs. Perhaps because
those responsible for training in industry and the military
are pri-

marily concerned with
in the world

a

trainee's ability to act effectively

(whereas teachers in academic settings are

primarily concerned with students ability to recall fact
and
theory)

,

they are eager to engage students in actual problem-

solving situations.

Corporations developed simulations to

train potential executives to make informed decisions in an

industrial system.

In these simulations executive trainees,

grouped into teams representing the management of one of
several competing industries, make a series of production
and marketing decisions similar to those they would make in
real life.

A computer processes the information provided

by the teams according to prespecified mathematical models
of the market economy.

The results are returned to the

teams so that they can make the next series of decisions.

The game thus compresses real time and gives participants
the experience of making important executive decisions and

seeing their consequences, without having to suffer (or

benefit from) the consequences of these decisions in

a

12

real situation.'

1'

2

The use of simulations for instructional
purposes grew
rapidly throughout the 1960 's. The shared
enthusiasm of

simulation designers and users generated in a
series of
workshops and conferences in the early 1960's, from
which
the use of simulations spread to schools and
universities.

The popularity of the technique was demonstrated at
a con-

ference of simulation users held at Tulane University
in 1961.

The participants concluded at this conference

that there is no solid evidence for believing that simu-

lation is

a

more powerful instructional methodology

than other techniques, but the technique had the enthusi-

astic support of all who had developed or used it.H
of the claims for simulations are that they:

Some

produce high

motivation for learning, create intense involvement, allow
for experimental decision making, produce understanding of

the interrelationships of variables in a complex system,

emphasize process learning rather than content learning,
and encourage a tolerance for ambiguity and complexity in

j. Kibee, et al , Management Games: A New Technique
for Executive Development (New York: Rinehart Publishing
Corp . , 1961) , Chapter 1
.

^

W. R. Dill et al
eds., Proceedings of the Con ference on Business Games (New Orleans Tulane University
Press, 1961)
1

. ,

:

.

13

social processes. 14

Attempts to provide empirical support

for these claims have produced equivocal
results, due, in
part, to the imprecision of the claims
themselves and the

consequent difficulty of demonstrating them to be
true
or false.
In the early 1960's, during what Boocock calls
the

"post-honeymoon" phase of simulation development and use, 15

researchers attempted to demonstrate that simulation was

more effective than other instructional approaches for communicating factual and theoretical information about social
systems

McKenney's work at the Harvard Business school is representative of the efforts to develop and evaluate simulations
in the 1960's.

His observations of the effects of a

business game (UCLA model

#3)

with 90 graduate students

convinced him and his colleagues that such a game enables
students to better synthesize various factors of an overall

plan of corporate policy and to become more aware of the

14 D.

H. Dillman, A Simulation Exercise for Training of
Educational Research and Development Manager (Unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation, Ohio State University, T969)
p. 25.
,

15 S. S. Boocock and E. C.

Schild, eds.. Simulation Games
in Learning (Beverly Hills, Calif.: Sage Publications Inc.,
1968) , p. 15.

14

relationships between variables in a complex
industrial
environment than students engaged in case studies

of the

same phenomenon. 16

However, attempts to test for differ-

ences on these outcome variables between
students who had
played the simulation and students who had worked
on case

studies of production planning did not produce
significant
results.

Nevertheless, the Harvard Business School faculty

involved in this experiment were unanimous in believing
that,

in fact,

the simulation was effective in developing

the desired cognitive abilities.

They continued to refine

and use the simulation in the graduate courses.

(Experience

with a later version of the game is now a required experience for all graduate students at the Harvard Business

School

.

Efforts to evaluate the effectiveness of simulations at
the secondary school level have also failed to substantiate

claims that it excells other techniques in producing cognitive skills.

Cherryholmes

,

in a review of research on

classroom simulations in 1966, concludes:

16 J. L. McKenney,

Simulation Gaming for Management
Development (Cambridge Harvard University, Division of
Research, Graduate School of Business, 1967), p. 29.
:

15

"simulation does produce more student
motivation and interest, but there are
no consistent or significant differences
in learning, retention, critical thinking or attitude change." 17

After a careful survey of efforts in the 1960's
to
evaluate simulations both in management training and

in

schools, Dillman concludes that there are only three

generalizations that have been adequately substantiated:
1.

Simulation does provide motivation and intense
involvement for most participants.

2.

Simulation is best used in conjunction with other
instructional methods.

3.

The effect of the orientation, the simulation
leader, and the critique of the exercise are

important factors.^
The continued rapid expansion of the use of simulation
in education indicates that the lack of evidence demonstra-

ting the superiority of the method has not slowed its adop-

tion by schools and universities.

Whatever the merits

of simulation are for promoting cognitive and conceptual

17 c. H. Cherryholmes
"Some Current Research on the
Effectiveness of Educational Simulation: Implications for
Alternative Strategies," American Behavioral Scientist X
,

,

(October, 1966), p. 6.
18 Dillman, op. cit
.

p.

37

16

learning, there is no question that
its ability to engage
and motivate participants is a very
strong argument for its
use in schools:

America's educational system suffers
from motivational scholarly, intuitionbuilding socia 1— behavior— training
evaluation, research, planning and'
program development inadequacies. The
motivational inadequacies are probably
most need of repair."19
,

,

m

The extent to which simulations are now
being used in

schools and universities is quite remarkable.

One writer

expects that in 1971 professional journals will
publish

more than 1,500 articles on simulations in education. 20
A recent publication describes over four hundred simulations and games designed for instructional purposes that
are currently available in the U.S. 21

The Problem:

An Alternative Research and Evaluation

Methodology
As one examines the literature on simulation develop-

ment and research, conviction grows that current evaluation

19 C. Abt op. cit
.
,
20 Dillman, op.
2

cit .

15.

p.

,

,

15.

p.

Zuckerman and R. E. Horn, The Guide to Simula tion Games for Education and Training (Cambridge Mass
Information Resources, Inc
1970)
D. W.

,

.

,

.

17

procedures are simply not measuring the
potency of simulation as an instructional method.
Discrepancy between
student test performance on the content
of simulations and
teachers' perceptions of the learning
that is taking place
is frequently reported in the
research. Livingston,
reporting the results of tests taken by
students after
playing a simulation modelling national economic
growth in
a world economy, observes:
Ihs! teachers who administered these
experiments in their classes all reported that
their students were enthusiastic about the
game and seemed to be learning from it. Yet
these experiments failed to show a consistent advantage in the learning tasks for
students who had played the game. It
follows that students' and teachers' enthusiasm for a teaching device is not always
a valid predictor of its success as
measured by student performance on objective
tests.” 22

The great majority of studies on the learning outcomes
of simulation measure learning with some form of written

post-test

.

It is highly questionable that such instruments

are adequate as measures of the learning that occurs during

22

.

Livingston, "Simulation Games as Advance Organizers in the Learning of Social Science Materials: Experiments 1 - 3," Report No. 64, The Center for the Study of
Social Organization of Schools, The Johns Hopkins University (Baltimore 1969), p. 11.
S. A.

,

18

simulation.

Tests of performance used by most
schools
and universities are based on
the assumption that what is
learned is adequately communicated
in an essay or in a
patterned response to a series of questions.
These measures
appear to have little relationship
even to an individual's
performance in a professional career, much
less in nonprofessional occupations or the social and
personal patterns of one's life. 23

The prerequisite for high performance on an
academic
test, whether it is in essay or objective
choice form, is

the representation of learning in symbolic
form, in the

form of language or mathematics.

Jerome Bruner has charac-

terized three ways by which we demonstrate what we have
learned.
1.

p

A

Enactive

:

When one demonstrates his knowledge by

his actions.

This is probably the most basic and

pervasive way in which we judge

a

person's

23

For an excellent survey of research documenting the
important and little acknowledged fact that there is virtually no relationship between academic achievement and
success in life see D. P. Hoyt, The Relationship Between
College Grades and Adult Achievement: A Review of the
Literature ACT Research Report No. 7 (Sept. 1965).
,

24

J. Bruner, Toward a Theory of Instruction (Cambridge
The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1966),
pp. 10-11.

19

abilities, whether we are judging the
skill of a
guitar player, a teacher, or a business
executive.

One thinks here of the effective teacher
who is

unable to verbally analyze the reasons for
his
success
2.

Iconic:

When one communicates his understanding

by using a visual representation (such as a

picture, map or diagram) of the system or entity
that is understood.

Systems analysis developed

iconic representations to communicate simul-

taneous multi— variable relationships in social
systems.

Although it is possible to communicate

one's understanding of such relationships verbally, the iconic representation is usually more

easily grasped.
3.

Symbolic:

Representation of knowledge by lan-

guage or mathematics.

Symbolic representation is

potentially more abstract and therefore more
efficient and concise than other means of com-

municating knowledge.

It is also often dis-

crepant with enactive representation, as in the
case of the teacher mentioned above.

Most evaluations of learning through simulations have

measured participants' ability to communicate their acquired
learning in the symbolic mode, by asking for written
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responses to questions dealing with
the system that is
modelled. However, during the
simulation, participants
engage in the simulated system by their

actions, and they

learn about that system from the
consequences of those
actions.
The learning that occurs would be most
adequately
evaluated by the observation of participants'
subsequent

behavior within the real world equivalent of
the simulated system. Evaluating this learning by a
written test
appears to assume that the active and symbolic
modes of

representing learning are equivalent.

The inadequacy of

this assumption is obvious when one considers Piaget's
work

with young children.

Piaget did not draw his conclusions

on the basis of children's achievement on a written test

covering the rules of marble playing.

Rather, by careful

observation of their behavior during the game, he concluded
that they had internalized a set of rules

and could demon-

strate these rules in a subsequent comparable situation.
In a simulation players become active participants in a

social system.

They have, within the framework of the

fabricated world of the simulation,

a

vested interest in

behaving so that their goals as players are realized.
a large

To

extent this requires of each individual playing an

understanding of the purposes, resources and power available to all the participants.

A person's success in a

simulation depends on the creative use to which he puts
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Three broadly stated expressive objectives
that can
usefully form the basis for evaluating the
effectiveness
of an instructional simulation are:
1.

The existence and selection of alternative

courses of action.
2.

The purposive use of resources in self-directed

activity.
3.

Productivity.

By focusing on the activity of participants in a

simulation, one can determine the extent to which such

objectives, defined more precisely for particular simulations, are attained.

The intent of this focus is not

to eliminate consideration of the instructional objec-

tives of a simulation; however, a written test (which,

theoretically, is not the only way to test for the

attainment of instructional objectives, but is certainly
the most common)

participants

1

is probably a legitimate evaluation of

learning only if the simulation is followed

by activities that help them to transform their experience

into symbolic representations.

The Purpose
It is the purpose of this study to investigate the
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this information in making the decisions
required by the

rules of the simulation.
The behavior of participants during a simulation
is

what most distinguishes simulation from other forms
of
instruction.

Students in the typical classroom are passive

recipients of information.
active users of information.

In a simulation they become

Players negotiate, plan stra-

tegies, make decisions; in short, they cause events to occur.

A potentially useful way to evaluate the learning

value of a simulation is to examine the activity of participants during the simulation and attempt to understand how
the design of the simulation affects that activity.

This

approach suggests the use of what Eisner has called expressive objectives for the definition of the educational pur-

pose of a simulation:
"An expressive objective does not specify
the behavior the student is to acquire
after having engaged in one or more learning activities.
An expressive objective
describes an educational encounter:
it
identifies a situation in which children
are to work, a problem with which they
are to cope, a task in which they are to

engage

.

"
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25 e. W. Eisner, "Instructional and Expressive Objectives: Their Formulation and Use in Curriculum," American
Educational Research Association Monograph Series on
Curriculum Evaluation Vol5 III (Chicago Rand McNally &
Co
1969)
p5 15'.
,

.

,

,

:
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influence that various decisions about the
design and use
of roles in an instructional simulation
has on participants' activity.
The case for investigation
into the

relationship between simulation design and the human
activity during a simulation, rather than into
performance
on tests after the exercise, is based on the
assumption

that enactive performance is legitimate and measurable.
Two elements of the study are somewhat unique in the

fi^ld of research on instructional simulations.

First is

the design, which systematically varies the treatment of

the roles in three versions of a simulation, while con-

trolling for other variables, so that the effects of

varied role descriptions on participants' activity can be
examined.

Second is the use of a methodology, developed

through research on group dynamics, that provides objective data about participants' activity during the simulation.

These elements will be explained in some detail

in Chapter IV.

Summary
The relationship between traditional play forms and
the structures and roles of human society demonstrate

that although play is often considered simply pleasurable
and unproductive, it most likely performs necessary social

functions.

One function in particular, that of learning,
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seems to be closely related to play.

Two theories of child

development through play presented in this
chapter show
how both the rules and the roles that are
characteristic
of play help the child to relate to the adult
social order.

Two studies on simulation games provide evidence
that

these theories are applicable to our understanding
of

adult learning.
The adoption and development of simulation games for

instructional purposes, first in industry and later in
schools, has been rapid, and has resulted in a number of

attempts to evaluate simulations.

Although the motiva-

tional power of simulations has been clearly demonstrated,

there is no evidence that they provide the range of cognitive learnings that simulation developers originally

claimed.

Therefore, a case has been made for an alterna-

tive to simulation research that measures learning by

participants' performance on written tests.

Given the

nature of the learning that takes place during

a

simulation,

there is a need for research that focuses on the evaluation
of expressive objectives and the examination of partici-

pant activity during a simulation.
The purpose of this study is to investigate the

influence that decisions about the design and use of roles
in an instructional simulation has on participants'

activity.
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The next chapter presents a definition
of instructional
simulation that is based on the sources of
simulation

development and a taxonomy of simulation.

This definition

provides the basis for an examination of simulation
design
and a rational for the choice of roles as
the major concern
of this study.

Three hypotheses are made about the rela-

tionship between the design of the roles and participant

activity in an instructional simulation.
Chapter III describes the process of developing a

simulation in the area of teacher evaluation, focusing on
the design variables presented in Chapter II.

lation is used to test the hypotheses.

This simu-

The research design

and the methodology for collecting information, both unique
in the field of research on instructional simulations, are

presented in Chapter V.
The final two chapters of the study present the findings on the relationship between the design of the roles
and participant behavior in the experimental groups.

Generalizations about these effects and considerations for
simulation development and further research conclude the
study
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CHAPTER

II

THE DEFINITION AND DESIGN
OF AN INSTRUCTIONAL SIMULATION
2

The Problem of Definition
The classification and definition of the range
of

events and entities that characterize a field of study
is a

prerequisite for the development of that field.

Simulation

theory at this point exists only in the crudest form,
and
there is little agreement about appropriate terminology
or

parameters for the field.

Abt uses the title "Serious

Games," 1 Coleman and his associates at Johns Hopkins

preferred "Social Simulations," or "Simulation Games,"
Klietsch originally used the term "Instructional Simulations," 3 and later broadened his scope with "BehaviorBased Learning Systems.

Abt, Serious Games
2

These terms all describe slightly

.

Boocock and Schild, Simulation Games in Learning

3

.

R. G. Kleitsch, An Introduction to Learning Games and
Instructional Simulations (Minneapolis: Instructional
Simulations & Co., 1969).
4

A Taxonomy of Behavior Based Learning Systems
(Minneapolis: Instructional Simulations, Inc., 1970).

different forms of what this study defines
as instructional
simulations.
This chapter provides a definition

of this term

after examining the sources of simulation
development and
various approaches to the problem of classification.
With
the focus of the study clarified, the process
of developing

an instructional simulation is examined,
providing a context
for three hypotheses about the relationship
between role

design and participants' behavior during an instructional
simulation.

Sources of Simulation Development

There are at least four distinct sources of ideas for
the development of instructional simulations, each source

varying in purpose and structure.

They are formal game

theory, computer-based simulations, role playing exercises,

and parlor games.

Formal game theory is one source of ideas for simulation
development.

The theories of strategic gaming, first

adequately expounded in Von Neuman and Morgenstern

'

philo-

s

sophical work, Theory of Games and Economic Behavior

5
,

have

stimulated the development of games used in theoretical

J. Von Neuman and 0. Morgenstern, Theory of Games and
Economic Behavior, 3rd ed. (New York: John Wiley and Sons,

1964)

.

research, such as "A Prisoner's Dilemna,"
and "Inspector's.
6
Invader."
The application of game theory to a
simulation is
seen clearly in Horvat’s "Negotiation
Game," in which collective bargaining between school board and
teachers' association
representatives takes place, each team trying to
maximize its

negotiation points through bargaining and compromise. 7
A second source of ideas for instructional
simulation

development has come from theoretical models of social
systems that have been simulated by computer.

based simulation of a social system provides

The computer-

laboratory for

a

the analysis of complex and dynamic problems.

These simu-

lations are hypothetical models of social systems in that the

principal variables and their interactions are specified and
the researcher alters the parameters to examine their import-

ance in the operation of the total system.

Results from

computer-based simulations can be compared to the operation
of the real world system on which the model is based to

obtain a validation of theoretical assumptions

.

^

The develop-

A. Rapoport, Two-Person Game Theory: The Essential Ideas
(Ann Arbor, Mich.: The University of Michigan Press, 1969
)

7

G. H. Ross, "Game Theory Analysis of Simulated Collective
Negotiations," Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the
American Educational Research Association (ERIC File No. ED018-868
1969)
.

,

Q

T.

H.

Naylor, et al

(New York: John Wiley

&

.

,

Computer Simulation Techniques

Sons,

Inc.,

1966).

9
ment of simulations to train potential
business executives in
the 1950's was based on the newly
acquired technical capability
of producing such models of economic
behavior by computer.
These models were used to process the results
of management
decisions on production and marketing, and
thereby facilitated
a simulation of the real market in
9
a condensed time

frame.

A third source of ideas for simulation development
has
derived from training techniques in which the trainee

imitates the behavior appropriate to a given role.

Although

the roots of this pedagogical approach are as old
as man, its

modern day equivalents can be seen in so sophisticated

a

training scheme as the LEM module simulator for astronauts.
The development of the in-basket technique, in which a person

plays the role of an administrator making decisions in an

organization, is a widely used technique for administration
training, as, for example, the simulation of "Jefferson

Township School District" by the University Council for
Educational Administration.'*' 9

Other contemporary examples of

R. C. Meier, et al.. Simulation in Business and Economics
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1969), p. 181.
"*"

9

Simulation in Administrative Training (Columbus Ohio:
University Council for Educational Administration, 1960)
,

this approach include micro-teaching,11
Cruickshank

City Simulation,

s

Innlr

and the role-playing exercises
developed

by the Peace Corps for training volunteers
to live and work
in unfamiliar cultures.
A fourth source is the parlor board game,
designed

primarily for recreation and amusement.

These games approach

instructional simulation in forms such as Monopoly

,

where a

certain level of player skill interacts with the roll
of the
dice and the chance cards to determine the winner,
and games

of pure chance,

such as Bingo

.

Simulation developers have

used these games as a source of ideas for the use of chance

devices such as spinners, dice, and chance cards, the layout
of ^ playing board

,

and competitive devices such as score

cards, the sequenced moves of pieces, and point represen-

tations of symbolic pieces.

The Classification of Simulations:

Taxonomy and Definition

The developer of a simulation exercise uses ideas from

one or more of these sources to accomplish his purpose.

Simulation exercises are, because of this, quite varied in

D. Allen and D. Ryans, Micro-Teaching (Reading, Mass.:
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., 1969).

12

D. R. Cruikshank, Inner City Simulation Laboratory
(Chicago: Science Research Associates, 1969)

structure and operation.

There have been a number of attempts

to devise a classification scheme
for simulations involving

human participants, however, to date there
has been no general
agreement among simulation designers as to which
scheme is

most helpful for describing, designing and
evaluating their
work.

Di liman

,

in his search of the literature on simulation

in education and training,

identified nine classification

schemes, each based on different criteria.^

One of the most frequently used, and potentially the

most valuable, classification criteria is the functional
purpose of the exercise.

In this scheme there are three broad

categories
1.

Evaluation or theoretical research.

2.

Teaching, training, or instruction.

3.

Demonstration and exploration of
feasible solutions.^

Using the last two categories, Raser

proposes that there are

three functional purposes for simulations in education:
To teach specific skills to trainees

1.

Dillman, Simulation Exercise
14

Ibid

.

,

p

.

,

p.

20.

21

15

J. R. Raser, Simulation and Society: An Exploration of
Scientific Gaming (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc
1969
.

p.

118.

,

)
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2.

To educate students in schools

3.

To explore the solutions to practical

social problems.

Other writers who have used functional
classification schemes
16
17
include Harmon,
Abt,
and Twelker. 18
These classification systems are helpful in
describing

differences in instructional simulations, but as they
stand
they are inadequate as a basis for examining
simulation

design decisions in terms of learning objectives.
Quite recently a research team headed by Klietsch of

Instructional Simulations, Inc. developed

instructional simulations. 1 ^

a

taxonomy of

Contrary to the claims of its

authors, this effort is likely to contribute to, rather than

reduce

,

the current confusion in terminology describing

simulations.

However, the taxonomy does have potential for

H. H. Harmon, "Simulation: A Survey," in Proceedings
of the Western Joint Computer Conference (Los Angeles: Western
Joint Computer Conference, 1961)
p. 9
~.

,

17

C. Abt, "Games for Learning," in Simulation Games in
Learning ed by S S. Boocock and E. 0. Schild (Beverly Hills,
Calif.: Sage Publications, Inc., 1968), pp 65-83.
.

,

.

.

1

P. A. Twelker, "Simulation: What Is It?
Why Is It?"
(paper presented at the Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development Conference on Simulation, San Diego,
April 1968
,

19

)

.

A Taxonomy of Behavior Based Learning Systems
(Minneapolis: Instructional Simulations, Inc., 1970).
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providing guidelines to simulation designers

The authors of this taxonomy use the
term "Behavior-

Based Learning Systems" to refer to educational
methods whose
purpose is to stimulate active participation
in game or

simulation-like situations.

Under this broad classification

there are three general categories:
1.

Experiential Simulations

2.

Research Simulations

3.

Learning Simulations

Exercises in the different categories use different methods
to promote learning.

They are also distinguished from each

other by the kinds of design decisions that are required for
their development.
250 traits

The authors of the taxonomy isolated over

(drawn from a study of 600 units) that characterize

simulations, and rated the frequency and educational usefulness
of each trait for the types of simulations in each of the three

categories.

Certain traits critical for the success of one or

more of the simulations were found to be useless or damaging
for others. 20

For example, the use of chance devices such as

spinners or dice might be integral to

a

simulation of

community crisis, and quite dysfunctional in
exercise

20

Ibid

.

,

pp

.

11-20

a

a

role-playing

Exercises

m
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the first category, Experiential
Simu-

lations, are characterized by their
purpose:

to create an

emotional state for recreation, dramatics,
the deepening of
perceptions, or the expansion of creativity.
The most
obvious activities in this category are parlor
games, in which
excitement and pleasure are a principal purpose,
role-playing
and socio-drama, often used as a means of deepening
indiv-

iduals' perceptions about themselves or others

(as in

group

therapy and sensitivity groups), and simulation games,
in

which a major purpose is the creation of an emotional state
that is subsequently analyzed (as in the simulation Star

Power^)

.

The second category, Research Simulations, includes

operational gaming, or games of pure strategy (such as
Prisoner's Dilemna)

,

and formal simulations in which partic-

ipants interact with a computer-based model to discover

optimum solutions to complex economic, social or political
problems.

The use of research simulations for educational

purposes generally requires an a priori understanding of the

parameters and variables, as well as the theoretical assump-

Star Power is a game simulating the formation of a three
class society in which the upper class finally controls the
wealth and power of the game. It is available from Simile II,
La Jolla, California.

tions of the simulation, which is probably
the reason that
they have been largely confined to
graduate school, industrial
and military uses.
The third category in the taxonomy, Learning
Simulations,

includes those materials and methods that generate
activity

which is, itself, the medium of instruction.

The unique

characteristic of a Learning Simulation is the degree to
which participants learn from their own activity during the
exercise.
1.

There are three classes of Learning Simulations:

Learning Games:
the principles of a
discipline are incorporated into a game as
rules of play.
(Wf f N Proof
Equations,
Spelling Bees)
'

'

,

2.

Active Case Studies: A real or
fictionalized reconstruction of events,
persons and roles is produced so
participants can re-enact, with openended decisions, the situation. The
emphasis is on a comprehension of the
relationships and factors that affect
the outcome of the situation.
(Disunia, Dig, Dangerous Parallel)

3.

Educational Simulation: Task seguenced
replications of a real world social
system, in which performance is
evaluated at the end of each task.
Learning objectives for educational
simulations emphasize the mastery of a
process, not content, data or theory.
(Inter Nation Simulation, Life Career
Game, the Consumer Game).

The two classes in the taxonomy that are the focus of
this study are the Active Case Study and the Educational

Simulation.

Games

These exercises have in common with Learning

(the other class in the third category)

the intrinsic
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learning value of participants' activity,
and, in addition,
the involvement of participants in
a recreated social
situation, in which the human factors of
communication, group
dynamics, organizational power, and information
exchange

dramatically affect the outcomes of the social
process.

Definition
An instructional simulation in this study is defined
as
an activity among two or more decision makers seeking
to

achieve their objectives in a limiting context which
represents, in operational characteristics, a real or

hypothetical social situation.

This activity is designed to

fulfill educational purposes.

The Design of an Instructional Simulation

How does one go about designing an instructional

simulation?

Prior to any particular design decisions, a

simulation designer considers the educational purpose that is
to be served by the simulation, the nature of the population

that will use the exercise, and the nature and scope of the

system that will be simulated.

Before discussing the

particular steps of design that follow from these considerations, three points about the process of developing a

simulation should be made.
The first point is that it is not likely that the steps

of simulation development are
ordered or sequential.

Although many writers have suggested

a
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series of steps to be

taken, it should be remembered that
simulation design is

primarily an art, and by the nature of
the creative act, its
production cannot be adequately represented
by a series of

sequenced steps.

For clarification of presentation it
is

useful to set out the steps of simulation
design as if they
were chronological, though in the act of
creation these

processes are often simultaneous and sometimes
reversed.
A second point is that our knowledge about the

operational consequences of any given design decision are

primarily intuitive and are based on previous experience.

Although one may have an intuitive sense that
sion

a

given deci-

is likely to produce a particular effect on participants

activity
belief.

,

we seldom have hard evidence to substantiate this

An example of an intuitively attractive design

assumption is that a competitive scoring system in

a

simulation will positively affect motivation and involvement
in the exercise.

This, or course, is not the only rationale

for designing a scoring system:

such a system might embody a

designer's theoretical understanding of the social system
being modeled.

In any case, there is, at this point, no

evidence that a competitive scoring system is

a

more potent

means of producing high levels of involvement than other

design variables.
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The third point about simulation design
is that it is
probably not necessary for the model of a social
system in an

instructional simulation to have theoretical validity.

James

Coleman, the former director of a simulation
development center
at Johns Hopkins University, has argued for a
number of years
that simulations provide an excellent means of developing

social theory. 22

(He

would argue that, in fact,

a

simulation

should embody a valid theoretical model of a social process.)
In designing a simulation, one makes a number of theoretical

propositions about the relationships between variables in the
real world.

Thus the simulation can be seen as a laboratory

for the test of those assumptions.

If the behavior that is

predicted occurs, the theoretical proposition is advanced.
Given this perspective, the evaluation of
a

a

simulation becomes

process of making explicit and validating the theoretical

propositions that it models.

However, it may be that the

behavior of participants in a simulation depends upon

considerations that are not attributable to the purely
structural aspects of the simulation.

Baldwin, in a critique

of Coleman's assertion that simulations provide an ideal social

science laboratory, points out that simulation designers and

directors can very strongly influence participants' behavior,

J. S. Coleman, "Games as Vehicles for Social Theory,"
American Behavioral Scientist, XII (July-August 1969) pp. 2-6.
,
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and thereby cause them to act in
ways that the designer feels
are appropriate, whatever the merits
of the theory embodied
in the simulation. 23

A second, and related, difficulty with
Coleman's view
is that, even if a simulation is
theoretically weak, participants will fill in the gaps by using their
own sense of how
to proceed.
This process may have valuable instructional

benefits.

In this case what one evaluates is not only
the

soundness of the simulation as a model, but the ability
of

participants to use their own experience and creativity
in

providing solutions and procedures to a situation that has
not been fully defined.

One could argue that the question of

theoretical validity is of less importance in the design of

a

simulation than the question of educational usefulness (unless,
of course, the principal learning objective is to accurately

reproduce, in verifiable detail, real world situations).

With these caveats about the design of an instructional

simulation in mind, one can proceed to examine some recommend-

1969)

ations about simulation design.

Alice Gordon,

drawing

1970)

J. D. Baldwin, "Influences Detrimental to Simulation
Gaming," American Behavioral Scientist, XII July-Auqust
(

,

24

p.

16.

A. Gordon, Games for Growth: Educational Games in the
Classroom (Palo Alto, Calif.: Science Research Associates,
pp. 123-134
,
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heavily on the work of Clark Abt and Ray
Glazier, 25 proposes
that there are ten decisions to be made
in producing an
instructional simulation.
1.

Definition of Objectives.

2.

Determining the Scope of the Simulation:

More

formally this can be described as setting the

parameters of the social system being simulated
(time period, geographic area, number of

participants, institutions, etc.)
3.

Key Actors:

Identification of the roles in the

simulation, whether individual, group or

institutional
4.

The Goals of the Players:

These goals can be

stated in terms of power to be gained, tasks
to be completed, or ideology to be communicated.
5.

Players Resources:

The information, power and

forms of wealth that a player has available
(either at the start or during the simulation)
6.

Decision Rules:

What the criteria are which

participants use in deciding what action to
take, and how they know the mechanism for

For an earlier formulation of these steps see R.
Glazier, How to Design Simulation Games (Cambridge Mass.:
Abt Associates, 1968).
,
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7

.

making and recording

a

Player Interaction:

The rules which govern

decision.

who interacts with whom, and under what

constraints
8

.

Constraints:

The limitations on the actions

of the participants.

These are the rules,

either embodied in the roles or through

general game rules about what the participants

may not do.
9

.

Success Criteria:

Deciding what the criteria

are by which participants can measure their

success in achieving their goals in the
simulation.

In the Active Case Study form of

insti uc tional simulation,

success criteria

might be simply based on the adequacy of task
completion as judged by
10

.

a

third party.

Methods of Presentation and Sequence of
Operations:

This final step involves

decisions about the way the simulated social
system is communicated to the participants.
One may use media, game boards, printed

materials, and these may be presented all at
the beginning of the simulation or in

sequenced stages.

Given the classes of simulations that we are focusing

on

m
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this study, these decisions are more
accurate descrip-

tions of the process of developing an instructional
simulation

than those proposed by other writers such
as Twelker, 26 Green
and Sisson, 2 7 or Kibbee Kraft and Nanus. 28
,

Gordon's recommendations operate at the rule of thumb
level:

they basically describe in straightforward terms
the

processes that most simulation developers engage in.

A more

sophisticated attempt to provide guidelines for instructional

simulation development is the work of Klietsch, who approaches
simulation development as

a

process of system definition, and

focuses his analysis on the explication of the model that is
the basis of the simulation.

2Q

Although Klietsch 's presentation is weakened by the

obscurity of his terminology, his basic approach is helpful
in clarifying the kinds of questions that one must ask in

P. A. Twelker, "Designing Simulation Systems," (paper
presented at the American Educational Research Association
Convention, February, 1969)

27

J. R. Green and R. L. Sisson, Dynamic Management
Decision Games, Including Seven Noncomputer Games (New 'York
Wiley, 1959), pp. 5-6.
28

J. M. Kibbee et al
Management Games: A New Technique
for Executive Development (New York: Re inhold Publishing
Company, 1961), p. 113.
.

29

R.

G.

,

Klietsch, Introduction to Learning Games.
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translating the real world into a simulated
one.
It is
during this process that one must make a
number of theoretical
assumptions
Systems formulation is an active and
synthesizing experience, even as it is an
analytic process, guided by the over-all
purpose of fabricating or isolating a
system.
In a synthesizing experience, the
systems formulator is expected to embody
a range of similar phenomena under an
appropriate concept, a rubric, which
separates it from other phenomena, but
which is notably related to the other
concepts in the synthetic, emergent model
of the system.
Synthesizing data and
translating phenomena into concepts and
relational schemes involves more than fiat
"let this be represented by that term." 30

—

In the process of designing a simulation one examines

the workings of the real world, abstracts those processes and

relationships that suit the educational purpose of the
simulation, conceptualizes the relationships in this piece of
a

larger social context, and then translates the abstract

model into the action terms with which those who will

participate in the simulation are familiar.
The decision about which processes and elements of a

real world social system should be abstracted for a simulation
is made from two simultaneous considerations:

the objectives

of the exercise and the nature of the system to be modeled.

30

Ibid., Unit I, p. 7.
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It is the latter consideration that raises the
theoretical

assumptions in which Coleman is interested.
One assumption, universal to instructional simulations,
is that behavior is purposive,

i.e.

that individuals in a

social system operate to fulfill a purpose.

The simulations

in the classes that are the domain of this study are based on

the proposition that goal seeking is a sufficient cause for

initiating behavior.

present a problem or
or accomplish.
a

Simulations, by their very nature,
a

task which participants strive to solve

Quite in contrast to behavioral theory, where

particular stimulus is assumed to be sufficient cause for

activity, simulations assume that a primary determinant of

behavior is future orientation coupled with present stimulus.
Second in importance to the goal or goals specified for

simulation participants are the process rules.

Although some

simulations allow participants to formulate or change

procedural rules during play
II,

(

Star Power

,

developed by Simile

is an example), all instructional simulations must embody

rules specifying how interaction will take place, how

decisions will be made and action taken on these decisions.
These procedural rules embody assumptions about how the real
social system operates.

The rules of a simulation set up a

model of how information and resources are to be exchanged,
and this is integrally related to purposes specified for the

simulation participants.

Coleman suggests that the idea of

45

purposive exchange, as

a

model of the operation of a social

system, is the basis for simulation development:

The possibility of conceiving of all social
interdependence in terms of interdependence
of actions that can lead to mutually profitable exchange of control over actions
suggests that all forms of social interdependence can be mirrored by social simulation games, limited only by the imagination, ingenuity and theoretical acumen of
the investigator 31
.

The importance of the concept of exchange, as embodied
in the rules of a simulation,

is that qualities that are

intangible in the real world can take on tangible qualities
in a simulation.

For example, in a model of a democratic

decision-making process, where decisions must be made over

a

series of issues, each of which represents different possi-

bilities to participants in terms of the attainment of their
goals, a vote

(which is specified by a rule)

represents a

commodity that can be exchanged for an explicit or implicit
promise for another's vote at

a

future decision point. 32

A third decision, common to all instructional simulations,
has to do with the process of abstracting relevant roles from

J. S. Coleman, "Social Processes and Social Simulation
Games," in Boocock and Schild, Simulation Games in Learning,

p.

45.
32

Coleman, "Games as Vehicles of Social Theory."
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the real social system, and then embodying
these in the

simulation.

Theoretically, roles play

a

major part in the

operation of a social system:
.the functioning of societies depends
upon the presence of patterns for reciprocal
behavior between individuals or groups of
individuals.
The polar positions in such
patterns of reciprocal behavior are technically known as statuses.
.A role represents
the dynamic aspect of a status.
When (an
individual) puts the rights and duties which
constitute the status into effect, he is
performing a role. "33
.

.

.

Conceptualizing the roles of

a

social system involves

the examination of power, information availability and flow,

resource distribution, functions and constraints (legal or
customary) that distinguish the individuals and groups in the
system.

But more fundamental than these characteristics of

a

role is the purpose or goal that the role player strives for.
It is the operation of the role as defined by its character-

istics, interacting with the other roles toward their respective purposes in a social system that itself has an overall

purpose, usually defined by a set of common rules and restraints, that produces the dynamics of a social system.

The role decisions that are necessary in designing an

R. Linton, "Status and Role," (1936) in Sociological
Analysis: An Introductory Text and Case Book ed by L.
Wilson and W. L. Kolb (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company,
1949) pp. 211-212.
,

.
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instructional simulation depend on these
considerations. One
determines the purpose or goal of the roles
simultaneously

with the consideration as to which roles will
be enacted.
The next step is to determine the power, information,

resources

(wealth, property, etc.), functions and constraints

that are applicable to each role.

Finally, the set of rules

that specifies the interaction of the roles, including
the

exchange of information and resources, is determined.

Definition
A role

(in an

instructional simulation) is defined as

the fabricated characteristics which distinguish a partici-

pant in a simulated social system.

A role includes,

explicitly or implicitly, one or more of the following
characteristics:

social or organizational status, objectives,

functions, information and resources, power and constraints.

Hypotheses of the Study
A crucial distinction between

world social system is scope.

a

simulation and

a real

The whole purpose of a

simulation is to reduce the complexity of the real world so
that participants can engage that world in a manageable way.

Therefore, the simulation designer is constantly faced with

decisions about what aspects of the real world to eliminate,
foreshorten or simplify.
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In decisions about roles the
designer cannot include all

the persons normally engaged in a
given social system as

active participants, except in the very
unusual case where
the number of persons playing the simulation
is equal to the
number of persons in the real world system being
modeled.
Further, even with those roles that are chosen,
one cannot

include all the information that characterizes
persons in
those roles in the real world.

In making these limiting

decisions, the simulation designer must assume that the

information he chooses to provide via the roles will have more
influence on participants' behavior, in ways relevant to the

educational purposes of the simulation, than other information
that he might provide.

Crucial to this set of assumptions is

a

more basic one:

that the inclusion or exclusion of any information in the

simulation will make

a

difference in the patterns of behavior

that participants engage in.

This study is designed to test

this assumption as it relates to the decisions a simulation

designer makes about roles.

There are three hypotheses to

examine
1.

That the behavior of participants in an
instructional simulation is significantly
affected by the information provided by
the roles.

2.

That a higher amount of interaction
between participants will be based on the
information provided by the roles than on
other sources of information in a
simulation

3

*

That he structure of group
interaction is
.^
significantly affected by the status
positions provided by the roles, even
though there are no explicit rules
that
differentiate role interaction.

Summary
This chapter has been concerned with defining
the

nature of instructional simulation and
demonstrating that
role design is an important element of simulation
development.

The first half of the chapter presented four
sources

of simulation development and a taxonomy of
simulation,

which provided
simulation as

a
a

context for the definition of instructional
class within the taxonomy.

The second half

of the chapter presented considerations and steps in
simu-

lation development, and made the case that the use of roles
is a central issue in simulation design.

Three hypotheses on the relationship of role design to

participant behavior during the simulation concluded the
chapter
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CHAPTER

HI

AN INSTRUCTIONAL SIMULATION
ON TEACHER EVALUATION

In spite of the voluminous literature on
the subject of teacher evaluation, there
has been very little improvement of the
practice of the appraisal of teacher
performance as it applies to the everyday life of the classroom teacher. Yet
the persistant clamor for "accountability"
calls for response from dynamic and

progressive teacher organizations

." 1

The simulation that is the basis for the research in
this study embodies the complex issues involved in planning
a

teacher evaluation system in American public schools.

Throughout the 1960

's

teachers' organizations, school admin-

istrators and community groups have each, in different ways,
sought means of more adequately assessing school programs.
The evaluation of teachers is a critical component of this

process

Introductory statement from Teacher Evaluation: A State ment by Teachers (Lansing Mich. Michigan Education
Association, 1971)
,

.

:
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Research on Teacher Evaluation
The first step in designing a simulation
(as explained
in chapter two)

exercise.
pants'

is to identify the educational purpose
of the

In an instructional simulation, because
partici-

activity is synonomous with educational purpose, the

definition of objectives parallels the process of defining
the tasks for the participants in the simulation.

To develop

worthwhile objectives for simulation on the issues of teacher

evaluation requires a thorough knowledge of the problems with
current practices in teacher evaluation and potential solutions
to those problems.

There were two major classes of information about teacher

evaluation that were examined in preparation for designing the
simulation.

First were those studies that examined the process

of teacher evaluation as it is currently practiced in school

systems, and the attitudes of school personnel regarding these

practices.

Second was the research attempting to establish

definitions and correlates of teacher competence, and studies
that established the basis of productive professional relationships between teacher and evaluator.
In 1964 the National Education Association's Research

Division conducted a national survey of teacher evaluation
practices and the reactions of school personnel to those
practices.

The study team sent comprehensive questionnaires

,

o a
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s

ratified random sample of 648 superintendents,
826

school principals, and 1,134 classroom teachers. 2
This study supported the view that the defects
of the
existing teacher evaluation programs are serious;
that a

substantial percentage of teachers and administrators
have
doubts and negative opinions about the usefulness of
current

evaluation procedures:

TABLE 3.1 3

PERCENT OF PRINCIPALS AND TEACHERS
EXPRESSING DOUBT OR NEGATIVE OPINION
ON SYSTEMS OF TEACHER EVALUATION

Principals

22.1

22.7

34.6

Teachers

43.6

44.6

50.1

Large
school
systems
(over
25,000)

Medium
school
systems

Small
school
systems
(3,000 to (300 to
24,999)
2,999)

It is notable that over 20% of the principals, who are

largely responsible for conducting teacher evaluations (over

Evaluation of Classroom Teachers
National Education Association, 1964
,

3

Adapted from Ibid., p. 65.

,

Research Division,
p.

8.
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90% of the principals surveyed were
solely or partially

responsible for this function),

evaluation procedures.

4

expressed reservations about

The percentage of classroom teachers

expressing these attitudes indicates serious
problems of
confidence, particularly in view of the discrepancy
between
the two groups.

More recent surveys have indicated that the situation
has not substantially changed since the 1964 NEA study.

An examination of the sources of the inadequacies of

teacher evaluation practices reveals serious defects in
assumptions, planning, instruments and training.
The most basic assumption made by the great majority of

programs is that school administrators are capable of deter-

mining the important qualities, behaviors and skills of an
effective teacher

.

This is a questionable assumption at

best, and most likely is not true.

In 1963 Howson reports:

"Researchers over the past 50 years have
been attempting to discover means by

Ibid

.

,

p

.

25

.

5

G. Queer, "An Analysis of Teacher Rating Scales: A
National Survey," (Pittsburg, Penn.: Office of Research,
Pittsburg Public Schools, 1969).
^

J. H. Hain and G. J. Smith, "How Principals Rate
Teachers," American School Board Journal February, 1968,
,

pp.

17-18.
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which teacher competence can be assessed
effectively.
Probably more than 2,000
studies have been reported in this period.
Though more recent studies have begun to
show evidence of progress, the findings
have little to offer the practitioner
insofar as what to do is concerned ."
*7

Although

a

number of quite sophisticated instruments

for analyzing a teacher

recently,

g

'

s

behavior have been developed

there are few demonstrated correlations between

student performance and the behaviors of teachers that are

classified by these instruments

.

This problem is devastating enough; further examination
of current evaluation practices reveals serious flaws in

planning and operations.

The NEA survey of 1964 reports that

only 60% of the school systems

(teachers and principals

reporting) defined the criteria used in their evaluation

practices,^ and only 40% of the teachers reported that they

R. Howson, "Teacher Evaluation: Facts and Folklore,"
National Elementary Principal XLIII (November, 1963), p. 14.
,

g

See D. M. Medley and H. E. Mitzel, "Measuring Classroom
Behavior by Systematic Observation," in Handbook of Research
on Teaching ed. N. L. Gage (Chicago Rand McNally and Company,
247-328, and
1963)
pp
,

,

:

.

A. Simon and G. Boyer, Mirrors of Behavior (Philadelphia
Research for Better Schools, Inc., 1970).
9

^

Medley and Mitzel, "Measuring Classroom Behavior," p. 237.
Evaluation of Classroom Teachers, p. 21.

were given copies of this criteria in
writing. 11

of

all^he

teachers in the sample, whose understanding
and support of
the evaluation system would seem
crucial given the inability
of evaluators to make objective and
valid judgments, there
were only 16.7% who reported that they were
involved
in

planning the evaluation program.

1^

The instruments that are used in evaluating
teachers
are generally rather primitive and subjective.

Queer reports

that fifty out of fifty-three schools that responded
to his

questionnaire (which was sent to

a

stratified sample of

schools throughout the country) used rating scales of class-

room behavior as the principal means of teacher assessment. 13
Hain and Smith, reporting their conclusions about the

practices in evaluation of 267 elementary school principals
in New York, point out that:

"An analysis reveals that the majority of
rating forms consisted of lists of single
words or phrases which sought to characterize distinguishing traits of teachers, and
they contained no provision for the person
being evaluated to sign the form. These
unsigned forms tended to contribute toward
that classic error of measurement known as
the "halo effect,
whereby the instrument

13

Ibid

.

,

p

.

21

Ibid

.

,

p

.

60

G.

Queer,

Analysis of Teacher Rating Scales,"

p.

1.
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becomes a vehicle for pseudo-objectivity
behind which the rater can place his
initial biases concerning the teacher." 1 ^
A final observation from this survey of
research on the
current systems of teacher evaluation concerns
the training
of the evaluators.

It appears that almost 20% of the

principals who conduct evaluations have had no training
for
this task.
One of the most effective methods of training
evaluators, given that each school system has different sets
of criteria and different evaluation procedures, would
be

locally sponsored workshops.

Only 20.4% of the superinten-

dents in the NEA study said that such workshops had ever been
a

part of the school system's in-service program. 15
The evidence that reliable reporting of human behavior

requires, even with sophisticated observational instruments,

many hours of training, 16 suggests that most of those who
conduct evaluations in the schools are not properly prepared
to do an adequate job.

Research on teacher competence and behavior, particularly in the last ten years, has pointed the way to alter-

Hain and Smith,
15

"How Principals Rate Teacher," p. 18.

Evaluation of Classroom Teachers

,

p.

21.

16

F. N. Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavioral Research
Educational and Psychological Inquiry (New York: Holt
Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1964), pp. 505-507.

:
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native approaches to evaluation
practices in the schools.
Three potentially helpful sources of
criteria for competence

have been examined:

student gains on learning objectives,

(which is ultimately the only defensible
criteria)

,

actual

teacher behavior in the classroom, and student
ratings.

Prerequisite to the use of student gains as

a

basis for

evaluating teachers is the definition of a curriculum
of
behavioral objectives and a system of pupil assessment

that

would measure

a

student's progress during his study with

P ar ^i cu l ar teacher.

a

There are great difficulties with this

approach in areas of the curriculum such as the arts, the
humanities and the social sciences, simply because no one has
been able, in these subject areas, to define meaningful and

measurable levels of competence. 17
ives,

Secondly, certain object-

such as effective citizenship, may be ultimately

definable and measurable, but evaluation would have to wait
on the evidence of long term behavior, and thereby be useless
for helping or judging a particular teacher.

However, with

the advances of testing methodology and the development of

curriculum evaluation techniques, some systems have been
developed that can be used for teacher evaluation purposes

J.

B.

MacDonald,

"A Case Against Behavioral Objectives,"

(paper presented at the Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development Conference, Chicago, 1969).

in curriculum areas such as reading,
mathematics, and the

sciences

1

Teaching behavior is enormously complex, and
observation
systems that reliably characterize this behavior have
only

recently been developed.^

Since it is not presently

feasible to use student gains as a criterion of teacher

effectiveness, except under the limiting conditions previously mentioned, it is necessary to look to criteria that
can be closely related to the ultimate but unmeasurable

objectives of teaching.

For example, if critical thinking

can be shown to be related to the frequency of higher order

questioning by the teacher, and if such thinking is

a

desirable educational objective, then the teacher could be
assumed to be effective in this area if he asked such

questions at an appropriate frequency level.

The most com-

prehensive directory of observational systems that achieve

a

desirable level of inter-observer reliability on behaviors

One such system is Comprehensive Achievement Monitoring
developed at Stanford University and at the School of Education, University of Massachusetts.
See W. P. Gorth (organizer)
"Designing Instructional Systems with Longitudinal
Testing Using Item Sampling Techniques ," (Amherst Mass.:
Report No. WP-9, Project Cam, School of Education, University
of Massachusetts, 1970).
,

,

19

Medley and Mitzel, "Measuring Classroom Behavior.
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that could be used in developing
behavioral criteria of
teacher effectiveness is Mirrors of Behavior 20
This work
.

identifies at least twenty currently available
instruments
that might be used to accurately monitor
teacher behavior.
It appears that there is a logical basis
for inferring

that particular teaching acts are correlated with
learning
gains, and there are a small number of studies that
demon-

strate this connection. 21

To the degree that teachers and

administrators specify certain acts and patterns of classroom behavior as desirable, such instruments could have usefulness and validity as evaluative tools.

A third potentially useful criterion of teaching effectiveness is student evaluations.

Howson notes that:

"Pupil ratings of teachers have been the
subject of a considerable amount of research.
With remarkable consistency, the findings
have shown that pupils are able to make more
valid and reliable ratings of teachers than
any other group, including administrators,
supervisors and experts. "22

Simon and Boyer, Mirrors of Behavior
21

.

Two such studies are M. L. Cogan "Theory and Design of
Study of Teacher Pupil Interaction," Harvard Educational
Review XXVI (1956), pp. 315-342, and R. Pankratz, "Verbal
Interaction Patterns in the Classrooms of Selected Physics
Teachers," in Interaction Analysis: Theory, Research and
Application (Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley Publishing
Company, Inc., 1967).
,

a

,

,

22

R.

Howson,

"Teacher Evaluation," p. 16.
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There is considerable resistance to the use of students
as

evaluators in the public schools

,

in part because of the

cultural assumptions implicit in the teacher-student relationship in this setting

.

However

,

at the university level stu-

dent rating scales have received wider use, and there is ample

evidence that such ratings can be effective. 23
Recently, student rating instruments measuring students'

perceptions of teacher knowledge and behavior have been

developed and validated in
systems.

a

number of mid-western school

Both teachers and administrators have reported high

levels of satisfaction with this approach to evaluation in
these systems.

2^

Other promising alternatives to current practices of
teacher evaluation are suggested by studies on the relationship between supervisor and teacher. 25

Brown studied the

interaction between values and beliefs of supervisors and

H.

H.

Remmers,

"Rating Methods in Research on Teaching,"
pp. 247-328.

in Handbook of Research on Teaching
24

W. Coats,

,

.

Educator Feedback Center, Kalamazoo, Michigan,

1970.
25

Two such studies are J. C. Gowan, "Predictors of Teacher
Success: Rating by Authority Figures," California Journal of
Education Research VI (1955) pp. 147-152, and E. A. Von
Fange, Applications for School Administrators of the Person (unpublished
ality Structure of Educational Personnel
doctoral dissertation, University of Alberta, 1962).
,

,
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teachers to see if this influenced the
supervisory judgments
He found that discrepancy between
teachers' and
.

supervisors' value orientations was a strong
predictor of the
evaluative judgment given (high discrepancy
correlated with
low evaluation)
Secondly, he found that what supervisors
.

felt were desirable educational conditions
determined to

a

very large extent their perception of what was and
what was
not worthwhile in a particular teacher's activity.
To the extent that an evaluation system is designed
to

improve instruction, it is necessary to examine the impact of
supervisors' behavior on teachers' behavior.

Brown's study

suggests that negative feedback from a supervisor with

different value orientation will be dysfunctional.

a

McGregor

contrasts two evaluative situations to demonstrate this

point
"Contrast the situation in which a subordinate
is evaluating his own performance relative
to specific targets which he set a few months
ago with the situation in which he is listening to his superior evaluate his performance
against the superior's standards and objectives
.

In this latter case, the stage is set for
rationalization, defensiveness, inability to

B. Brown, "An Investigation of Observer- Judge Ratings
of Teacher Competence," University of Florida, Gainesville,
Fla. (ERIC File No. ED-027-281), 1969.

understand, reactions that the superior
is
being unfair or arbitrary. These are
not
conditions conducive to effective motivation. "2 7
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Given the lack of adequate measures of
teacher effectiveness, criteria for an effective evaluation
system implied
by a consideration of the relationship
between teacher and
supervisor have been suggested by Israel
1.

An agreement between supervisor and teacher on
short term behavioral goals. This determination is to be reached cooperatively, and carried
out by those who are closest to the process.

2.

Evaluation must be based on performance and not
on personality measures.

3.

Supervisor is responsible for providing the
support and resources that will help the teacher
meet the performance criteria.

4.

Evaluation should be future oriented and cumulative so that the process contributes to the
growth and development of the teacher.

The development of means to substantially improve

practices of teacher evaluation has not as yet resulted in

noticeable improvement in public school evaluation systems.
This is probably due to school personnel's inadequate knowledge of viable means of incorporating new evaluation tech-

D. McGregor, The Human Side of Enterprise (New York:
McGraw Hill Book Company, Inc., 1960), p. 67.
28

J. W. Israel, "Innovation in Evaluation: Teacher
Assessment by Objectives," University of California, Los
Angeles, Calif. (ERIC File No. ED-029-625), 1970.
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niques into the schools, and partially
attributable to the
increased commitment of resources that is
required to implement new teacher evaluation programs.

Objectives and Design of the Simulation
In the fall of 1970 the TEPS Commission
of the National

Educational Association requested that

a

simulation be devel-

oped that would help teachers and school administrators
re-

think current practices of teacher evaluation.

The simulation

was to be used in workshops on teacher evaluation that
were

sponsored by State Educational Associations in
locations around the country.

a

number of

Although the workshops were

primarily for those teachers active in the local educational
associations, they would also include school administrators
and school board members.

simulation was to provide

The general purpose of the
a

vehicle by which participants

could examine new approaches to evaluation in the context of
total school organization.

To accomplish this purpose

successfully required a process for examining alternative
evaluation systems in a setting that embodied the political
and social factors most likely to influence the development
and adoption of new approaches.

This general purpose, and the research cited on teacher

evaluation, suggested the specific objectives that were

developed for the simulation.

These objectives describe the
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activities that participants were to
engage in during the
exercise
1*

identify the major purposes of a teacher
evaluation system, and indicate how these
purposes
t0 the P ressure s operating (on
personnel)
at the various organizational levels
of a school
system.

2.

Identify the major components of a teacher evaluation system and the considerations that can
be
made within each component.

3

Analyze the relationships between the considerations that would be made in each component of
^ teacher evaluation system and the major concerns of the personnel in a school system about
these considerations.

.

4.

Identify the major types of teacher evaluation
systems that have been recently developed, and
show the relationship of these systems to the
purposes and components of teacher evaluation
procedures

5.

Describe the major cost and resource outlays
required by the various types of teacher evaluation systems.

6.

Employ research that has been done on teacher
evaluation to critique plans for teacher evaluation
.

It was determined that a simulation of the planning of a

new teacher evaluation system for an entire school district

would be an effective way for participants to achieve these
objectives.

The simulated planning process would have a

series of tasks, each with alternative decision choices, and

would translate the objectives into participant activity.
These tasks were specified in two planning periods.

period had four tasks:

The first
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1.

The determination of the purpose of the new
teacher evaluation system (Purpose defined
by the way information was to be used)

2.

Determination of the general criteria that
would kg us 0 cl in evaluating the teacher

3

Determining who was to be involved in
specifying performance criteria with the
individual teacher.

.

4.

Determining the means of gathering information
.

These issues are crucial in determining the broad outline of
a

teacher evaluation procedure.

The second period of plan-

ning involved examining particular evaluation models and

selecting that model, or models, which, within the constraints
of budget and staff resources, would best implement the

decisions made during the first period.
The goal for the participants within the simulated

environment was conceived as a project to be completed:
prepare a rough plan of

a

to

new teacher evaluation procedure

for an entire school district.

From the range of situations in the real world which
could provide a framework for these processes, a situation
that was based on a case study of a mid-western school

district was selected.

The teachers' organization in this

district and the school board had negotiated

a

clause estab-

lishing a teacher evaluation planning committee composed of
teachers, administrators and school board representatives:
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A system of evaluation of teaching effectiveness, including performance criteria, shall
be recommended to the Board by an Evaluation
Committee established by the Board and the
Association. The primary purpose of evaluation shall be to improve the quality of
teaching and therefore contribute to the
educational objectives of both the District
and the Profession.
The Association and the Board shall appoint
six (6) members to comprise the Committee,
with at least two (2) members for the Association being full-time classroom teachers and
at least one (1) member for the Board being a
member of the Committee by January 1, 19
"The Committee shall make an interim report in
writing to the Board and the Association by
March 15, 19
The Committee shall make its
final recommendation in writing to the Board
and the Association by June 15, 19
.

"This article shall expire at the end of this
contract year. "29

Rules which governed the activity of the simulated

Committee were given through

Research Division.

a

memo from the School District'

A "Guidelines for Planning" document

included an outline of the four initial decision tasks described above (page 65) with

a

range of possible alternatives

provided within each decision area.^

Additional material

was provided to the Committee in the form of a reference

Adapted from "Excerpts from Contractual Agreements,"
Michigan Education Association, 1970)

(East Lansing, Mich.
1
p

:

.

^

see Appendix A.

3

for a copy of the guidelines.

materials booklet.
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This included the contract statement,

current evaluation practices in the simulated
school district,
an outline of the goals of the district,
a policy statement
from the school board, and a summary of current
research
findings on teacher evaluation. 31
In reaching decisions the committee was provided
with

time guidelines and the decision rule of majority vote
when

consensus could not be reached.

After a planning session in

which the committee made decisions on the first four areas,
there was a break, and the group returned for a second
session.

At the beginning of this session they received a

second memo from the Research Division thanking them for the

plans thus far received and providing them with seven teacher

evaluation systems, each representing
evaluation. 32

Committee

'

s

a

unique approach to

During the second planning period, the

task was to make a selection of the systems which

they felt would best implement their initial decisions, within the constraints of staff and cost limits.

The complete set of decisions made in these two planning

32

See Appendix A.

4

for a copy of the reference materials,

See Appendix A.

6

for a copy of the evaluation systems

materials
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periods represented the real world time of
approximately two
months; the report of the Committee therefore
represented the

interim report specified by the contract clause.

(See figure

3.1 for the task sequence of the simulation.)

A convincing introduction for participants to the

simulated world in which they will act appears to be an

important component of an effective simulation.

Inbar has

n oted the importance of the orientation period in preparing

participants for

a

simulation:

...a careful handling of the players before the
session starts might be all that is needed to
induce those predispositions which seem to pro--.,
duce desired results during the playing period.

Children create and enter an imaginative world with spontaneity and enthusiasm.
to wane;

As we grow older, this ability appears

the typical adult will ordinarily

disengage from

his world of real concerns with considerable uncertainty.

On

the assumption that film is one of the most effective

stimuli for creating an imaginative world, an audio-visual

presentation of the simulated setting was developed.

34

A

film-strip with accompanying music, narration, and the voices

Inbar, "A Game Simulating a Community Disaster," in
Boocock and Schild, Simulation Games in Learning p. 183.
,

34

This approach to orientation was suggested by
Cruikshank s Inner City Simulation in which participants view
a twenty minute movie of the simulated setting.
'
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of teachers and administrators presented
Dover City:

its

size, climate, history, school system,
educational problems,

and its need for a new system of teacher
evaluation.

The

filmstrip concluded with a description of the genesis of
the

committee and its responsibility to produce an interim
report
for the School Board and the Teachers' Association. 35
In selecting the roles that would be enacted, and how

those roles would be defined, a number of possibilities were

considered.

Early in the design of the simulation we decided

to eliminate roles external to the committee

(such as School

Board and Teacher Association representatives who might evaluate the Committee's work.)
a

The contract statement specified

School Board member and two teachers on the planning comm-

ittee.

In addition we considered as roles for the simulation,

student and community representatives, different levels of

administrative personnel, and additional teachers.
The size of the Committee was a variable that would have

strong influence on the ability of the group to operate

effectively, and it would therefore affect the participants'

realization of the objectives for the exercise.

In a large

group there could be a more complete representation of

35

See Appendix A.

narration

2

for a copy of the filmstrip
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divergent viewpoints, though the effectiveness
of the group
in reaching decisions would be diminished
.

The content of the role descriptors, following
the

considerations outlined in chapter II

(p.

47)

includes:

organizational status, purposes, functions, power, resources,
and information.

The question of how much information to put

into the role descriptors was clarified by studies indicating

that an individual would only employ a limited amount of

information in a group problem-solving task, that too much
information was dysfunctional.

Shaw's research indicates an

optimal level of two bits of information per person in

problem-solving group of six members.

a

on

The nature of the information given in the role could

range from personalized experiences to research information.
It was not evident from the research what the impact of

different kinds of role specific information would be on the
group and the individual.

Intuition suggested that personal

attitudes and experiences in the role descriptions would be

D.

Cartwright and A. Zanders, Group Dynamics: Research
rev. (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers,

and Theory, 3rd ed
1968)
37

,

p.

.

499

M. E. Shaw, "Some Effects of Varying Amounts of Information Exclusively Possessed by a Group Member Upon His
Behavior in the Group," Journal of General Psychology
LXVIII (1963), pp. 71-78.
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convincing and useful.
Given the objectives of the exercises, the selection
and

description of roles for the first runs of the simulation
were
based on the following decisions:
1.

That six roles, with different status positions
and with different perspectives on the issue of
teacher evaluation, would be designed.

2.

The roles would only include those who were
directly concerned with the teacher evaluation
program as decision makers (School Board and
District level administrators) or as participants
(school level administrators and teachers)

3.

The role descriptors would provide:
name,
organizational status, functions, and two bits
of personal attitudes or experience that
reflected the role perspective on teacher

evaluation
4.

One Committee member would be given the responsibility of chairing the committee, and would
have the power of calling a vote. The chairman would not be given the power of a vote.

5.

All the other roles would have the power of
one vote each time a vote was called.

6.

There would be no explicit win criteria for
individual committee members, though as a part
of the post-simulation analysis, the plan would
be examined in terms of each of the role
perspectives

Testing the Simulation
The simulation was tested, in its crudest form, with

graduate classes at the University of Massachusetts and with
staff personnel at the National Teachers Association.

results of these runs were encouraging:

The

participants were

able to vigorously engage in the tasks and
to arrive at

solutions to the problem of designing

system that appeared satisfactory.

a

73

teacher evaluation

During the trial runs

tape recordings of the groups were made, so that
elements of
the simulation that were unclear or dysfunctional
could be

rectified
The final test run of the simulation was made at a

national conference sponsored by the TEPS Commission of the
EEA

.

A total of forty-four participants, forming six groups,

engaged in the exercise.

Although the simulation was run on

the last day of a three day working conference, and the time
for the exercise was cut short because of conference time

pressures, participants rated it as the most successful com-

ponent of the conference.

38

On the questionnaire administered immediately after the

simulation was completed, conference participants indicated
strong positive reactions toward the simulation.

The first

part of the questionnaire contained seven open ended state-

ments asking for evaluative comments about the various
aspects of the simulation.

The results of this section of

the total questionnaire are summarized in Table 3.2.

After the Conference was over participants rated all
the components of the Conference on an evaluation form prepared by the TEPS Commission Staff.
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As anticipated, the time constraint for the session
was

considered the most serious problem for the simulation.

How-

ever, even with this constraint, participants felt the exer-

cise was well designed and administered.

This is confirmed

by the responses to the second section of the questionnaire.

Participants were asked to check
ments, two each on three issues:

a

response to six stategroup effectiveness in

producing a teacher evaluation plan (items

1

and 4), the use-

fulness of the simulation as an instructional method (items
2

and 6), and perceptions of involvement and usefulness

(items

3

and 5).

On all items except number four, there was

close to or better than
to these statements

a

ninety percent positive response

(Table 3.3).

Whatever the real learning that was taking place during
the simulation, participants perceived the exercise as a very

effective instructional method and the plans that were generated as a useful basis for teacher evaluation systems in

their own school districts. 39
The results of the trial runs demonstrated that the

The only perceptible difference between the six groups'
"The work this
reactions to the simulation was on item four:
group has done could usefully be applied in my own school
district." Two groups of the six were generally neutral in
their responses to this item.
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simulation was perceived by participants
to be an effective
instructional exercise (and they were
professional educators)
However, it was unclear how the design
decisions had affected
the groups' activity.
All groups worked through
the tasks,

played the roles and produced

a plan.

Yet observation of the

dynamics and the content of the groups' interaction
during
the trial runs raised a series of interesting
questions that

were unanswerable by the data:
1

.

What effect did the roles have on the content
of the group discussion? Did they facilitate
the expression of the perspectives and
attitudes specified by the objectives?
.

2

.

3.

Not much use was made of the research findings
provided in the reference material, thus the
sixth objective specified for the simulation
was slighted.
Is there a way of changing the
emphasis of the groups' discussion to a stronger
focus on the research findings?

Those individuals playing lower status roles
seemed not to appear to participate as much as
those with higher status roles.
Is this
simply a coincidence, or do the roles truly
affect the group structure?

The next chapter will present the research design and
the methodology developed to investigate these questions.
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CHAPTER

IV

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

In the trial runs of the simulation
it appeared that

the roles strongly affected the behavior
of the group

participants.

At the NEA conference participants rated
the

role descriptors as the most valuable aspect
of the exercise (See Table 3.2). Typical participant
comments were: 1

"Excellent job of role description."

A good angle, we could really explore
our interpretations of another's point
of view."
"It would be a good idea to switch
roles and play it a second time through."

"The roles were realistic, individuals
seemed to use them to express their
own hostilities and viewpoints more
honestly.

Observation of the groups, and an examination of tape
recordings made during the simulation, suggested that infor-

mation that was unique to a given role was more often used
than information common to all participants.

Further, it

seemed that the structure of the group followed

a

pattern

These comments were written responses to the first
part of the questionnaire described in Chapter III(p.
-

1

).
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that one would expect in the real
world counterpart of the
simulation. The School Board representative
and the vicepresident of the Teachers Organization in
the simulation
seemed to have a greater influence on the
group than the
beginning teacher or the tenured teacher
(who was also a

department head)

:

they interacted more frequently, made

more proposals, reacted to more of the suggestions
and
ideas of the other group members, and appeared
to be more
dominating.
it should be noted that there were no

rules of

communication and no unique sources of power or resources
within the simulation that produced this behavior.
One of the consequences of the groups' reliance on
roles was that information provided as background materialfor example, the current Dover City teacher evaluation

system and the summary of research on teacher evaluation
did not appear to be considered as often as the information

provided by the roles.

One possible explanation for this

is that the information unique to the roles was,

in fact,

more germane to the decisions that had to be made.

Another

and more plausible, explanation is that the role mechanism
was, in itself, the major focusing variable for the parti-

cipants

'

selection of information to be considered in

reaching decisions.
The implications of the latter explanation for the

design of an instructional simulation are fundamental.

For
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if it is true,

the role descriptors should include the
data

and information that is most critical for
the realization of
1.

the learning objectives of the simulation.

The first two

hypotheses of this study reflect this concern:

That the behavior of participants in an instructional simulation is significantly affected by
the information provided by the roles.
2

.

That a higher amount of interaction between

participants will be based on the information
provided by the roles than on other sources of
information in the simulation.
The third hypothesis:
3.

that the structure of the group interaction is

significantly affected by the status positions
provided by the roles, even though there are no

explicit rules that differentiate the interaction
of these roles
is not directly related to the simulation's objectives.

However, the degree to which the roles, rather than participants' personal characteristics or previous experiences,

influence their participation is likely to be one measure
of the roles' total influence over other aspects of

participants' behavior during the simulation.
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Experimental Design
To investigate these hypotheses three
different ver-

sions of the simulation were developed.

Each version had

the same orientation procedures, tasks
and rules.

versions a group chairman functioned as
facilitator and vote caller.

a

In all

discussion

This person was given iden-

tical instructions in all three versions of the
simulation.
The inclusion and design of the roles was
systematically

varied to see what effects different treatments of this

design variable would have on the content and structure of
the simulation groups' communication.

The differences

between the three versions of the simulation are summarized

below (the complete set of roles for simulations A and B is
provided in Appendix A. 5):
Simulation A 2
Six roles, which state name, organizational title

and functions, are provided.

In addition each role

has two or three bits of additudinal or personal

experiential information.

The research information

provided by the roles in simulation B is given in the
reference material.

The information provided by the

Simulation A approximates the simulation used during
the TEPS National Conference.
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roles

m

simulation A is based on attitudes and
per -

sonal experience

.

Simulation B
Six roles, which state name, organizational

title and functions, are provided.

In addition each

role has two or three bits of information on
research

findings in teacher evaluation, and does not contain
the information provided by the roles in simulation
A.

There are no research findings provided by the

reference material.

The information provided by the

roles in simulation B is based on research information

relevant to the tasks for the group

.

Simulation C
No role descriptors are provided.

The group in

Simulation C operates as a non-role based problem solving group

.

The group is provided with the research

findings and other role information given in simulations A and B.

The difference between simulations A and B allows a

test of the first two hypotheses.

To the extent that groups

playing simulations A and B communicate different amounts of

additudinal or research information, these hypotheses would
be confirmed.

A comparison of groups using simulations A and B
groups using simulation C would be

a

with

means of testing the third
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hypothesis insofar as the structure of the groups'
com-

munication was actually affected by the status of the
roles.
Two major issues in the design of the experiment
to
test for differences between the simulations were considered:

the reduction of the effects of different settings

and times for the simulation sessions, and the reduction
of the influence that different simulation directors might

have on the group activity.

Running all three simulations simultaneously, ran-

domly assigning participants to each version, would eliminate the differential effects of the environmental factors.

However, this strategy would require that different persons

administer the different versions of the simulation.

A

number of researchers have suggested that the personal
style of the individual directing a simulation exercise has
a very strong influence on the participants'

activity.

Thus, the design had simultaneously to eliminate environ-

mental factors and reduce, as far as possible, the effect
that different simulation administrators might have on the
groups' activity.

A solution to both problems would

Two such studies are Inbar, "A Game Simulating a
Community Disaster," in Simulation Games in Learning
p. 183 and J. Baldwin, "Influences Detrimental to Simulation Gaming," American Behavioral Scientist XII
(July-August, 1969)
p^ 16
3

,

,

,
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largely eliminate the factors jeapordizing internal
validity mentioned in Cambell and Stanely's classic
treatment
of this subject. ^

be used.

5

Ideally, a Latin Square design would

Nine groups would engage in the simulation at

three different sessions
time of day)

,

(in the same location at the same

with simulation directors assigned to dif-

ferent versions of the simulation at each session (see

Figure 4.1).

Simulation A

Session
I

Session
II

Session
III

Simulation B

Simulation C

Director
Group 1

1

Director
Group 2

2

Director
Group 3

3

Director
Group 4

2

Director
Group 5

3

Director
Group 6

1

Director
Group 7

3

Director
Group 8

1

Director
Group 9

2

Figure 4.1

-

A Model Experimental Design for the Study

Unfortunately, there were not enough participants

^ D. T. Cambell and J. C. Stanley, Experimental and
Quasi-Experimental Designs for Research (Chicago Rand
McNally & Company, 1963)
pp. 4-5'.
:

,

5

See W. G. Cochrane and G. M. Cox, Experimental
Designs (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1960) for
an excellent description of the Latin Square and other
designs
,
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available to use the full Latin Square
design.

The alter-

native chosen was to eliminate session III
and to shift the
directors between the simulations during the
first two
sessions.

To further reduce the effects that different

simulation directors might have on the groups' activity,
a
training session of approximately two hours was run

for the

directors so that there would be common administration
of
the simulation.

The directors all had had previous exper-

ience in running simulations.

The room in which the simulations were run was divided
into three areas of equivalent space, lighting and facilities.

This setting did not change for the second session.

All groups in both sessions received a common orientation,

including the narrated film strip, before they were given
their roles and reference materials.

Participants were not

aware that they were engaged in different versions of the
simulation.

Although the simulation directors were aware

of the differences, they did not know what the hypotheses
of the study were, and therefore were unlikely to influence

the group activity along the lines suggested by the

hypotheses

The Population
The simulation was originally designed for teachers,

school administrators and school board members in American
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public school districts.

The participants who engaged in

the simulations for the experiment appeared
to be repre-

sentative of this population.
During the summer the School of Education at
the

University of Massachusetts provides workshops for
public
school personnel on a number of topics of interest
to

professional educators.

Although

a

majority of the

participants in these workshops are residents of New
England, a sizeable minority come from other areas of the
U.S.

Prior to the summer workshops, letters describing the

simulation and asking for voluntary participation were sent
to workshop applicants.

With the responses to this letter,

and contacts with workshop participants when they arrived,
a total of

thirty-four persons volunteered for the two

simulation sessions.

(See Appendix D for a copy of the

letter and follow-up communications to simulation parti-

cipants .

Immediately after the simulation,

a

questionnaire

was administered which included items on participants' age,
sex, professional experience, educational background and

present position.

These variables were believed to be the

characteristics which might differentiate the sample from
the intended population.

The expectation was that the

sample would be slightly younger, have higher status positions and more education than the population for which the
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simulation was intended.
case.

This does not appear to be the

Table 4.1 presents the data on the
characteristics

of the sample.

The typical participant was between forty

and fifty years old, female, had some
graduate work beyond

the M.Ed. and was a teacher.

There appears to be no way

to compare this sample to the full population.
a

There were

higher percentage of school administrators, school board

members and district administrators in the sample than
one would find by examining statistics from public school
systems, but it is the intent of the simulation to bring

teachers and higher status personnel together.
There are other characteristics of the sample that
do distinguish it from the population.

These include:
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TABLE 4.1

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE

Characteristic

Frequency

%

Age
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
No response

1
1

23.5
20.6
29.4
20.6
2.9
2.9

10
24

29.4
70.6

3

8.8
23.5
5.9
58.8
2.9

8

7

10
7

Sex

Male
Female

Education
B.A.
(or equivalent)
B.A.+ (or equivalent)
M.A
(or equivalent)
M.A.+ (or equivalent)
Ph.D.

8

2

20
1

Current Position
Teacher
School Administrator
School Board Member
School District
Administrator

14

11
5
4

41.1
32.4
14.7
11.8
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1.

Participants in the sample were attending
workshops on innovative techniques at a
School
of

Education with a reputation for innovation in
education.

One might assume that their educa-

tional views were more liberal than typical

school personnel.
2.

The simulation was designed for workshops in

teacher evaluation, where it would be an integral

component of an entire program.

Participants in

such a workshop might have more information and

potentially more motivation than the participants in the sample.
3.

The experimental sessions were conducted in the

evening, from six to ten p.m., after partici-

pants had spent a whole day in demanding workshop

activities.

The factors of fatigue and informa-

tion saturation very likely had a negative

influence on group enthusiasm and energy.
It appears that the only variables that might be cited
as differentiating the sample from the population are

those over which there was little or no control:

to run

the experiment these differences were necessarily intro-

duced.

However, these factors are not likely to jeopar-

dize the external validity of the study as they do not

represent significant departures from the use of the
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simulation in the field. 6
In all experimental studies of the
effects of dif-

ferent treatments on a population, the
assumption of homogeneity across test groups is fundamental.
Unless this
assumption is made, the effects of the treatments
cannot be

distinguished from the effects of different
characteristics
between treatment groups.
A number of factors operating in the experimental

situation make this assumption difficult to substantiate.
The most important of these is that we simply do not
know

enough about human behavior to identify which characteristics of a population are going to influence the activity
of participants in different treatments.

The most accept-

able means of eliminating the possibility that population

characteristics will distinguish one treatment group from
another is the random assignment of participants to groups.
This procedure was followed in this study.

table

A random number

was consulted to generate assignments to the three

simulation groups as participants arrived at the sessions.

Because there were only thirty-four participants, one

For a discussion of problems of external validity see
Cambell and Stanley, Designs for Research p. 5.
^

,

7

In H. M. Walker and J. Lev, Statistical Inference
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston , 1953) .
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group

m

each session only had five members.

sessions the

5

in both

member group played simulation A.

The

same role was eliminated from simulation
A (the role of
the high school principal, Mr. Schnaps)
in both sessions,

following the rule specified in the Simulation
Director's
Handbook.

This rule simply recommends dropping the

principal's role as the one that least contributes
perspective or unique information.

a

new

(See Appendix A.l,

"Instructions to the Director of the Simulation," 3.e.)
The random assignment procedure was an effective method
of obtaining homogeneity of groups.

The characteristics

of the entire sample appear to be distributed quite

evenly across groups (see Table 4.2).
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TABLE 4.2

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SIMULATION GROUPS
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Methodology
The experimental situation had considerable
potential
for the systematic collection of information
about group and

individual behavior under the different simulation conditions.

Each group was to engage in five interconnected,

clearly defined tasks over a working time period of approxi-

mately two hours.

They were to record the results of their

decisions and prepare

a final

summary of their plan.

An examination of the range of instruments that could
be used to gather information about the groups' behavior

suggested that an interactional coding system would provide
the most accurate and complete information.

One widely

used group process observational system is Bales' Inter-

action Process Analysis (IPA).

8

Bales' IPA system consists

of twelve mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive

categories within which all behavioral acts that occur in
small groups may be placed.

The twelve categories are con-

ceptually related through a theory of group process which
conceives of two broad categories for group activities:

Social-Emotional and Instrumental-Adoptive.

The Social-

Emotional activities are concerned with the maintenance of

8

R. F. Bales, Interaction Process Analysis (Reading,
1951).
Mass.: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc
.

,
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the group and the satisfaction level
of the individuals in
the group.
Instrumental-Adoptive activities relate to

external problems.

Activities in this latter category

include problem solving, decision-making,
and productive
behavior in the usual sense of these terms. 9
The theoretical framework on which Bales'
system rests
is one that could be applied in analyzing
group behavior in
the three versions of the simulation.

The roles provide a

mechanism by which most of the Social-Emotional acts
would
be manifested, and the groups' attention to the
simulation

tasks would be clearly related to the Instrumental-Adoptive

dimension of group activity.

However, the IPA system

categories appeared too general to pick up the differences
in group content suggested by the first hypothesis.

An interaction analysis system based on a similar,

though more complex, theory of group process, and with

a

claim for higher levels of inter-observer reliability than
IPA, has been developed by Simon and Agazarian:

"The

Sequential Analysis of Verbal Interaction" (SAVI ). 10

9

Bales, Interaction Process Analysis

,

p.

59.

A Simon and Y. Agazarian, Sequent ial Analysis of
Verbal Interaction (Philadelphia Research for Better
Schools Inc
1967)
:

,

. ,

.
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SAVI conceptualizes group interaction
as a problem-

solving activity

,

the basic problem being communication.

Communication acts are either avoiding the problem,
potentially avoiding or approaching the problem, or
approaching
it.

In the latter categories are those activities
which

characterize an optimally functioning group.

Within each

of these three broad categories actions carry greater
or

lesser amounts of personal or topical information (corres-

ponding to Bales

'

Social— Emotional and Instrumental-

Adoptive constructs)

.

All communication acts are defined

by classes that can be located in only one of nine cate-

gories (presented in Figure 4.2).
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Personal

Topic

I

Avoidance

Avoidance/
Approach

&

Personal
II

III

Personal
Hostility*

General
Hostility

IV
Personal

V
Proposal
Silence
Speculation

Opinion

Dogmatism
J argon
VI

Topic
Questions
Da ta

&

Description

Approach

VII
Personal
Support

VIII
Topic Build
Topic
Reflection

IX

Responses to
Topic
Questions

*

These are examples of the classes of verbal behavior
in each category

Figure 4.2

-

Theoretical Categories of Verbal
Behavior in SAVI 3 1
-

One advantage of the SAVI model is that the number of

classes can be expanded or reduced without seriously affecting the levels of reliability.

Although there are twenty-

six specific classes of verbal behavior defined in the SAVI

manual, and over sixty sub-classes, the authors recommend
that one only use those classes that suit one's particular

11 Simon and Agazarian, Verbal Interaction,

p.

43.
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research purposes. 12
For this study eleven classes of verbal behavior
were

analyzed.

These classes were selected from all nine

categories of the SAVI model (see Figure 4.3)
Item No.

Savi Category

1

I

2

II

3

III

4

5

VI
VI

6

IV

7
8

V
V

9

VII

10
11

VIII

Self Defense/Personal Hostility
General Hostility
Dogmatism/ Jargon/Narrative

Data/Description
Topic Question/Short
Reinforcement
Opinion/Attitude/Personal
Sharing
Silence/Noise/Laughter
Proposal/Speculation/Voting
Personal Support/Personal
Confession
Response to Topic Question
Topic Reflection/Topic Build

IX

Figure 4.3

Descriptive Title

-

Classes of Verbal Behavior for
Coding Simulation Group Interaction

The classes of verbal behavior used in this study pro-

vide

a

means of analyzing group interaction and discri-

minate between communication acts based on data and
descriptive information (Item

opinion and attitude (Item

6)

4)
.

and acts based on personal
This distinction

12 Simon and Agazarian, Verbal Interaction , p. 43.
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characterizes the difference between the
information provided in the roles in simulations A and B.
Using SAVI alone for analysis of the groups'
communi-

cation would provide data for accepting or
rejecting the
first hypothesis. A second code was developed
to provide
data that would permit an analysis of the degree
to which
the roles had caused this difference.

CODE

2,

as this

system was called, was used to record the use of the

simulation materials by the participants in their communications.

There were four classes developed:

Categories in CODE

2

1.

TITLE: The name or position that is given by a
role descriptor (Mr. Poole or "Assistant
Superintendent")

2.

ROLE INFORMATION: A function, experience,
opinion, description or piece of data explicitly provided by the role descriptors.

3.

BACKGROUND:
Information that is provided in
the film strip or the reference materials.

4.

GUIDELINES AND RULES: Information provided in
the rules for playing the simulation, or the
task descriptions and alternatives given in the
guidelines

To achieve acceptable levels of reliability with CODE

required that only those verbal statements that explicitly
referred to printed statements in the simulation materials
be coded.

2
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Attempts to have simulation directors
use these
analysis systems during trial runs
of the simulation
indicated that observational coding
was impossible.
There were too many other demands on
the directors' time,
and there was no way of checking the
reliability of their
work without introducing other observers.
The alternative
was to tape-record the experimental sessions,
and then
to prepare transcripts from these tapes
for coding.

The

methodology for this process was set out in some detail

m

a

study of group processes conducted by Moment and

Zaleznik 13

After the verbal communication was transcribed, the
next step was to subdivide the proceedings of each group
into equal time intervals.

This was done by rerunning the

tape recordings and recording sequential intervals of
ten seconds each in the right hand margin of the transcript.
The ten second period appeared to span approximately two

fully typed lines on the transcript.

The choice of a ten

D. Moment and A. Zaleznik, Role Development and
Interpersonal Competence (Cambridge Harvard University,
Division of Research, Graduate School of Business Administration, 1963), pp. 292-308.
:
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second interval was relatively
arbitrary,
and the use of
longer or shorter intervals
might change some of the ultimate measurements. Ten seconds
was a long enough time
in which the intent of
participants' utterances could be
determined, and, on the whole, not
so long as to produce a
number of differently codable
utterances within the same
interval

“

Having established the time intervals
as the basic
units for the analysis, the next step
was to identify the
events within these intervals. The
basic event was the
sound of the speaker's voice: the speaker's
identity. At
the start of each group session, simulation
directors asked
participants to introduce themselves (by role
name in simu-

lations A and B and by actual name in simulation

C)

.

These

introductions were tape recorded (the tape recorders
were
started during the orientation period)
and simulation
,

directors kept a record of the subsequent sequence of

speakers until all group members had spoken at least
once.
During the preparation of the transcript the identity of
each speaker was recorded in the left margin of the transcript.

^

The number of intervals in which an individual

Moment and Zaleznik used a twelve second interval
for their study of group interaction. Other researchers
have used shorter intervals.
See Moment and Zaleznik,
Role Development and Interpersonal Competence, p. 199.
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spoke gave a relative participation
rate for each member
of the group.
The second event recorded for each
interval was the
class of verbal behavior, as specified
by the SAVI system,
that was used.
in the case where there was more than
one
speaker in a given interval, each speaker's
utterance was
coded.
if a single speaker's utterance had
two differently codable sections within a ten second
interval, only
the last part of the utterance was coded
(other details of
the coding rules are given in Appendix B.2.1)

The final record made for each interval was the
use
the speaker

(s)

made of the simulation materials (CODE 2).

The same rules mentioned above were applied in the
recording of CODE
val,

2

.

Work sheets with four columns

speaker's identity, SAVI class and CODE

time inter2

class, were

used by coders in recording the data for each group.

Figure 4.4 illustrates the coding procedure described here.

1

Another use of the identity code is to compute
the number of intervals in which a person spoke and
at least one other person spoke.
This would provide a
measure of interaction. An analysis of interaction
frequencies was not made for this study.
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Speaker
Identity
'

Time
Interval

School
Board Representative

You did say fifty percent of your
teachers, uh, are, uh, unhappy with
the teacher evaluation, uh, can
you
tell us just what they're unhappy
with?

Officer
Teacher
Association

Well, they would like, in the first
place, to have, to know more precisely what they're being evaluated on. They want to know, uh,
they need to know the criteria.
They're especially interested in,
in being evaluated on performance
and not personality.
They feel
that an evaluation should be supportive and it should help them grow.

(4)

(3)

'

Assistant
Superintendent and
Committee
Chairman

27

So then, then one of our goals in
creating an evaluation tool should
be to help teachers grow, this seems
to be what you're saying, evaluation

(1)

should help them grow professionally.

Work Sheet
Time
27
28
29
30
31
32

ID

SAVI

CODE 2

4

5

2

3
3

10
10

2

3
1
1

4

2

11
11

0

0

0

Etc

Figure 4.4

-

Sample of Transcript (Simulation
and Coding Procedure

B)

28

29

30
31

32
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Transcription of group interaction
is an expensive and
time-consuming task. Resources were
too limited to have
the entire simulation activity
transcribed. An interaction
sample of thirty minutes was determined
to be feasible and
adequate for the purposes of this study.
The sample was

drawn from the first period of the
exercise, approximately
ten minutes after the group had begun
interacting (see Figure
4.5).
During the sample thirty minute period
the groups were
engaged in making decisions on the goal(s)
of the evaluation plan and the general criteria by which
teachers would
be evaluated.
Two assumptions led to the selection of
this period for our sample:
1.

The logic of the planning process suggested that

decisions on these two issues would strongly
influence subsequent decisions.

Therefore, this

period, though it might not accurately represent the total interaction pattern, would be

important in its own right.
2.

Discussion of the goals for the evaluation
system and the criteria for evaluation were

clearly related to the research and attitudinal

information in the roles and the background

materials
The data recorded on the work sheets was punched onto

computer cards.

One card was punched for each line of the
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work sheets and contained the
following information: group
identification time interval, identity
of the speaker, and
the classes for SAVI and CODE
2.
There were approximately
two-hundred and fifty cards punched
for each
,

of the six

simulation groups, and a total of 1550
cards for the total
sample.
The cards were punched and verified
at the University of Massachusetts' Research Computer
Center.

Because

of the small amount of data entered
on each card, and the

ease with which the data was read off the
work sheets, the
keypunching was completed in a single day. A spot
check
for keypunching errors revealed no errors on
one column of
150 cards.

(See Appendix B.3 for instructions for key-

punching the data)
The SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences)

program at the Computing Center provided the means of carrying out initial analysis of the data.

Frequencies and per-

centages of the use of the two codes was computed, first
for groups as a whole, then for all individuals within the

groups.

The results of these computations provided the

basic information required to test the three hypotheses.

Establishing an appropriate level of inter-coder
reliability on SAVI and CODE
hours of training.

2

required approximately twelve

Two coders independently coded a 100

item sample from a sequence of the transcription that was

not included in the thirty minute sample.

Scott's
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reliability coefficient (pi), suggested
by Holsti as a means
of establishing levels of
reliability in content analysis, 16
was used to check this work. Scott's
reliability coefficient reduces the original reliability
obtained
by the

amount of reliability that would be
expected purely by
chance.
It thus corrects for the number of
categories
employed and the probable frequency with
which each is used.
The analysis of the trial coding using
Scott's coefficient
indicated that SAVI was coded at an .84 level
of reliability
and CODE 2 at a level of .82.
During the coding of the transcripts sample reliability
checks on forty coded items indicated that the level
of

reliability obtained in the trial remained approximately
constant (Table 4.3).

I

C

0. R. Holsti, Content Analysis for the Social
Sciences (Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley Publishing
Company, 1969), p. 140
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TABLE 4.3
SAMPLE RELIABILITY CHECKS ON THE
CONTENT ANALYSIS
OF SIMULATION GROUP INTERACTION

Simulation Groups
1

SAVI

2

3

4

5

6

85

.85

.77

.80

.79

.82

.92

.90

.

82

.80

.90

.78

a

CODE

2

The content analysis of group transcripts
provided a

reliable methodology for systematically gathering information about the content and dynamics of simulation group

interaction, and gave a measure of the relative influence of
diff e ^ent simulation materials on this interaction.

A

second set of instruments, pre and post simulation questionnaires, was developed to assess participant attitudes

prior to the simulation and their reactions to the exercise

.

The need to measure these variables had been suggested
by Inbar's research. 17

Individuals react differently to

simulations, both in terms of learning and enjoyment.

1

7

Inbar,

"A Game Simulating a Community Disaster,"
in Simulation Games in Learning, pp. 169-190.

In
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study of this differential impact on
220 4H members, Inbar
attempted to determine the importance of
different variables
on the differential impact of an instructional
simulation of
a

a

community disaster.

His study focused on the amount of

variance in learning and enjoyment that could be
explained
by participant's characteristics (background and
predispositions)

.

He found that for both learning and enjoyment there

were interactive effects operating.

In those groups in

which a majority of members enjoyed the simulation, the

background and predisposition variables accounted for

53

percent of the differences in enjoyment and learning; in the
low enjoyment groups, participants' background and predis-

position characteristics accounted for .76 of the total
explained variance.

This analysis indicates that group

membership is an important dimension of the differential
impact of a simulation.

As Inbar noted, "Favorable group

atmosphere induces general high enjoyment
individual learning." 18

— as

well as high

The two variables that Inbar found

most predictive of learning and enjoyment were the
individual's predisposition to engage in the simulation and
his motivation toward learning about the topic of the

TO

Inbar, "A game simulating a Community Disaster,"
in Simulation Games in Learning, p. 181.
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simulation
A third variable, probably irrelevant
for the population
Inbar studied, is the level of competence
that an individual
felt he had on the topic of the simulation.
The author of
this study had observed that in simulations
for persons

engaged

m

professional occupations, this sense of competence

often led an individual to dominate or withdraw from
group
interaction.

Because such reactions could have important

effects both on the group and the individual,

a

measure of

“P erce i v od competence in teacher evaluation was included
in the pre— simulation questionnaire.

The final form of the

pre-simulation questionnaire contained six items:

two

items for each of the three variables described here.^
For the post-simulation questionnaire five variables

measuring participants' reactions to the simulation were
developed

1

9

1.

Perception of group effectiveness.

2.

Personal contribution to the group efforts.

3.

Effectiveness of the simulation.

4.

Choice of a leader for a subsequent task.

In the pre-trials of the questionnaires four items for
each variable were used. A correlation analysis between
each set of four was used to eliminate items that did not
intercorrelate at a .001 level of significance (Kendall's
Tau, a rank-order correlation coefficient was the statistic
used for the significance test)
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5.

Choice of the most helpful person
in the
group.

In addition, the post-simulation
questionnaire asked for the

background characteristics of age, sex,
education, and professional experience. For participants
in simulations A and
B a final item asked them to
indicate the role that they

played in the simulation.

(See Appendix C for copies of the

questionnaires)
The pre and post simulation questionnaires
were not

developed to test the hypotheses, but to provide
checks on
the sampling and random assignment procedures,
and to pro-

vide information that would allow additional interpretation of the findings based on the content analysis of
the

group transcripts.

Summary
Both a theoretical consideration of simulation design
and the evidence on participant activity during simulations

suggests that roles are important in the functioning of

simulation group in at least two ways:

a

they appear to focus

the group's attention on information contained in the roles

rather than on other simulation materials, and they affect
the structure of the group's interaction.

This chapter has

presented a research design and a methodology for testing
three hypotheses about these effects.

Three versions of a

Ill

simulation, each treating the role
variable in a different
way were designed. To reduce the
influence of the simulation director and environmental effects
an experimental
design was planned. Participants from a
sample of the

population for which the simulation was designed
were
randomly assigned to groups over two sessions.
A methodology for gathering information about
the

activity during an instructional simulation was
developed:
content analysis of group interaction based on a theory
of
small group communication processes. A second code

a

for

determining the use of various materials in the simulation
by groups provided a relative measure of the impact of role

based information for each group.
To gather information about those participant atti-

tudes likely to affect the simulation activity, a pre-

simulation questionnaire was developed.

Participant per-

ceptions about the exercise, as well as their background

characteristics, were measured by

tionnaire

a

post-simulation ques-

.

There are two departures from current simulation

research that the design and methodology described here
incorporate.

First, by systematically varying one of the

major design variables of an instructional simulation, one
can focus on the particular effects attributable to that

variable.

Given our current level of ignorance about how

a
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simulation affects participants, such
an approach is a
needed development for research on
instructional simulation.
Secondly, by using instruments that
enable one to
examine the behavior of participants
during instructional
simulations, one should be able to gain
new insights into
the effects of a simulation on the
activity and learning
that is taking place.
To the extent that this methodology
is an effective means to examine such
activity it is a

valuable alternative model for simulation research.
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CHAPTER

y

ROLES AND GROUP ACTIVITY

In the analysis of the data obtained from
the trans-

scripts and the questionnaires, the focus is examination
of
the three major hypotheses of the study.

Chapter five pre-

sents the statistical methods used to test these hypotheses
and the interpretations of the results of the tests in terms
of their implications for simulation design.

Role Information and the Content of Group Communication
The first hypothesis states that the behavior of parti-

cipants

in an instructional simulation is significantly af-

fected by the information provided by the role descriptors.
The first step in the analysis of this proposition is the

examination of the content of group interaction in simulations A and B (the role based simulations)

.

The difference

between these simulations is contained in the roles: simulation A provides roles in which information is in the form of

attitudes held by the individual represented by the role;

simulation B provides roles containing information on research in teacher evaluation.

The difference between these

two can be illustrated by a selection from the role of the

Assistant Superintendent of the School District, Mr. Poole.

Si mulation A

:

"As assistant superintendent one
of your

principal responsibilities includes
selecting applicants
for teaching positions.
You feel that an evaluation
plan would enable you to make better
decisions if it

provided objective information on the performance
of
newly appointed personnel".

Simulation B

:

"As assistant superintendent one of your

principal responsibilities includes selecting applicants
for teaching positions.

You recently completed a study

in which you compared your rating of candidates
for

teaching jobs against the supervisory ratings of these
same teachers, after they had been teaching in Dover

City for a year.

The results were disturbing: there

was only a .20 correlation between the two judgments.
This suggests that you are either using quite different

criteria in assessing teachers than are the supervisors
in the District, or that judgments on the same criteria

are very unreliable".
If such information makes a significant impact on the

content of individual's interactions in the group, the result would be that in simulation A individuals would be

characterized by a higher percentage of statements in class
No.

6

of the SAVI code

Copinion)

than individuals in simu-

lation B, and those in simulation B would communicate

higher percentage of statements in class

4

a

(Data and De-

scription) than those in simulation A.
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In the context of decisions that the
groups make about

the design of a teacher evaluation
system, this difference
is important.

To the extent that group members do not re-

fer explicitly to research findings, decisions
are likely to

incorporate elements of the current teacher evaluation
procedures which are dysfunctional.
For example, if the group
decides to eliminate the use of student evaluations of
teachers and to include the use of standardized test results
of pupil performance without reference to the research on

the adequacy of such sources of information as ways to mea-

sure teacher competency, they will probably be making poor

planning decisions.
However, it is also clear that the attitudes of the persons using the teacher evaluation plan and the feelings of

those who are evaluated cannot be ignored in planning such
a system.

Examples of these attitudes include the adminis-

trator's desire to have information to make adequate judg-

ments about teacher promotion and dismissal, the new
teacher's insecurity and consequent feeling that what is
needed is feedback and support on a non- judgmental basis,
and the school principal's desire to improve the quality
of teaching and the staff morale in his school.

Unless such

attitudes are openly expressed, it is unlikely that the

group will make decisions that will be acceptable to all
parties.

One participant in the experimental run stated

the consequences of preparing a plan that
did not take these

perpectives into consideration:
Mr. Poole:

"If we're going to get this system approved,
we have to keep in mind that the Teacher
Association and the Board of Education must
give it their stamp of approval.
Individuals who aren't satisfied in either group
'

could sabotage what we're doing".

Before examining the distribution of attitude-based
statements and data-based statements in simulations A
B,

a few

and

examples of each, taken from the transcripts, will

clarify the distinction that is made between these two in
coding the transcripts:
1.

Examples of Attitude-based statements (SAVI
No.

Class

6)

Miss Poli

Mr. Poole:

2.

,

(A

new teacher)
"I'm a new teacher, I'm
young in the profession and I want to improve my expertise.
By having the principal come in twice a year to observe me, as
we have in our system here in Dover City, I
find totally inadequate.
I would like to
have someone on my grade level who would
work with me closely as a buddy teacher,
and to work closely with the principal to
get support and help"
:

"See, as assistant superintendent, I tend
to agree with our Board Member, because I'd
like to know, I'd like to have some feedback for my own judgment on what kind of
teachers we have in the school system"

Examples of Data-based statements (SAVI, Class No.
4)

Mrs. Dickenson (Vice-President of the Teachers Associa"Well, Mr. Phelps... our teachers
tion)
are really not satisfied with the way we
evaluate at the present time. Over 50% of
:

them on a recent survey conducted by
the
School District's Research Diyision
felt
that we had an inadequate system.
Mr. Poole:

"We also have to take into consideration
the research finding that. .values held
by
observers about effective teaching styles
are primary determinates of their ratings"
.

These statements, taken verbatim from the
transcripts,
are typical of the difference in the content
of communica-

tion in simulations A and B suggested by the first
hypothe-

An examination of the overall percentages of state-

sis.

ments in the categories coded by the SAVI system show that
the classes of data— based and attitude— based statements

play a large part in the groups' interactions (Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1 also indicates that there are no other distin-

guishing characteristics between groups in the two simulations

.

Figure 5.1 indicates that in the second session the

group playing simulation B actually had

a

of statements in class

However, this group

6

than class

4.

higher percentage

proportionate use of data to attitude was slightly greater
than either of the groups in simulation A.
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Percentage of Statements in the SAVI Classes for
Groups in Simulations A and B

Two different statistical techniques
were used to test
the first hypothesis, stated as a null
hypothesis:
eha
r ° f P artici P an ts in an instructional
simul^?nn
T^° not be affected
simulation will
by the information
provided by the roles.

For the first test a ratio of the frequency
of atti-

tude to data-based statements was computed
for each individual in the four groups.
This ratio was calculated by the

following formula:

A/D Ratio =

Frequency of statements coded in Class No.

6

Frequency of statements coded in Class No.

4

Table 5.1 summarized the data obtained from this cal-

culation for four groups.
A one-way analysis of variance test was used to test
for significant differences between individuals in simula-

tion A and simulation B

.

^

The foundation of this test is

that if there are considerably greater differences between

groups than there are between individuals within each
group, one can be confident that the groups are different

All computations made in this study were done with the
UMASS Time-sharing Systems statistical programs and then
checked by hand.
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TABLE 5.1
A/D RATIO FOR PARTICIPANTS IN
SIMULATIONS A AND B

Simulation A
1,39

Session
I

50
.00

.

2

1.00
6.00

Simulation B
.24
.29
67

.

2.40
.

00
**

.

Session
II

50

1.50
2.17
.

71

3.00

.

71

5.00
.

.

56
67

2.13
* *

In simulation B in both sessions there was one
partici
pant who had no statements in either class used to compute
the A/D ratio, this was interpreted as a case of missing
data and was not included in this table.

on the measured variable.

The results of the ANOVA in-

dicate that there is no significant difference between
the attitude data content of individuals'

simulation A and simulation B (Table 5.2).

statements in

TABLE 5.1
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
SIMULATION A AND B A/D RATIOS

Item

Grand Total
Grand Mean

Sum of Squares

20

79.08

1

05

11

8.05

106.24

18

5.90

8

.

*F Ratio

*

Mean Square

193.38

Treatments
Error

Degrees of
Freedom

1.36 on

]

and 18 d.f.

Probability = .257

An examination of table 5.2 indicates that there are

considerable differences between individuals' A/D ratios
within all the groups.

Tests based on comparisons of in-

dividuals across the simulation groups are unlikely to be

a

useful wav to understand the differences between the simulations

.

A second test, which compared total frequencies of

statements in classes

4

and

6

for each group, eliminated

the consideration of individual behavior, and focused

the pattern of the group as a whole.

on

The assumption under-

lying this approach is that members of a group are either

actively communicating or receiving verbal messages.

The

decisions and the considerations an individual makes will

1
be based on his own statements and
the statements of the
other members of the group. To the
extent that a group
uses data
its communication on a problem,
each individual in the group will tend to use
that data in his own
thought processes.
To the extent that a group is characterized by a high level of opinions and
attitudes in its

3

m

member's verbal communications, each member of
the group
will tend to consider issues with these attitudes
as re-

ference points.

Festinger has demonstrated that indivi-

duals in a group are in fact strongly influenced by
the

content of the whole group's verbal interaction, partic-

ularly when the group is united by the pursuit of a common
goal

2

(which is a characteristic of the simulation groups)
To compare entire groups for differences in the con-

tent of their statements a Chi Square test was made on the

frequencies of class
groups.

4

and class

6

statements made in both

The summary of these frequencies is provided in

Table 5.3.

These are the frequencies upon which the per-

centage figures given in Figure 5.1 are based.

Festinger, Leon. "Informal Social Communication," in
Group Dynamics: Research and Theory, ed by D. Cartwright
and A Zanders, 3d ed.(New York: Harper and Row, Publishers,
.

1968)

p.

184.
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TABLE 5.3

FREQUENCY OF CLASS 4 AND CLASS 6 STATEMENTS
IN SIMULATIONS A AND B

Class 6
(Opinion/Attitude)

Simulation
A

Simulation
B

Class 4
(Data/Description)

I*

49

29

II*

45

34

I*

24

50

II*

44

37

*Session

I

and II

The data in Table 5.3 indicates that the content pro-

vided by the roles does affect the content of the groups'
communication.

With the exception of the group playing

simulation B during the second session, the pattern pro-

vided by the roles is reflected in the group dialogue.
X

2

A

test on the data in Table 5.3 indicates that this pattern

is not likely to be a random fluctuation of group processes
(X^ = 15.96 at 3

degrees of freedom. p.=.001).

To summarize the tests of the first hypothesis one sees

that the individual's communication is not necessarily pat-

terned by the information provided by his role.

Although

a

majority of simulation participants did in fact use most of

the information they were given in the roles, a number
did
not.

One cannot conclude that role information will focus a

participant's verbal behavior in accord with the information
provided by his role.

However, the group as a whole does

communicate content that is provided by the roles, and this
information significantly affects the total pattern of the

group's dialogue.
This finding raises a question fundamental to instruc-

tional simulations in which participants interact in groups:
does the content of the group's communication significantly

influence the cognitive processes of those individuals in
the group who do not contribute to that content?

In the

specific case investigated here the question is whether
those individuals in simulation B, who do not communicate
the information provided by their roles, do incorporate

that information and the information communicated by other
I

participants in their own consideration of the problems
facing the group.

To the extent that they do, the role in-

formation provided has learning value for all group participants, whether or not all participate in actually com-

municating it.

This learning directly relates to the sixth

objective of the simulation:

"

(Participants

will),

employ

research that has been done on teacher evaluation to
critique plans for teacher evaluation."

A number of

studies have provided evidence that individuals in

a

group

that is working on a task tend to adopt the content pattern

established in the group dialogue for
their own consideration
3
of the problem.
This evidence, although not conclusive for the particular case studied here, strongly
suggests that during the simulation all participants in simulation B
had more experience
with the process stated in objective six than
did participants
in simulation A.

Likewise, it appears that members of groups

playing simulation A had more experience with the
process
specified by the third objective for the simulation:

Analyze the relationships between the considerations
that would be made in each component of a teacher evaluation system and the major concerns of the members of
a school system about these considerations ."
Before examining the conclusions for designing

a

simula-

tion that one might infer from these findings, it is necessary to analyze participants' use of all the information pro-

vided in the simulations.

The second hypothesis of the study

states that a higher degree of interaction will take place on

content provided by the roles than on information provided

elsewhere in the simulation.

Participants in simulations A

and B had two sources of information available to them for

working through the tasks defined by the guidelines:
1.
2.

Information provided by the roles
Information provided by the reference
materials and the filmstrip.

See R. Radloff, "Opinion Evaluation and Affiliation,"
110-118, S. Schachter "Deviation Rejection and Communication," pp. 165-181, and Festinger, "Informal Social Communication," pp. 182-191 in Group Dynamics: Research and
Theory
,

pp.

,

.

”

One test of the second hypothesis
1
is a comparison of the
groups playing simulation A and B
to determine the frequency of role-based information and
other information that
was communicated (Table 5.41.

TABLE

5

.

FREQUENCY OF USE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED BY
THE SIMULATION IN SIMULATIONS A AND B

Role
Information

Simulation A

43

Simulation B

41

A X

Reference Material &
Filmstrip Information
31
8

test for significance of this pattern indicates a pro-

bability of less than

.

003 that it could have occurred as a

random fluctuation of group processes

(X

= 8.90 at

1

d.f.).

The total use of simulation materials is higher for

groups in simulations A and B than it is for the groups in

simulation

C.

Table 5.5

presents the total distribution

obtained by summarizing the frequencies of the Code

2

cate-

gories used by the groups in the three simulations (Table
5.5)

.

Although the percentages in the first three rows of
Table 5.5 are low, it should be remembered that the rules
for coding these categories required an explicit reference
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to an identifiable piece of
information provided in the simulation. As groups worked through
the tasks, they had to

constantly refer to the guidelines (row

4

of Table 5.5) and

specify the alternatives that they were
discussing.
Thus
the percentages in column four are
considerably higher than
those in the first three columns.

TABLE 5.5

PERCENTAGE OF STATEMENTS REFERRING TO SIMULATION
MATERIALS IN SIMULATIONS A, B, AND C

Simulation
A

Simulation
B

Simulation
C

Role Title

2.1%

4

2%

*

Role
Information

7.6%

8.4%

*

Background
Materials

5.4%

4.6%

1.7%

15.5%

23.2%

26.7%

30.6%

40.4%

28 2%

Task Guidelines

TOTAL
*

%

.

There were no roles in simulation

.

C.

One important observation about the results provided
in Table 5.5 is that the groups playing simulation C used

almost no information provided by the reference materials
in considering the alternatives provided by the guidelines.

Most of the information provided by the roles in simulations

29
A and B was included in the
reference materials available
to participants in simulation
C.
This suggests that the
roles not only provide information
that is used more frequently than other information, but
they encourage the use
of the reference materials.
A possible explanation for
the greater use of background
materials by participants
the role-based simulations is that
roles probably increase the reality press of the simulation,
thereby increasing participants' sense of the
legitimacy and value of
all the materials provided.

m

This support for the second hypothesis, that
a higher

degree of interaction will take place on content

provided

by the roles than on content information provided
else-

where in the simulation, is of central importance for
the

design of instructional simulation, given the first finding
that information provided by the roles significantly affect
the content of the group dialogue.

To the extent that a

simulation designer wishes to emphasize certain types of

information relevant to the solution of simulated tasks,
he should do so by including this information in the role

descriptors.

However, there is a threshold of information

individuals will use within a group.

Two bits of unique

information per individual (as suggested
by Shaw's re4
search
and probably less than the
)
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sum of this for a

,

six-person group for any given task appears
to be an
optimal amount of information.
A second conclusion, more
tentative than the first, is
that roles provide a sense of
reality about the system being
simulated that encourages participants
to use non-role based
information. This suggests that roles
are useful as a medium in which reference materials
achieve legitimacy and a
level of usefulness that they do not
achieve in groups that
do not have specified roles.

Role Status and Group Structure
The third hypothesis of this study is concerned
with
the effect that roles have on the structure of group
com-

munication.

By structure is meant the pattern of verbal

participation, measured by the percentage of time individuals communicate to others in the group.

providing

a

communication structure in

simply to specify communication rules.

a

One means of

simulation is
For example, a rule

Shaw, "Some Effects of Varying Amounts of Information,
Journal of General Psychology, LXVIII (1963)
pp. 71-78.
Although there has been no attempt to replicate Shaw's
findings in this study, the two bit level appears to be optimal for a six person group.
,

might specify that participants can only
communicate directly
with the chairman of the group, thereby
producing the wheel
interaction pattern in which the chairman is
likely to com-

municate as much as all other participants
combined (Figure
5.2)

:

Chairman

If roles in a simulation have a real impact on partici-

pants'

behavior, the group communication pattern should be

affected by the status specifications given in the roles,
even when there are no communication rules governing part icipants' verbal interaction

.

In such a case the communica-

tion pattern is determined primarily by the expectations of

participants about how they should function given the organizational status of their roles.

Adopted from Bevelas, Alex, "Communication Patterns in
Task-Oriented Groups", in Cartwright and Zanders, Group
Dynamics: Research and Theory,
pp. 503-511.

In simulations A and B the person
playing the role of

the assistant superintendent was also
the chairman of the
planning committee.
in simulation C one participant also

acted as chairman, and was given the same
instructions as
the assistant superintendent in simulations
A and B.
The

only communication rules for the simulation
were those

given in the Guidelines to the Chairman:

Guidelines for the Chairman of the Evaluation
Planning Committee
1.

Have all participants introduce themselves by name
and position.*

2.

Make an opening statement about the task of the committee:

to prepare an interim report to the Board of

Education and the Teachers' Association on a recommended
teacher evaluation plan for Dover City.
3.

Have members of the group refer to "Guidelines for For-

mulating Goals and Criteria in the Evaluation of
Teachers".

The committee's first task will be to work

through the four sections of these guidelines.
one hour for this planning period.

(It is

You have

recommended

that you limit discussion on the first section, "Goals",
to 30 minutes
4.

.

Whenever the group appears to be deadlocked,
be called for.

vote.

a

vote can

Each member, except the chairman, can

The committee will abide by the majority position,

though a record of dissenting views, if shared by more
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5.

than one dissenter, should be made
for the report.
In the second half of the simulation
interim, each participant should give an objective
analysis of one of the

evaluation systems, prior to discussion of
which system
to adopt.

This phase of your planning should not
exceed

40 minutes.
6.

One person on the committee should be asked
to keep a

record of the major decisions of the committee
for the

interim report.

Allow 15 minutes after the filmstrip for participants
to
study their materials.
It can be seen that these guidelines do not imply a

differential participation

level except for the chairman,

who must introduce the simulation, call for voting when consensus is not obtained, and keep the group on schedule.
To test the hypothesis that roles affected the struc-

ture of communications in the groups, an analysis of the

participation levels for individuals in all groups was
made.

The hypothesis would be confirmed if the participa-

tion levels in simulations A and B were significantly more

hierarchical than in simulation

C.

By the term hierarch-

ical is meant different frequencies of participation.

Table 5.6 gives the percentage of verbal communication
of participants in each of the six groups, arranged by

ranking the individual with the highest percentage to the

one with the lowest.
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TABLE

5

.

PERCENTAGE OF PARTICIPATION IN
ALL
SIMULATION GROUPS

Group

Persons
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
***

*

1 (AI)

47.7*

2 (All)

24

.

3 (BI)

33.8*

4

(BII)

5 (Cl)

27.1*

24.2

24

21.2

18.3

23.6*

21.9

24.2

16.6

11.9

18.2

19.3

22.7

14

.

6*

6

(CII)

.

2*

14.6

11.0

17.4

7.0

9.9

13.9

12.7

6.4

12.0

6

.

9.9

10.8

12.3

**

**

3.1

2.9

10.3

6.5

8.3

3.3

9.9

8.5

4.7

4

.

The Chairman of the group.
Simulation ^ groups had only five members.
Silence or noise - no single participant is speaking.

Table 5.6 indicates that, with the exception of group
2

(simulation A, session II)

the groups in the role based

simulations had greater variations in participation than the
groups in simulation C.
To test the proposition that the groups playing simula-

tions A and B were more hierarchical than the groups playing

simulation c, the mean participation
frequency and individual
deviations from this mean frequency
were calculated for each
The average deviation for each
?
P
group was computed by
summing the absolute deviation
scores and dividing by the
number of participants in each
group.

TABLE

5

(Table 5.7).

.

INDIVIDUAL ABSOLUTE DEVIATIONS FROM GROUP
MEAN PARTICIPATION LEVEL

Group

Participation
Rank*

AI

All

BI

1

93.6

12.0

42.4

30.0

20.5

23.3

2

2.4

11.0

15.2

22.0

3.5

15.3

3

23.4

2.0

9.2

18.0

.

5

1.7

4

26.4

4

18.8

17.0

2.5

6.7

5

40.4

17.0

19.8

17.0

9.5

7.7

6

**

**

27.8

36.0

10.5

22.7

133.0

140.0

47.0

77.4

Deviation

Average
Deviation
*

**

186.2
33.2

.

46.0

9.20

22.67

BII

23.33

Cl

CII

7.83

These ranks correspond to the ranks in Table 5.7
Simulation A groups had only five members.

12.90

A X

test on the null hypothesis that there
is no dif-

ference between the groups' average deviation
scores shows
that there is significant probability that
the differences

between the groups' average deviations is not simply
random
(Table 5.8).

TABLE

5

.

SIMULATION GROUP AVERAGE PARTICIPATION
DEVIATION SCORES

Simulation A
Session
I

22.67

7.83

9.20

23.33

12.90

II
2

Simulation C

33.22

Session

X

Simulation B

= 11.84

p =

.

03 at 2 d.f.

It is clear that in simulations A and B the variation
in participation levels is generally greater than in simu-

lation C.

This finding alone does not confirm the assertion

that the participation hierarchy in the role-based simula-

tions is caused by the different statuses of the roles in

those simulations.

To determine whether or not a correla-

tion exists between the level of participation of an individual and the status of the role that he plays, an assignment
of ranks to roles was compared with the frequency of parti-

cipation for the four groups in simulations A and

B.

The

role hierarchy in these simulations is as follows:
1.
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Assistant Superintendant and committee chairman
(Mr.

Poole)

2.

School Board Representative (Mr. Phelps)

3.

Vice-President of the Teachers Organization (Mrs.
Dickenson)

4.

Science Department Head, Dover City High School
(Mr.

5.

Glass)

Probationary Teacher, Dover City Elementary School
(Miss Poli)

The role of the High School Principal, Mr. Scnapps, ha

been eliminated from this ranking as this role was not

played in the five-person groups engaged in simulation A.
The expected ranking of the members in the groups on parti-

cipation levels should correspond to the rankings given to
the roles.

Table 5.9 gives the actual participation rank-

ings, by role name,

for the four groups:
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CQ

AND

A

SIMULATIONS

IN

ROLE

BY

RANKING

PARTICIPATION

A statistic to test the hypothesis that such
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a

series of rankings could be produced by chance is Kendall's

Coefficient of Concordance.

The reasoning on which this

statistic is based is that if the table of ranks was truly

random there would be no difference in row totals.

In

the case here completely random ranking would produce row

totals of 12.

If there was a perfect agreement of rank and

role status each row would total its rank times the number
of columns.

In this case perfect correlation between actual

participation level and role status would produce row totals
of

4,

7,

12,

16 and 20.

The calculation of W for the participation levels of

members of the role-based simulation groups is .589, significant at the .05 level with five ranks and four groups.

7

The two tests used to investigate the hypothesis that

role specifications influence group structure indicate that
the hypothesis is true, and that, to some degree, the status
of the role an individual plays in the simulation will cor-

b

L. Hays, Statistics for Psychologists (New York:
and Winston, Inc., 1963), pp. 656-658.
Rinehart
Holt,

W.

A table of significant levels for W were consulted in
Sciences_
S. Seigal, Nonparametr ic Methods for the Behavioral
1956)."
Company,
(New York: McGraw-Hill
^

relate with his level of participation
in the group discussion.

it should be noted that this correlation
is most no-

ticeable at the upper and lower ends of the
status hierarchy,
and not particularly important for those roles
that have
small status differentials.

In this middle range, other

characteristics of the individuals playing the roles are
likely to be primary determinants of their participation
levels

9

One means of investigating what other characteristics
might affect rates of participation is to examine the
correlations between the independent variables measured in
the study and participation frequency.
The background and
attitude variables described in chapter four, as well as
the variable of role status, were correlated with participation frequencies.
Characteristics significantly correlated with participation (at the .05 level) were:
age
(with younger persons higher in participation)
sex (with
males higher in levels of participation), and one's sense
of competency in teacher evaluation (those with higher selfperceived competency participated more)
The status of the
role played was also significantly correlated with participation, while individuals' real life status appeared to
have no relationship to participation rate.
,

.
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Summary
Three hypotheses on the effect of roles on the activity
of instructional simulation groups are tenable.

The infor-

mation provided by the roles appears to significantly affect
the content of group dialogue, and this information is used
by the group more than information provided in other mater-

ials to solve the simulated tasks.

Secondly, the group structure is influenced by the

status designations for the roles, as evidenced by the

heirarchical participation levels in the role-based versions
of the teacher evaluation simulation,

in contrast to the

more even distribution of participation rates in the nonrole version of the simulation.

However, certain partici-

pant characteristics (notably age, sex, and one's sense of
competency) probably have greater influence on an indivi-

dual's interaction pattern within the group than do the
status positions provided by the roles.
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CHAPTER

VI

OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSION

The purpose of this study was to determine the
in-

fluence that the design of roles had on participants'

activity in an instructional simulation.

We have seen

that roles affect both the content of group communication
and the structure of group interaction.

A number of con-

siderations about the administration of an instructional

simulation are also suggested by the data.

Two of these

will be mentioned here: first, the importance of leader*ship in a simulation group, and the distinguishing charac-

teristics of an effective leader; second, the relationship

between a person's actual background and the status of the
role that he plays.

The results of this study indicate

that if poor choices are made in role assignments, the

effects can be detrimental to group effectiveness and,

consequently, to individuals' learning.

Group Leadership and Role Assignments
In administering a role-based instructional simulation

one of the crucial steps during the orientation period is
the process by which participants are assigned roles.

most important role for the functioning of the group is

The

that of the leader.

Although

it is possible not to desig-

nate such a role, the process by which a group,
when left to
its own devices, chooses a leader is usually
time consuming,
and, as in the case of the simulation on teacher
evaluation,

may have no appropriate relationship to the educational
objectives of the exercise.
There is a considerable body of evidence that

agreement about the identity of its leader

group's

a

is a major

(s)

indicator of group satisfaction and effectiveness.

Heslin

and Dexter, having reviewed more than 450 studies of small
groups, analyzed predictors of member satisfaction in all

those studies which considered this variable.^ They found
-

that measures of centrality (agreement on leadership) ex-

plained much of the difference between group members' levels
of satisfaction.

The evidence of reactions of members in the groups

playing the simulation on teacher evaluation confirms
Heslin'

s

and Dexter's findings.

To obtain this evidence

the two items from the post-simulation questionnaire which

measured members' perceptions of their group's effectiveness
were summed, and a mean score for each group was computed.

R. Heslin and D. Dexter, "Three Dimensions of Member
Satisfaction in Small Groups," Human Relations XVII (May,
,

1962)

pp.

99-111.

An index of centrality was
computed from the post-simulation
questionnaire item on choice of
leader (See Appendix E.l for
the computational procedures
used to obtain these indices)
These two variables, group
effectiveness and group centrality, correlated at a .896
level (using Pearson's Correlation
Coefficient),
significant at the .01 level (see Table
6.1).
An examination of the behavior
of the leaders in the
more successful groups (AI, Cl,
CII, BI) shows that their
activity was distinguished from other
participants in their
groups on the following dimensions (Table
6.2):

1.

They tended to use data and description
(.Class
4 of the SAVI code) more frequently
than
other members of their groups.
No.

2.

They made fewer remarks in Class No. 6, opinion
and attitudes, than other members of their groups.

3.

They made more proposals (Class No.
what the group should be doing.

4.

They made more statements reflecting or building
on others' statements (Class No. 11) than other’
members of their groups.

8)

about

For an explanation of significance tests for Pearson's
Correlation Coefficient see G. A. Ferguson, Statistical
Analysis in Psychology and Education (New York: McGraw-Hill
Company, 1966) pp. 186-197.
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TABLE 6.1
INDICES OF GROUP EFFECTIVENESS AND
GROUP CENTRALITY

Group

Index of Group
Effectiveness

by Rank

Index of Group

Centrality

5 (A

I)

4.1

3.0

1(C

I)

4.1

2.0

6 (C

II)

3.5

1.75

3 (B

I)

3.0

1.4

2 (A

II)

2.5

.

4 (B

II)

2.3

1.0

r =

.

896

p =

6

.01

(d.f.

= 4,

one-tailed test)

TABLE 6.2

MEAN PERCENTAGE OF SELECTED
COMMUNICATION BEHAVIORS OF SUCCESSFUL
GROUP LEADERS AND THEIR GROUPS

Verbal Behavior
Class

Mean % for
Leaders

Mean

%

for the

Group

4

14.1

8.1

6

12.1

17.2

8

24.5

18.6

11

13.9

9.9

The leader chosen by the members of the
most successful
role based simulations (AI and BI) was the
person playing
the role of Mr. Poole, the Assistant
Superintendent of

Dover City and the Committee Chairman.

The one role-playing

simulation group that did not pick the person playing the
role of Mr. Poole was also the lowest group on the centrality index

(group A II)

These observations suggest the importance of

a

careful

process in the selection of participants for leadership
roles.

Perhaps the care in the selection of leaders for the

groups playing the simulation during the TEPS Conference is
one explanation for the uniformly high ratings of group ef-

fectiveness that conference participants expressed Csee
Table 3.3).

Potential leaders were identified by a TEPS

Commission staff member who had personal knowledge of many
of the participants' abilities.

These persons were assigned

the role of the assistant superintendent and given a

briefing on the day preceding the simulation run.
In situations where one does not have any prior acquaint-

ance with participants, there are a number of methods for

choosing leaders that might be used.

Two that the author

has found successful are:
1.

Have participants engage in a short task or
Choose
a discussion before assigning the roles.
most
the person for the leadership role who
frequently uses the classes of behavior described
above (Table 6.2).

2.

Simply have members choose roles they feel
they
can play well after discussing the different
characteristics of the roles.
(However as we
shall see, it is important that a person not
play his real life role.)
,

A second consideration in administering an instruc-

tional simulation is the relationship of the distance
between
a

person's real life experience and the role that he is to

assume.

The concept of role distance, for simulations em-

bodying roles that are equivalent to real life roles held
by the participants, appears to have an important relation-

ship to the dynamics of role enactment.

Role distance is

conceptually defined as the distance between a person's
real life status, functions and experience, and the status,

perspective and experience of the role that he is playing
(see Appendix E.2 for an explanation of the computational

procedure used to obtain a role distance index)
of role distance (in simulations A and

B)

.

An index

was compared with

the percentage of time that information in the role was

verbally communicated to determine the effects that role
distance had on
Table 6.3).

a

participant's enactment of his role (see

This relationship is, from the limited evidence,

clearly not a linear one.

When

a

person plays

a

role he

holds in real life, or a role quite distant from his real
life experience, the effectiveness of the role is consider-

ably reduced.
It is not the purpose of this observation to raise the
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TABLE 6.3

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ROLE DISTANCE
THE ACTIVE USE OF ROLES IN SIMULATIONS AND
A AND B

Role Distance
Index

Mean

% Use of
Role

Number of
Participants

0

5.2

1

1

5.2

5

2

i

i

i

—

—

—

4

3

20.5

3

4

9.5

5

5

10.4

3

6

-

7

4.5

0

1

4
interesting theoretical issues that such
limited evidence
suggests.
The practical implications seem

clear:

in the

process of assigning roles for an instructional
simulation,

participant ought not to play his real life role,
nor that
role which is most distant from his own
experience.
a

In the

teacher evaluation simulation

a

beginning teacher ought not

to play the role of the assistant superintendent,
and a

school board member should not play the role of Mr. Phelps.
An ideal match appears to be the assignment of a role that
has a different perspective and is adjacent in status to a

person's real life position.
The findings on the functioning of effective group

leaders and the effect of role distance are admittedly

based on a rather small amount of information.

Both are

hypotheses that suggest the need for further research.
ever

,

How-

unless evidence is found that casts doubt on these

findings, the recommendations should prove useful to those

administering instructional simulations.

L imitations of the Study an d
Implications for Research
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A look at the limitations of this study
will temper
one's inclination to generalize the results
beyond their
proper bounds.
In most experimental research on the effects
of different treatments on human subjects,
there are serious

problems caused by the compromise between that which is

measurable and that which is meaningful.

In this study

this compromise took the form of limiting investigation to
the effects of only one of the many design factors in an

instructional simulation:

The design and use of roles.

This

limitation allowed a close look at role-playing in an instruc
tional simulation, but raises questions about the interaction
of roles with other elements of a simulation.

For example,

there is no way of knowing if the conclusions reached in
this study are also applicable to simulations that have ex-

plicit scoring mechanisms and win criteria.

For simulations

in which the use of task-relevant information gains a partici

pant points, it may be of little consequence whether such in-

formation is in the roles or provided by other materials.
Or,

in the case of a simulation that has explicit communi-

cation rules, role status may have very little to do with
a

participant's rate of interaction.
A major limitation of this study, then, is that the

effects of the roles in relation to the other design factors
of a simulation has not been examined.

The only safe gen-

eralizations for the findings are to instructional Simula-

tions that have the same basic design parameters
as the sim-

ulation on teacher evaluation.
A second limitation of the study is the focus on only
a

half hour of the total group interaction time.

Although

this half hour is perhaps the most critical period of the

simulation exercise, it is difficult to know how representative the findings are for the entire exercise:

the ability

to generalize depends on equivalent design parameters and

simulated tasks in the other simulation periods.

The limit-

ation is also related to Bales and Strodbeck's research,

which demonstrated that groups experience distinctly different phases of activity, beginning with an emphasis on

orientation to the task and ending with emphasis on the
functions of power and control.

3

Although the sample for

this study spans the middle and final phase of one task
(the determination of goals for the evaluation plan) and the

first phase of a second task (the determination of criteria
for teacher evaluation)

,

the effects of phasing may have in-

teracted in significant ways with the content and structure
of the groups'

J

activity.

Bales and F. L. Stodbeck, "Phases in Group
Problem-Solving," in Group Dynamics: Research and Theory
pp. 389-398.
R.

F.

,

The potential for interaction effects between
role design
and other parameters of simulation design and
duration sug-

gests the need for further research which would either demonstrate that the conclusions made in this study are generaliz—
able, or that they interact with other variables.

A third limitation of this study is the emphasis placed
on enactive learning

,

and the lack of any evidence that part-

icipants' behavior after the simulation was affected by their

experience during the simulation.

Those who have an interest

in measures of enactive learning may see the methodology de-

scribed in this study as

uation practices.

a

useful alternative to current eval-

Those who believe that post hoc evaluation

is the only valid measure of learning are likely to criticise

the lack of such evidence in this study.

Similar criticism

has also been made of another recent innovation in educational

methodology:

the T Group.

The strongest criticism, and it

is probably just, of the T Group exercise is that it does

not seem to affect the behavior of participants when they

return to their occupations.

4

There is a considerable body of research on the longrange effects of T Group experience on participants' beFor a summary of such research see D. Stock, "A
havior.
Survey of Research on T Groups," in T-Group Theory and Lab(New York:
oratory Method, ed. by L. P. Bradford et al
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1964), pp. 420-441.
.
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A basic difference between the T Group
situation and an

instructional simulation is that the latter reproduces
the
context in which learned activities are appropriately
employed.

If the simulation is a reasonably accurate model

of the real world and if a participant successfully deals

with the problems in the simulation, the hypothesis that he
can do so in the real world is reasonable.

Although some

research on this hypothesis has been done,

(notably Cruik-

shank's work in training teachers by simulation^), further

research may well provide the kind of evidence that would

demonstrate the unique potential of instructional simulation
for education and training.

Conclusion
Characteristics of

a

post-industrial society include

a

great rate of social change, a proliferation of sophisticated tools to accomplish institutional purposes, and a constant genesis of new groups, agencies and institutions.

Whether we are training educators to be more aware of the
social issues implied by the procedures used to evaluate

members of the profession and the tools by which such eval-

D. R. Cruikshank and F. W. Broadbent, "The Simulation
and Analysis of Problems of Beginning Teachers," New York
State University College, Project No. 50798, Contract No.
USOE-22-6 000A (Bridgeport, New York, 1968)
.

nation can be more responsibly undertaken, or
preparing students to cope with a complex and rapidly changing
society,

we cannot assume that a transfer of factual or
theoretical

knowledge from our heads to theirs is of much use in such

a

world

Our sociological theories, our political philosophy, our practical maxims of business, our
political economy, and our doctrines of education, are derived from an unbroken tradition
of great thinkers and of practical examples,
from the age of Plato in the fifth century before Christ to the end of the last century.
The whole of this tradition is warped by the
vicious assumption that each generation will
substantially live amid conditions governing
the lives of its fathers and will transmit
those conditions to mold with equal force the
lives of its children. We are living in the
first period of human history for which this
assumption is false.

Instructional simulation, by creating

hypothetical social

a

world in which one creatively uses information to negotiate,
plan strategies and make decisions, is

a

promising response

to the educational needs of the new age.
It is unlikely that methods developed to measure

academic learning will have much relevance to the evaluation
of simulations.

b
&

A.

In this study an alternative evaluative ap-

N. Whitehead, Adventures of Ideas (New York: Macmillan

Company, Inc., 1933)

p.

756.

proach was developed, focusing on the effects
that the use
of roles had on participants'

tional simulation.

activity during an instruc-

The methodology proved helpful in our

understanding of the relationship between the design and
the use of roles, and the experiential objectives specified
for the exercise.

In addition,

it was demonstrated that

the status of the roles can affect the structure of a group
in a simulation.

A number of recommendations about pro-

cedures for assigning roles to participants to improve the

potential learning value of such exercises were presented
on the basis of admittedly incomplete evidence.

However,

these findings should prove helpful to those designing and

using simulations in education.
It is to be hoped that the processes of evaluation and

research of instructional simulation will take into account
its unique characteristics, for by so doing it will not only

improve the methodology, it may well help us to better understand the proper functions of education in a changing world.
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A HANDBOOK FOR

"PLANNING THE EVALUATION OF EDUCATORS: A SIMULATION"

Simulation is a relatively recent technique for examining processes
and issues in education.

Broadly defined, a simulation is a condensed

representation of a real-world process.

By experiencing significant

aspects of a process that occurs in real life, simulation participants

become involved in a direct way with the social and conceptual issues
that must be understood in order for educational change to occur.

The evaluation of educators is a process that currently has become
of vital concern to teachers and administrators.

Most such procedures

now in use in the schools fail to adequately measure competence.

Re-

search has indicated that over 60 percent of the nation’s educators have
little confidence that present procedures of evaluation are objective or

helpful
To change the evaluation process, educators must be aware of

attitudes, issues, and research that suggest new approaches.

It is the

primary goal of this simulation to have the participants directly
experience:
1.

The positions and attitudes of the principal persons who
should make decisions about the teacher evaluation process
in a school district.

2.

The major issues that must be considered in planning for
evaluation.

3.

The application of evaluation instruments that have been
developed through extensive research.

Under What Conditions Should the Simulation Be Used?
ueen
The simulation on Planning the Evaluation of Educators nas

evaluation is a
designed for use in local and regional workshops where
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major focus.

Because it assumes that participants have some familiarity

with at least one of the more rigorous methods of assessing the behavior
of educators (such as the Flanders Interaction Analysis or Thirty-Three
Roles for Teachers and Students), the simulation is best conducted
after presentations that help to ensure such familiarity.

From three to four hours should be allowed for the simulation.
Since there are two distinct planning sessions, it is possible to have

one session in the morning and the second in the afternoon.

Who Should Participate?
Ideally both teachers and administrators would be involved in the
simulation, enacting voles different from their real-life positions.
This allows perspectives to be examined objectively and tends to produce

much better cooperation and understanding after the simulation.

Each simulation group can be composed of up to

six

participants.

When there is more than one group, groups should be paired and should make
mutual presentations and critiques at the end of the planning phase.

Setting, Resources, and Simulation Materials

The simulation should be played in a room with a large table around

which the members of the simulated committee are seated.

During the

exercise, coffee, water, and other refreshments add to the reality and

comfort of the situation.

A screen, a filmstrip projector, and a tape recorder will be
required.

Each group will receive the following printed materials:
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/

copies

"I. Description and Rules
Guidelines for Planning" (yellow pamphlet)

2

sets

? '*Role Descriptors" (green sheets)

7 copies

"II. Reference Materials" (tan pamphlet)
a. Contract Statement

b. Current Evaluation Procedures
c. Philosophy and Educational Needs

of Dover City School District
d.

Policy Statement on Teacher Evaluation,
Dover City Teachers Association

?

copies

"III. Evaluation Systems" (lavender pamphlet)

i

copies

"Summary Report of Proposed Evaluation Plan”
(pink sheet)

One copy or set of each item should be retained by the simulation di-

rector for his reference during the exercise.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO DIRECTOR OF THE SIMUL/ T ION

1.

As participants enter the room, give each of the

a copy of the

a

pamphlet entitled "I. Description and Rules/Guicelines for Planning."
Do not distribute other materials at this time.

Allow

a

maximum of

10 minutes for reading this material.

2.

Review with participants the essentials of the simulation as outlined
in the "Description and Rules":

3.

a.

Purpose of the exercise

b.

Structure and timing (Emphasize that much is to be accomplished
in a short time, often typical of the real-world situation.)

c.

The addressing of participants as members of the Evaluation
Planning Committee.

Designate roles for participants to play.

Some ground rules to ob-

serve in this process are:
a.

No one should select a role that they have in real life.

b.

Begin with the role of the committee chairman (Mr. Poole).
Identify a person with leadership ability tc play this role.

c.

A man can select a woman's role and
role.

d.

4.

a woman can select a man's
Change the prefixes (Mr., Mrs., Miss^ accordingly.

Although some participants may feel they cai not role-play, assure
them that their uncertainty will disappear once the exercise is
under way.

e.

If there are fewer than six participants :n the group, eliminate
GriasS...r.
roles in the following order: ..a?, ocnaps

f.

Pass out the "Role Descriptors" as selection are made.

Pass out copies of the pamphlet entitled "II.

with the role descriptors.

R<

Dc not at this poin?

time to read through this material.

:erence Materials

give participants
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5.

Show the filmstrip (refer to "Filmstrip Scenario" accompanying this

handbook)

6.

When the committee begins, the chairman (Mr. Pocle) should announce that
the committee has 15 minutes to read materials.

Immediately following

introductions he should move the group into a discussion of goals.

7.

During the first hour's planning the director should not intervene.
If the chairman (Mr. Poole) is not following instructions, he may be

coached privately and unobtrusively.

8.

At the end of one hour, signal to the chairman that the first session
is to be concluded.

If the committee falls behind in its task, the

director may need to quietly remind the chairman of the time lapse.

At

one hour and 15 minutes, stop the group, allow a 10-minute break, and

then distribute materials for the second planning session:

pamphlet

entitled "III. Evaluation Systems" and "Summary Report of Proposed

Evaluation Plan."
10.
9.

When the group reconvenes for the second planning session, restate the

11. purpose of the simulation.

Remind the chairman that each committee

member should objectively assess one of the evaluation systems by
describing its (a) process, (b) cost, (c) time requirements, and (d)
appropriateness to the committee's goals for teacher evaluation.

At the end of 40 minutes, conclude Fhase II.

if there is only one group,

skip step No. 11 below and move directly into the analysis session.

Have two committees present their plans to each other and
each to raise questions and critiques.

i_all

^or
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12.

In the discussion session following the presentations ic is important

that you let participants openly express their feelings and insights.

Questions that the group should answer are:
a.

What difficulties did the committees have in reaching consensus?
Why?

b.

How might the process of planning an evaluation system be
improved?

c.

What implications does this simulation suggest for negotiations
on evaluation? What clauses would be important to include in
a negotiated agreement?

ACTIVITIES THAT MIGHT FOLLOW THE SIMULATION

After the simulation session, participants would profit from sessions
in which they devise strategies for improving the teacher evaluation

procedures in their particular school districts.

The process of the simu-

lation will bring out issues that groups might consider incorporating into
their plans, with a realistic understanding of the forces, the complexity,
and perhaps solutions to the problems of the evaluation of educators.
Such a work group might well identify possible items for negotiation that
the simulation clarified.

For example:

1.

Adequate time for the planning of evaluation.

2.

The need for larger commitment of time and resources for evaluation on the part of the school district.

3.

Clear statements of purpose in clauses establishing procedures
for planning evaluation systems.

SECTION A.
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Planning the Evaluation of Educators:
A Simulation
FILMSTRIP SCENARIO

Introduction:

Title slide; background music. "Blowing Like Me," while

showing slides No.

Slide Description
No. 9 - Dover City
from the air.

- 8

(at 10-second intervals).

Narrator
Dover City, today a sprawling

metropolis of approximately
200,000 people, was founded 100

years ago when the enterprising
trading firm of Hutton and Hutton

established a large paper mill
on the banks of the Sussatawr.ee River.

No. 10 - Old part
of town.

The center of town today reflects
the deterioration of so many

American cities,

No. 11 - New office

and the City government is attempting

building.
to renovate the business district with

new office buildings.

No. 12 - Gas station.

The countryside around Dover was at
one time farming and cattle land, but

much of cnat land today has been
converted to small business and

residential neighborhoods.
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Slide Description

Narrator

No. 13 - High school.

Our schools are considered by the
citizens to be good.

Dover City High

is the oldest and largest school in

town and mostly turns out young people

who plan to continue their education
either at trade schools or colleges.

No. 1A - New school.

What you are looking at now is the
brand new million-dollar addition to
the high school, just paid for by the

City Council.

No. 15 - New school.

The high cost of that new addition has

raised serious questions about the

educational future of Dover City and
thus brings us to our purpose in

meeting here today.

No.

16 - Newspaper --

"School Future.
Debate."

.

I

am sure you are aware that there is

.

increasing pressure from the citizens
of Dover City for schools to more

adequately demonstrate their
accomplishments.

With taxes growing

at an alarming rate,

the public is

genuinely concerned about the quality
of education their tax dollars are

supporting.

Our own Teachers
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Slide Description

Narrator

Association has also raised some serious
concerns in the last few years.

No. 17 - Newspaper --

In particular, the procedures for

"Investigation.
Demanded."

evaluating staff for promotion and

.

.

dismissal have raised critical issues
of fair practices in personnel

evaluation and questions on the

meaning of professional competency
in education.

No. 18 - "Dover City

One of the problems here is that there

Teacher Evaluation
System."

is currently no widely accepted plan

for the evaluation of personnel.

No. 19 - "Did the teacher
develop rapport. . . ."

Most of the present evaluation
instruments used in Dover City School

District tend to be subjective.

No.

20 - Contract Clause

The agreement of both teachers and

on Teacher Evaluation.

administrators that the current
methods of teacher evaluation in our
schools are inadequate has led to the

inclusion of a planning clause in our
recent contract and the formation of
the committee on which you will serve.
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Slide Description
No. 21 - First teacher.

Narrator
In a survey of teachers and ad-

ministrators at Dover City High,
conducted by the School District's

Research Division, there were three
reactions to evaluation that were

particularly interesting.

One teacher

said:

"The main objection

I

have to the

present evaluation system is that it
helps everyone but the teacher.

I'd

like to see a system that helps me to

improve my teaching, that really gives
me and the administration information
that we can use to improve the

education of the students."

No. 22 - Second teacher.

Another teacher said:

"The worst thing

I

see is that the

present system separates the ad-

ministrators from the teachers.
There is just no cooperative effort
in the present approach."

No.

23 - Third teacher.

And finally, one teacher put it this
way:
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Slide Description

Narrator
I

just don't have any faith in the

accuracy of the present system.

I

don't see any evidence to suggest what
a good teacher is, or that our present

evaluation system is helping us to
find that out."

No. 24 - "Teacher?

Evaluation."

Your committee has been established to
deal with these problems; to recommend
to the Board of Education and the

Teachers Association a new system of
teacher evaluation.

In your planning

you will be recommending the goals,
criteria, and means for gathering data

on a new teacher evaluation plan.

At

the conclusion of your planning efforts

you will submit to the Board and the
Association an interim report on your
work.

It should be kept in mind that

the purpose of your evaluation system,
as stated in the negotiated contract,
is to improve the quality of teaching

so we can answer the very real demands

from the community and meet our own

professional needs as well.
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SS'CTICN A.

Planning the Evaluation of

Educators:

1

1.

A

Simulation

DESCRIPTION AND RULES
GUIDELINES FOK PLANNING

National Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Standards
D,C. 200oo
National Education Association a 1201 -16th Street, N.W., Washington,
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TO THE PARTICIPANT:
It is difficult to grasp the reality of
complex issues without suffering the adverse consequences that trial
and error often
render. And the ability to verbalize an idea or
understand it
intellectually is sometimes insufficient for making wise
decisions
and effecting appropriate action. That is why simulation
may be
an invention out of necessity.
It promises to make it possible to
gain the wisdom for decision making through feeling and experiencing reality without suffering the consequences of errors made
in
the process.

Since a main activity in this simulation is role playing, it
may not appear accommodating to some on first consideration.
There are those who feel uncomfortable about "play acting." Such
discomfort may harken back to the stage fright of junior and seniorplay years. But the simulation experience actually is quite different.
Ine roles to be played are those of persons who very much
affect the professional lives of those playing them. And the first
flush of fear soon gives way to expression of ways of thinking,
feelings, and points of view that have been so internalized through
professional experience that they fairly cry to be let out. So if
you are one. who has not taken too kindly to playing a role, give
this particular use of it a chance. We think you will be pleased
you did.

You will want to bear in mind several questions as you go
through it
:

Is this a better way to get the feel of the goals, criteria,
and processes of evaluation than by listening to a lecture
or reading a position paper?

How useful will this be to local teachers associations in
planning for and becoming involved in evaluation?
What contribution can it make to achieving more cooperative
efforts among all parties concerned in the development and
application of programs of evaluation?
Nev; ways of learning for children and youth that reflect realism
meaningfulness
are being advocated and developed all across the
and
country. Here is a promising means for educators to learn more
about one of the most pressing issues in American education. Your
contribution is 'ceded in evaluating and correc ing it so that it
will more nearly fulfill its promise.
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DESCRIPTION AND RULES

What Is a Simulation?

A simulation is an operating model of

a physical or social process

A social science simulation, for example, permits participants to develop
insights into social processes without having to experiment with the real
world.

What Is the Sim u lation on Planning the Evaluation of Educators?
Planning the Evaluation of Educators is a three-hour simulation in
wrhieh you will assume the role of a member of a planning committee

attempting to work out the basic guidelines for

a

professional staff

evaluation system in the Dover City School District.

The purpose of the

exercise is to explore the complex issues that must be considered in

planning evaluation systems and to see the implications of various goals
and assumptions on the choice of a particular system.

What Should

I

Know Before Participating?

To get maximum benefit from the simulation, you should have

experienced evaluation either as a member of an instructional staff or
ir.

a supervisory capacity.

It is expected that you are familiar with

at least one of the more rigorous methods of assessing teacher competence
(such as the Flanders Interaction Analysis)

How Does This Simulation Work 7
After thw orientation, which includeo your reading the initial

ref»_j.unce

materials and viewing a short filmstrip depicting Dover City and its school
system, you will begin.
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A.

Plannin g (1 hour, 40 minutes)
Phase

I

q

hour)

.

In this phase you will examine and decide on four

major issues in the evaluation cf educators (refer to "Guidelines for

Formulating Goals and Criteria in the Evaluation of Educators," in yellow
pamphlet)
1.

Goals of the evaluation system

2.

General criteria for evaluation

3.

Who will set the specific criteria for evaluation

4.

What will be the sources of evaluation data.

When the committee is unable to reach consensus, a vote on a particular issue may be needed.

All members of the committee except the

chairman have the power of one vote.

The committee must abide by the

majority decision, though if more than one member holds a given dissenting
view, a minority statement can be included in the final report.

The plan your group makes in Phase

I

will provide the basis for the

selection of an evaluation system(s) in Phase II.
Phase II (40 minutes ).

In the second phase of the exercise you will

be given descriptions of seven different systems of teacher evaluation.

The committee should:
1.

Analyze each system in terms of its process, cost, time requirements, and appropriateness to your goals.

2.

Select the system(s) that fits your goals and assumptions, is
feasible, given time and cost, and is likely to receive a
favorable hearing from the Board of Education and the Teachers
Association

If your group as aware of an alternate system, one that is not

presented in the "Reference Materials" (tan pamphlet)
option of adopting it.

,

you have the

However, you will need to describe the alternate

system at the same level of detail, including estimated time requirements
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and cost of implementation, as the models presented
in this exercise.

B.

Presentation (30 minutes)
Each planning committee will make a presentation of their
work to

members of a second planning committee.

C.

The presentation will include:

1.

Major goals and assumptions adopted

2.

Choice of and rationale for an evaluation model

3*

Potential feasibility and acceptability of the model selected.

Critique and Analysis (30 minutes)

During the critique and analysis session, both groups will examine
the decisions you made during the planning phases of the exercise.

Major

questions to be posed in the analysis include:
1.

What difficulties did your committees have in reaching
a consensus?
What might be the reasons for this?

2.

How might you improve the process of planning
the evaluation of educators?

3.

What implications does this simulation suggest for negotiations on evaluation?

* * * * *

a

system for
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THE DOVER CITY

223 Fourth Street, Dover City, U.S.A.

0

•

SCHOOL DISTRICT

(±23) 456 7890

•

1.

M.

Bosse , Superintendent

February 12, 1971

MEMORANDUM TO:
FROM:

Evaluation Planning Committee

Research Division, Dover City School District

GUIDELINES FOR FORMULATING GOALS AND
CRITERIA IN THE EVALUATION OF EDUCATORS

As requested in your memorandum of January 29, the following guidelines have been formulated to assist your committee
in working through the major considerations that should be made
in arriving at goals and criteria for a system of evaluating
educators -iie four sect lone cf the guidelin es are set us
worksheets so
iau
cur committee c an go through
t £ie items one by one, disc us sir.;:.: the i 3 sues implied
.QV
items, and reaching consensus as you proceed.
El

S

.

.7

The recorder should no!:e your committee’s major recommendations on the "Summary Report" form provided.
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I.

GOALS OF AN EVALUATION SYSTEM FOR EDUCATORS
(St- v.et the goal[s]
will be the basis of the Evaluation System}

that,

Choice(s)

To provide information for making judgments
about personnel promotions, reassignments, and
dismissals

To provide educators with the feedback and suppc
for continuous self-improvement.

To motivate all members of the staff to
participate in formulating and evaluating
instructional programs.

To establish evidence for dismissing
professionally incompetent educators.

To provide information for decisions on inservice training and staff improvement programs

To provide information for continually
reassessing the adequacy of school programs,
resources, and staff.

Other goal:

:t
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GENERAL CRITERIA ACCEPTABLE FOR ASSESSING TEACHER PERFORMANCE

Choice(s)

Degree to which students attain instructional
objectives set by the teacher
Degree to which students attain instructional
objectives set by department or school
Degree to which students improve performance
on standardized tests
Degree to vrhich students behave in ways
stated by the school to be appropriate

Degree to which students respond favorably
to the teacher on predetermined criteria (a
student questionnaire would be one means of
gathering inf ormation)
Teacher's preparation of objectives, materials,
curriculum, etc.
Teacher’s classroom behavior (what teacher
does with students)
Teacher’s personal characteristics
Deportment
a.
Dress
b.
Aspirations
c.
Other:
d.

Teacher’s community activities and service

Teacher’s extracurricular activities
Teacher’s membership in professional
associations
Teacher's record on in-service study
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III.

WHO SHOULD ESTABLISH THE SPECIFIC CRITERIA FOR ASSESSING TEACHER
PERFORMANCE

Choice(s)

The individual teacher (i.e., each teacher
establishes his own criteria for assessment)

The immediate supervisor (s)
principal)

(department head,

A group of teachers representing the
instructional staff

Students

The administrator(s) of the school

The school district superintendent

Others:
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IV.

WHAT WILL BE THE MAIN SOURCES OF DATA IN THE EVALUATION PLAN

Choice(s)

Classroom observations

Conferences between teacher and
supervisor (s)

Self-report from the teachers

Student questionnaires

Student achievement data (either from
standardized tests or school assessments)

Video or audio-tape recordings of classroom
activities

Other:

APPENDIX A
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SECTION A.

Planning the Evaluation ©f

Educators:

A

Simulation

WB

II

l'i

lM I^J3CagMgE^^.^B!SWB!

MATERIAL

B

i«>

Sugary and forking Paper:
Research, on Teacher By a In at ion

C on t re c t St at e rent
C urr en t Evaluat i on Pr oc e edur e s

Philosophy me Educational heeds
the Dover City School District

c-i

Professional Standards
National Commission on Teacher Education and
D.C. 20035
Washington,
201 -1 6th Street, N.W.,
National Education Association « 1

SUMMARY OF

RESEARCH FINDINGS ON TEACHER COMPETENCE
AND EVALUATION SYSTEMS

At present there is no set of criteria that is universally acceptable

in measuring teacher competence

The appraisal of performance as inadequate does not provide effective

motivation to change that performance.

Values held by observers about effective teaching styles are primary

determinants of their ratings of classroom behavior.

In general, supervisory ratings lack both reliability and validity.

No appreciable relationship exists between rating criteria and pupil

attainment criteria.

There is a low but significant correlation between student rating of

an instructor and student achievement.
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Working Taper on Teacher Evaluation
June 1970

'

A CRITIQUE OF CURRENT PROGRAMS FOR THE SUPERVISI O N AND EV ALU ATION

OF PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL PERSONNEL

A half-century of research on the evaluation of teacher competence comes
to the same, unhappy conclusion. ^

Regardless of the method used, e.g., rating

forms, self-reports, classroom visitations, etc.

few if any "facts" seem to

No generally agreed

have been established concerning teacher effectiveness.

upon method of measuring competence has been accepted, and no methods of pro-

moting teacher adequacy have been widely adopted.
Despite our inability to objectively measure teacher effectiveness, the

practice of "evaluating teachers" still persists.

2

Building principals and

narrative and/
department chairmen go through the yearly ritual of composing
or check-list "evaluations" on non- tenure teachers,

extent, with tenure teachers.

and to a more limited

fail to adequate.'

Not only do these "evaluations

measure teacher competence, but they often result

in:

a

decline

j.n

tue

inhibition ol
rapport and respect* between evaluatee and evaluator, the

improvement, and

a

false sense of security about the quality

in the organisation.

o..

pcr_oi

1C>_

3

"Measuring Ciassroon Bonauor
and Mitzel, Harold E.
Hied ley, Donald M.
l --~by Systematic Observation," in Handbo^n_of_
2*1 o~o.
Rand McNally and Co., Chicago, 1963, pp.
Cego*, Editor'.
,

and Ellena, William J., Editors.
and Winston, New icia,
on Teacher Effect ivene ss, Holt, Rinehart

Middle, Bruce

V

v

v.

J.,

r

•
.

Apprais
"A Study of the Performance
J.R.P., Jr.,
report, University
Behavioral Research Service, technical

Interview!"
Michigan, 1961.

and prance

,
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"evaluations
The performance appraisal (i.e. teacher of administrator
sts on at le

two false

>t

..n-

sumptions

.

)

First, the performance appraisal

mis
.

is based on an in ad-; .uatc theory of human motivation.

||

common h.uol

II

falling down will
assumption holds that telling an individual where he is

provide effective motivation to get him to change.

This assumption is negated

by research
evaluating his
Contrast the situation in which a subordinate is
which he set a few
own performance relative to specific targets
listening to his
months ago with the situation in which he is
superior s stan
superior evaluate his performance against the
dards and objectives.
for rationalization, defenIn this latter case, the state is set
that the superior,
siveness, inability to understand, reactions
These are not conditions conducive
is being unfair or arbitrary.
to effective motivation

.

based on the erroneous assumption
Second, the performance appraisal is
and counselor are compatible.
that the role of authoritative judge

Tno

the stalf
a staff member, implies that
supervisor, in making judgments about
and
the direction of the standards
member needs to change his behavior in
engendered
threat, anxiety, and hostility
objectives of the supervisor. The
to "control,"
limits the meaning of supervision
by such one-way appraisal,

"checking up," and "policing."

conSupervision that is based on mangonel

«nd development
and organizational growth
trol docs not facilitate individual
it.
but generally militates against

appraisal, as currently pr..e-~cd
The practice of performance
Not only does it
appears to be dysfunctional.
majority of American Schools
but it
promote growth and improvement,
and
performance
assess
fail to

Company, New

jhra^ide_oLM^«“.-

The.
Douglas'.
York, 1960, p. o7.

Vcrogor,

McGraw Kill Book
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oftentimes alienates the teachers and administrators who must adhere to its
myths.

Authentic communication is rarely possible with present programs of

per formance appraisal.

Both experience and research demonstrate conclusively that staff members
tend to withdraw and/or suppress views that are at variance with those of

their supervisor, and invent political solutions rather than engage in joint
p r ob 1 era- solving:

a mutual endeavor aimed at improving performance.

Without

authentic communication in regard to individual performances, the mechanisms
for conflict resolution in the organization often become characterized by

avoidance or suppression, political strategies, and sterile compromises.
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CONTRACT STATEMENT

DOVER CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT AGREEMENT
IX

Evaluation Committee

A system of evaluation of teaching effectiveness, including
performance criteria, shall be recommended to the Board by an

Evaluation Committee established by the Board and the Association.
The primary purpose of evaluation shall be to improve the quality
of teaching and therefore contribute to the educational objectives

of both the District and the Profession.

The Association and the Board shall appoint four (4) members

each to comprise the Committee, with at least two (2) members for
the Association being full-time classroom teachers and at least

one (1) member for the Board being a member of the Committee by

January

1,

1971.

the
The Committee shall make an interim report in writing to

Board and the Association by March 15, 1971.

The Committee shall

Board and the
make its final recommendation in writing to the

Association by June 15, 1971.
contract year.
This article shall expire at the end of this

DOVER CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
CURRENT EVALUATION PROCEDURES

September 1969

The Principal shall visit teachers for supervision and evaluation
on the following schedule:

Tenure teachers

--

1

Probationary teachers
Interns

--

1 time

time each year

—

2

times each year

each year

Teachers shall be notified at least one week in advance of a visit
to their classes.

The attached forms shall be used in making evaluation assessments:

a.

Classroom Observation Form

b.

Teacher Evaluation Check Sheet

request, to review
Every teacher shall have the opportunity, on
these documents in his official personnel

j-^le.

to the Superintendent
All evaluation reports shall be submitted

no later than March 25.
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CLASSROOM OBSERVATION FORM
Teacher Observed

Date

Observer

Grade Level

1

Poor

1.

Student interest, response, and attention

2.

Teacher-student rapport

3.

Lesson presentation

4. Group teaching activities

5.

Individual instruction

6.

Discipline

7.

Room appearance

8.

Additional comments

2

Time

3

4

5

Excellent
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TEACHER EVALUATION CHECK SHEET

Teacher

I.

'

s

Date

Name

Levels of
Performance

PROFESSIONAL RELATIONSHIP
AND BEHAVIOR

U

E

s

*

Exemplifies conduct befitting the dignity of
the profession

A.

B.

Shows maturity of judgment and emotional balance..

C.

Inspires confidence and respect

D.

Cooperates with administrators, supervisors,
and other teachers

E.

Maintains acceptable personal appearance and
health

F.

Participates in community activities and projects

PROFESSIONAL ATTITUDE

II.

A.

-

Participates in professional organizations such
as CEA, ISEA, NEA

in service....
B. Utilizes opportunities for growth
C.

Approaches teaching with an attitude indicative
of a career

D.

Attempts to sell and defend education,

HI. EDUCATIONAL PRACTICES

r

AND PROCEDURES

1
i

A.

meaningful....
Teaches and makes basic skills

B.

the basic
Employs eiucational devices beyond

C.

D.

1

and of
Recognizes basic needs of individuals
the group
in stimulating
Employs good guidance techniques
pupil growth and understanding

1

|
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IV.

V.

ORGANIZATION OF

Levels of
Performance

SUBJECT MATTER

u

A.

Formulates close and long-range objectives

B.

Plans daily fulfillment of objectives

C.

Maintains high interest through good
motivation

D.

Gains pupil growth through purposeful
activities

E.

Continuously evaluates the total learning
process

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT

E

s

1

A.

Creates wholesome classroom atmosphere

B.

Develops desirable personal relationships with
children

C.

convenient
Attempts to make classroom attractive,
and comfortable

D.

Gives attention to details of school
business

1

1

* U = Unsat is factory.

FINAL RECOMMENDATION:

Signature of Principal

Signature of Teacher

S =

Satisfactory.

E

Professional status
Probationary status
Should not be retained

|

Excellent

*

PHILOSOPHY AND EDUCATIONAL NEEDS OF THE

DOVER CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT

Dover City School District has as its most basic objective the
continuous development Ol all its students insofar as each

is

capable.

Specifically it aims at:

1.

Development of an understanding of the principles underlying
a free democratic society and inculcation in all students of a

sense of responsibility for carrying out the duties which

citizenship in such a society entails.

2.

Development of proficiency in fundamental processes:

reading,

communicating with others, handling figures.

3.

Development of sound judgment in solving both social and
individual problems, especially those concerned with homemaking
and family life.

4.

Development of good health and physical fitness.

5.

Development of an understanding of the physical world.

6.

Development of an appreciation of art, music, literai.ure--in
short, of the cultural heritage of the Western world.

7.

world,
Development of an understanding of other peoples of the

prejudice and misconcep
both ancient and modern, to the end that
tions about other cultures may be dissipated.

8.

and truth seeking.
Development of respect for sound scholarship
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9.

Development of a perception of moral values.

10. Development of the ability to think clearly and logically.

11.

Development of efficient work and study habits.

12. Development of intellectual curiosity.

13. Development of factual knowledge in the various subject areas

for success in vocational life and in advanced education.

The Dover City School District realizes that in a constantly changing

world nothing in education can remain static.

Therefore, it believes in

the importance of experimentation and innovation whenever these can be

carried on without the surrender of traditional values.
The importance of a firm foundation for educational growth cannot

be overemphasized.

Such a foundation is laid in the home, in the ochools,

and in all other agencies serving youth.

The cooperation of all these--

school is
indeed, of the community as a whole--must be enlisted if the
striving.
to achieve the high aims for which it is constantly
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A. 5.1 Holes for Simulation A
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Planning the Evaluation of Educators:
A Simulation
ROLE DESCRIPTOR

Mr. Poole

Assistant Superintendent
Dover City School District

You are the assistant superintendent of the Dover City School
District, in charge of personnel and budgets.

The superintendent asked

the Board of Education to appoint you to the Evaluation Planning Com-

mittee as chairman.

meeting

ay -d
}

It is your responsibility to conduct the planning

to make sure that a summary report is prepared.

(See

reverse side for instructions).

As assistant superintendent, one of your principal responsibilities
includes selecting applicants for teaching positions.

You feel that an

evaluation plan would enable you to make better decisions if it provided
objective information on the performance of newly appointed personnel.

You would also like to reward outstanding teachers and need a way of
determining who these teachers are.

The superintendent has not set

a budget limitation for the

evaluation plan, but you know that he would be willing to recommend

a

budget of up to $6500 for a plan that would provide for good in-service
training.

Members of the Evaluation Planning Committee
Mr. Phelps

Board of Education

Mr. Poole (committee chairman)

Assistant Superintendent

(Over)
O
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Hr. Schnaps

Principal, Dover City High School

Mr. Glass

Head, Science Department

Mrs. Dickenson

English Teacher, Vice-President of Dover
City Teachers Association

Miss Poli (recorder)

Social Studies Teacher

For the planning meeting, a number of steps are recommended to facilitate
the discussion:
1.

Have all participants introduce themselves by name and position.*

2.

Make an opening statement about the task of the committee: to prepare an interim report to the Board of Education and the Teachers
Association on a recommended teacher evaluation plan for Dover City.

3.

Have members of the group refer to "Guidelines for Formulating Goals
and Criteria in the Evaluation of Educators." The committee's first
task will be to work through the four sections of these guidelines.
You have one hour for this planning period.
(It is recommended that
you limit discussion on the first section, "Goals," to 30 minutes.)

4.

Whenever the group appears to be deadlocked, a vote can be called
Each member, except the chairman, can vote. The committee
for.
will abide by the majority position, though a record of dissenting
views, if shared by more than one dissenter, should be made for the
final report.

5.

In the second half of the simulation, each participant should give an
objective analysis of one of the evaluation systems, prior to
discussion of which system(s) to adopt. This phase of your planning
should not exceed 40 minutes.

6.

Miss Poli will be writing a record of the major decisions of the
committee for the final report.

*

Allow about 15 minutes after the filmstrip for participants
to study their materials.
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Planning the Evaluation of Educators:
A Simulation
ROLE DESCRIPTOR

Mr. Phelps
Member of the Board of Edu cation

Dover City School District

You are a member of the Board of Education in Dover City.

As an

elected official you feel it is your responsibility to speak for those

who voted for you.
As a successful man in industry, you are appalled at the primitive

methods of evaluation in the Dover schools.

You believe that Dover City

should have more adequate information about what the goals of the schools
are and that staff should be evaluated on their ability to achieve those
goals.

It is the responsibility of the schools to explain what these

goals are and how teachers are meeting them in a systematic way.

You

believe that an evaluation plan might help achieve this.

Members of the Evaluation Planning Committee
Mr. Phelps

Beard of Education

Mr. Poole (committee chairman)

Assistant Superintendent

Mr. Schnaps

Principal, Dover City High School

Mr. Glass

Head, Science Department

Mrs. Dickenson

English Teacher, Vice-President of
Dover City Teachers Association

y
Miss Poli (recorder)
(Over)

Social Studies Teacher
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This role provides you with an initial perspective for the

planning of a system of evaluating educators.

As in the real

your views and positions on the issues under discussion may

imulated
,rid,

ch. .tge

from

the initial positions suggested by your role.

Rules
1.

Address other participants by their role names.

2.

When a vote is required to settle an issue, you have one v'te. The
committee will abide by the majority position, though a re ird of
dissenting views, if shared by more than one dissenter, ca be made
in the final report.
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Planning the Evaluation of Educators:
A Simulation
ROLE DESCRIPTOR

Mr. Schnaps

Principal
Dover City High School

You are

th.e

principal of Dover City High School

.

You were asked by

the superintendent to serve on the Evaluation Planning Committee to
ensure

that the plan adopted will be acceptable to you.

You believe that, on the whole, your teachers are

of excellent

quality and you do not wish to introduce an evaluation plan that will
upset your good relations with the staff.

Your major responsibilities in

teacher evaluation include:
1.

Making recommendations to the superintendent on personnel
promotion, transfer, and dismissal

2.

Making staff assignments to teaching posts.

3.

Recommending in-service activities to improve instruction.

You hope that the plan adopted will provide your staff means of selfimprovement and more opportunities to interact.

You also want to have

mere objective information to back up your personnel recommendations

Members of the Evaluation Planning Committee
Mr. Phelps

Board of Education

Mr. Poole (committee chairman)

Assistant Superintendent

Mr. Schnaps

Principal, Dover City High School

Mr. Glass

Head, Science Department

(Over)
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Mrs. Dickenson

English Teacher, Vice-President of
Dover City Teachers Association

Miss Poli (recorder)

Social Studies Teacher

This role provides you with an initial perspective for the simulated

planning of a system for evaluating educators.

As in the real world,

your views and positions on the issues under discussion may change from
the initial positions suggested by your role.

Rules
1.

Address other participants by their role names.

2

When a vote is required to settle an issue, you have one vote. The
committee will abide by the majority position, though a record of
dissenting views, if shared by more than one dissenter, can be made
in the final report.

.
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Planning the Evaluation of Educators:
A Simulation
ROLE DESCRIPTOR
Mrs. Dickenscn
English Teacher, Dover City Junior High
Vice-President of the Dover City Teachers Association

As an elected official of the Dover City Teachers Association and

the Association’s appointed representative to the Evaluation Planning

Committee, you feel it is your responsibility to gain a full hearing
for the Association’s views.

The major issue in evaluation, as the Association sees it, is that

professional teachers must be given greater responsibility for evaluating
their own performance.

It is clear that currently there are no objective

criteria or techniques to assess teacher performance and that the
importance of humanism and individuality in the classroom would be

minimized by a procedure which measured performance against only those
behaviors we can measure objectively.
The Association’s position is that the major function of teacher

evaluation is to facilitate the process of personal and professional
growth.

Members of the Evaluation Planning Committee
Mr. Phelps

Board of Education

Mr. Poole (committee chairman)

Assistant Superintendent

Mr. Schnaps

Principal, Dover City High School

Mr. Glass

Head, Science Department

(Over)
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Mrs. Dickenson
.

:

Miss Poli (recorder)

English Teacher, Vice-President of
Dover City Teachers Association
)

Social Studies Teacher

This role provides you with. an initial perspective for the simulated

planning of a system for evaluating educators.

As in the real world,

your views and positions on the issues under discussion may change from
the initial positions suggested by your role.

Rules
1.

Address other participants by their role names.

2.

When a vote is required to settle an issue, you have one vote. The
committee will abide by the majority position, though a record of
dissenting views, if shared by more than one dissenter, can be made
in the final report.
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Planning the Evaluation of Educators:
A Simulation
ROLE

DESCRIPTOR

Mr. Glass

Head, Department of Science
Dover City High School

You are the head of the second largest department in Dover City High
School and are responsible for supervising the eight science teachers.

You were asked by the Teachers Association to serve on the Evaluation

Planning Committee to provide the perspective of

a senior supervisory

staff member.

Your department has recently adopted curriculum materials that
specify very clearly the objectives for all science courses.

You are in

a position to know which teachers are effective in having students meet

these objectives and which are not.

As an educator primarily concerned

with student learning, you feel that this is an excellent base for a

teacher evaluation plan, particularly insofar as that plan would allow
for new teachers to get adequate supervisory support.

Your view is that

teacher evaluation should demonstrate the effectiveness of the teacher

with students and that other criteria are not appropriate.

Members of the Evaluation Planning Committee
Mr. Phelps

Board of Education

Mr. Poole (committee chairman)

Assistant Superintendent

Mr. Schnaps

Principal, Dover City High School

Mr. Glass

Head, Science Department

(Over)
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Mrs. Dickenson

English Teacher, Vice-President of
Dover City Teachers Association

Miss Poli (recorder)

Social Studies Teacher

This role provides you with an initial perspective for the simulated

planning of a system for evaluating educators.

As in the real world,

your views and positions on the issues under discussion may change from
the initial positions suggested by your role.

Rules
1.

Address other participants by their role names.

2

When a vote is required to settle an issue, you have one vote. The
committee will abide by the majority position, though a record of
dissenting views, if shared by more than one dissenter, can be made

.

in the final report.
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Planning the Evaluation of Educators:
A Simulation
ROLE DESCRIPTOR

Miss Poll
Social Studies Teacher (Probationary )
Dover City Elementary School

You are a new teacher at Dover City Elementary School
and were
asked by the Teachers Association to serve on the
Evaluation Planning

Committee to provide the perspective of new teachers in the school
district.

A1 chough chere is no question in your mind that you will be given
tenure after the mandatory two-year probationary period, you are not

confident that the evaluation material in your personnel folder adequately

describes your strengths.

Further, you feel that the observations and

conferences in the current evaluation process do not provide any real
help to you.

In December, when you were attempting a new class grouping

procedure that was causing some confusion, the observer simply noted the
confusion and assumed you were weak in classroom management skills.

You

would be most in favor of an evaluation plan that allowed you to set
your own objectives and then be evaluated on how well you met them.

You are responsible for keeping

a record of the major decisions of

the committee for the final report.

Members of the Evaluation Planning Committee
Mr. Phelps

Board of Education

%

Mr. Poole (committee chairman)

(Over)

Assistant Superintendent
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Mr. Schnaps

Principal, Dover City High School

Mr. Glass

Head, Science Department

Mrs. Dickenson

English Teacher, Vice-President of
Dover City Teachers Association

Miss Poli (recorder)

Social Studies Teacher

This role provides you with an initial perspective for the simulated

planning of a system for evaluating educators.

As in the real world, your

views and positions on the issues under discussion may change from the
initial positions suggested by your role.

Rules
1.

Address other participants by their role names.

2.

When a vote is required to settle an issue, you have one vote. The
committee will abide by the majority position, though a record of
dissenting views, if shared by more than one dissenter, can be made
in the final report.
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ROLE DESCRIPTOR
Mr. Poole

Assistant Superintende n
Dover City School Pis t ri c
t.

You are the assistant superintendent
of the Dover City School
District, in charge of personnel
and budgets.
The superintendent asked
the Board of Education to appoint
you to the Evaluation Planning
Committee
as chairman.

It.

is your resp onsibility to conduct
the planning meeting

an d to make sure that a summary re
por t is prepared

.

(See reverse side

for instructions).
As assistant superintendent one of
your principal responsibilities

includes selecting applicants for teaching
positions.
a survey

m which

You recently completed

you compared your rating of candidates for
teaching jobs

against the supervisory ratings of these
same teachers, after they had been

teaching

m

the Dover City for a year.

The results were disturbing: there

was only a .20 correlation between the two
judgements.

This suggests that

you are either using quite different criteria in
assessing teachers than
are the supervisors in the District, or that
judgements on the same criteria
are very unreliable.

The superintendent has not set a budget limitation on
the evaluation
plan, but you know that he would not be willing to recomment
a budget of

more than $7,000 for a plan that would provide good in-service
training.

Members of the Evaluation Planning Committe e
Mr. Phelps

Board of Education

Mr. Poole (committee chairman)

Assistant Superintendent

Mr. Schnaps

Principal, Dpver City High School
(Over)
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Hr. Glass

Miss Poli(recorder)

Mrs. D i ckens on

Head, Science Department

Social Studies Teacher, Dover
Elementary
School

English Te_dher, Vice-President of
Dover City Teachers Association

For the planning meeting, a number of steps are recommended to
facilitate
the discussion:
1.

Have all participants introduce themselves by name and position.

2

Make an opening statement about the task of the committee: to propare an interim report to the board of Education and the Teachers
Association on a recommended t cache' evaluation plan for Dover City.

.

'

3.

Have members of the group refer to "Guidelines for Formulating Goals
and Criteria in the Evaluation of Educators." The committee's first
task will be tc worm through the four sections of these guidelines,
You have cue hour for this planning period.
(It is recommenced that
you limit dis cussion on the lirst section, "Coals," to 30 minutes.)

4.

Whenever the group appears to be deadlocked, a vote can be called
for.
Each member, except the chairman, can vote. The committee
will abide by the majority position, though a record of dissenting
views, ix. shared by more than one dissenter, should be made for the
final report.

5.

In the second half of the simulation, each participant should give an
objective analysis of one of the evaluation systems, prior to
discussion of which system(s) to adopt. This phase of your planning
should ncr exceed 40 minutes.

6

Miss Poll v/ill be writing a record of the major decisions of the
committee for the final report.

.

Allow about 15 minutes after the filmstrip for participants
to study their materials.
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ROLE DESCRIPTOR
Mr. Phelps
Memb er of the Board of Education

Dover City School District

You are a member of the Board
of Education in Dover City and
have
agreed to serve on the Teacher
Evaluation Planning Committee. You
have
been doing some background reading
on teacher evaluation and have
been

supnsed

to find that the assumption
made by most evaluation proceedures

(including those now in use in Dover
City), that "School administrators
are capable of determining the
important qualities, behaviors and skills
of an effective teacher" is not true.

This does not imply that administrators

are incompetent, but that the proceedures
of teacher evaluation are too

crude to produce satisfactory results.

A second finding you have come across is that
student evaluations of
teachers, at all levels of schooling, are, at
this point, the most accurate

predictors of a teacher’s effectiveness in raising
student achievement.
At a recent series of hearings that the Board
conducted with the community
the following concerns were articulated by a
rather large number of citizens:
1.

That while the community does not need to be involved
in the
process of evaluating schools and teachers, it should
be given a
clear explanation of the processes used, and these should
be directly
related to overall school policy and goals.

2.

Although costs are going up at an alarming rate, there should be
a greater effort to assess what the schools are accomplishing,
and
this should be communicated regularly to the community.

\

Members of the Evaluation Planning Committee
Mr. Phelps

Board of Education

Mr. Poole (committee chairman)

Assistant Superintendent

(Over)
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Hr. Schnaps
Mr.

Glass

Miss Poli( recorder)

Mrs. Dickenson

Principal, Dover City High School
Head, Science Department

Social Studies Teacher, Dover
Elementary
y
School

English Teacher, Vice-President, Dover
City
Teachers Association

Rules
1.

Address other participants by their role
names.

2.

When a voters required to settle an issue,
you have one vote. The
committee will abide by the majority position,
though a record of
assenting views, if shared by more than one
dissenter, can be made
in the final report.
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ROLE DESCRIPTOR
Mr.

Schnaps
Principal
Dover City High School

You are the principal of Dover
City High School.

You were asked by

the superintendent to serve on
the Teacher Evaluation Planning
Committee
to ensure that the plan adopted
will be feasible for Dover, City
High School.
The major responsibilities of
a principal in teacher evaluation

include:
1.

Making recommendations to the superintendent
on personnel
promotion, transfer, and dismissal

2.

Making staff assignments to teaching
posts.

3.

Recommending in-service activities to
improve instruction.

One of the findings in the area of
teacher evaluation that has come
to your attention recently is a survey
of research literature that shows

conclusively that supervisory ratings of teachers
lack reliability and
validity.

It has been demonstrated over and again
that there is little

agreement between supervisors on the evaluation
of a classroom teacher’s

performance, and that what agreement does exist is not
related to student

achievement

You believe that on the whole your staff is excellent and
you do not

wish to introduce an evaluation plan that will upset your good
relations with
your staff.
Members of the Ev ? 1 uation Planning Committee
Mr. Phelps

Board of Education

Mr. Poole (committee chairman)

Assistant Superintendent

Mr. Schnaps

Principal, Dover City High School

(Over)
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Hr. Glass

Head, Science Department

Hiss Poli (recorder)

Social Studies Teacher, Dover Elementary

Mrs. Dickenson

English Teacher, Vice-President of
Dover City Teachers Association

Rules
1.

Address other participants by their role names.

2.

When a vote is required to settle an issue, you have one vote. The
committee will abide by the majority position, though a record of
dissenting views, if shared by more than one dissenter, can be made
in the final report.
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ROLE DESCRIPTOR

Mrs. Dickenson
English Teacher, Dover City Junior Hi Rh
School
Vice-Presi dent of the Dover City leacherTT^clation

As an elected official of the Dover City
Teachers Association and

the Association's appointed representative
to the Evaluation Planning

Committee, you feel it is your responsibility
to present the Association's

views
One of the Association's considerations in teacher
evaluation is the

research that indicates that there is little or no connection
between the
rating of classroom teaching by observation and student
achievement. Studies
that have demonstrated this have advocated that new
methods of teacher

evaluation be developed.

Criteria that have been developed for an effective

process of teacher evaluation include:

1.

The agreement. between administrator and teacher on precisely
what is to be evaluated and the means of evaluation.

2.

That teachers must be given support and assistance to meet
objectives specified and agreed upon.

3.

Evaluation must be based on performance and not on personality.

A.

Evaluation should be future oriented and cumulative, so that
the process contributes to the growth and development of the
teacher.

In a survey conducted last school year it was found that over 60% of

the teachers questioned had little or no confidence in the current system
of evaluation.

Members of the Evaluation Planning Committee

Mr Phelps

Board of Education

Mr. Poole (commit tee chairman)

Assistant Superintendent

Mr. Schnaps

Principal, Dover City High School

(Over)
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Mr. Glass

Head, Science Department

Miss Poli (recorder)

Social Studies Teacher, Dover Elementary

Mrs. Dickenson

English Teacher, Vice-President of
Dover City Teachers Association

Rules
1.

Address other participants by their role names.

2.

When a vote is required to settle an issue, you have one vote. The
committee will abide by the majority position, though a record of
dissenting views, if shared by more than one dissenter, can be made
in the final report.
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ROLE DESCRIPTOR

Mr. Glass
Head, Science Department

Dover City High School

You are the head of the second largest department in Dover City
High School and are responsible for supervising the eight science teachers.
You were asked by the Teachers Association to serve on the Evaluation
Planning Committee to provide the perspective of a senior supervisory
staff member.

Your department has recently adopted curriculum materials that clearly
specify objectives for the science cources.

This is

a

proceedure that is

being adopted by a number of schools in the District and reflects
practice around the country.

a growing

It is one means, by which teacher effectiveness

can be measured, for teacher competency can be measured by student progress.
In your reading of literature on supervision of teachers one of the

facts that has confirmed your own experience is the finding that the value

orientation of the observer has more influence on his judgement of the
teacher's performance than any other factor.

If a supervisor believes in an

open classroom he will rate a tightly structured class proceedure low, and
if he believes that students need a lot of structure to learn he will criticize

the open, spontaneous teacher. You believe these findings must be considered
in formulating an adequate plan of teacher evaluation.

Members of the Evaluation Planning Committ ee
Mr. Phelps

Board of Education

Mr. Poole (committee chairman)

Assistant Superintendent

Mr. Schnaps

Principal, Dover City High School
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Mr. Glass

Head, Science Department

Miss Poli (recorder)
/

Mrs. Dickenson

Social Studies Teacher, Dover Elementary

English Teacher, Vice-President
of
Dover City Teachers Association

Rules
1.

Address other participants by their role names.

2.

When a vote is required to settle an issue, you have one vote.
The
committee will abide by the majority position, thoughlTrecord
of
dissenting views, if shared by more than one dissenter, can
be made
in the final report.
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ROLE DESCRIPTOR
Miss Poli
lo£^aj_Jtu_dies Teacher (Probation ary
Dover C ity Elementary
~
School

'I

Vou are a new teacher at
Dover City Elementary
School and were
asked by the Teachers
Association to serve on the
Evaluation Planning
Committee to provide the
perspective of new teachers in
the school
district.
In the past year you have
found that the comments of
your supervisor
have not been particularly
helpful in improving your
performance as a
teacher.
Some reading you have done
suggests why this is so:
"The common sense assumption
holds that telling an individual
where
S
1 Pr ° Vlde
motivation to get him Jo
change.
chance
TbThis assumption is negated by
research ronfmcf mT
* -ohordlnate
evaluating his own
" e Set a few
«*«
the situation
h
**
gainst
the superior's standLdl
in this latter case, the
stage is set for rationalization
in
1±ty ^understand, reactions that
the sup^rvisor ^s^beinc
f*
Xtr£ry
These are not conditions conducive
to effective motivation!

&

pelS"

£

IrfSeSf

^

^

*

8l ° n ° f
Studies on supervision based on
criteria
external
externai tto
Trtp
the person supervized is that
it does not facilitate
individual growth and development,
but rather militates against it.
.

You feel that this finding must be
considered in planning

a teacher

evaluation process.

You are responsible for keeping a record
of the major decisions of the
Committee for the final report.

Members of

t he

Evaluation Planning Committee

Mr. Phelps

Board of Education

Mr. Poole (committee chairman)

Assistant Superintendent

Mr. Schnaps

Principal, Dover City High School

(Over)
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Mr. Glass

Hoad,

Miss Poll (recorder)

Social Studies Teacher, Dover Elementary

Mrs

English Teacher, Vice-President of
Dover City Teachers Association

.

Dickens on

Science Department

Rules
1.

Address other par'ticipants by their role names.

2.

When a vote is required to settle an issue, you have one vote. The
committee will abide by the majority position, though a record of
dissenting views, if shared by more than one dissenter, can be made
in the final report.
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III.

evaluation systems

National Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Standards
National Education Association s 1 201 -16th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036
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THE DOVER CITY

123 Fourth Street , Dover City i/.s.A.
,

March

1,

@

SCHOOL DISTRICT

(123) 456-7890

•

I.

M.

Bosse 3 Superintendent

1971

MEMORANDUM TO:
FROM:
RE:

Evaluation Planning Committee

Research Division, Dover City School District
Teacher Evaluation Systems

We have received both your summary of goals and assumptions
for the teacher evaluation plan and your request for brief
descriptions of teacher evaluation systems
We are sending you
our findings herewith:
descriptions of seven distinctly unique
teacher evaluation systems.
Obviously there are many other
systems that might be included here, and if your committee feels
that another system is more appropriate, you have the option of
adopting it.
The estimates on costs and time are necessarily
very crude. They are given so that you will have a rough gauge
of the relative requirements for deciding among the systems

described.
The Board of Education and the Teachers Association have
recommended that you select the system(s) that will best implement
your plan and forward to us the results of your decision.
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TEACHER EVALUATION SYSTEMS

Estimated Cost

Flanders Interaction Analysis

$2,150

Student Evaluation System

$1,300

The Professional Appraisals Program

$2,000

The Teacher Profile

$1,000

Assessment of Instructional and
Learning Roles

$1,150

The Observation Schedule and
Record System

$1,550

Comprehensive Achievement Monitoring

$6,770

Choice
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FLANDERS INTERACTION ANALYSIS
The Flanders Interaction Analysis
has three major goals:
1.

To improve interpersonal interaction
between teachers and
pupils

2.

To improve instructional behavior for
a more effective

learning environment.

3.

To create a tangible identification
of verbal aspects of
teacher behavior for general professional
growth.

The Flanders Interaction Analysis assumes
that classroom behavior can
be adequately indicated through the observation
and interpretation of the

verbal interaction between instructor and pupils.
is

This verbal interaction

classified in ten categories, for example, "Praises and
encourages,"

Student talk--response," "Criticizing or justifying
authority," and "Asks

questions" (teacher).

Every

3

seconds the verbal interaction is monitored

by an observer and put into one of these categories.

At the end of the

instructional period, a matrix of this interaction

designed and the

instructor

is

is

given feedback concerning the classroom interaction through

an analysis of this matrix.

A typical set of data from this matrix

describes the verbal interaction in the following format:

T

Category

1

(Accepts feeling)

2.1%

2

(Praises and encourages)

2.9%

• I

3

(Accepts ideas)

fl

4 (Asks questions)

6

a

If

c

h

20.0%

P
C

r

30.8%

(etc.)

Also, the percent of teacher talk, student talk, and silence is defined

through the matrix.

A high degree of reliability

Flanders Interaction Analysis.

is

achieved with the
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Implementation
Five days of in-service training and orientation
are necessary for

implementation of this system:

one day of general orientation to the

system's function, two days of workshops for the training
in its actual use
and two days of reliability training.

Consultants must run the workshop and orientation sessions
to define

criteria and methodology for training.

Special Resources Required
In order to monitor the classroom interaction, an observation mechanism
is necessary.

This may be a trained observer from inside or outside the

staff, or it may be a mechanical monitoring mechanism such as a video or

audio-tape recorder.

Estimated Time for Operation
Each teacher should be observed a minimum of four times during a
semester, with a follow-up conference.

This implies an average time minimum

of fourteen periods per teacher per semester.

Training
Observing
3. Coding and analysis
4. Conferences
a. As observer
b. As teacher observed
1.

2.

10 periods
4 periods
2

periods

4 periods
4 periods
24 periods for first semester

Estimated Cost
For the first yr?.r of implementation and operation:

Consultants
Training materials
Equipment (optional)
Total

900
150
1,100
$2,150
$
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STUDENT EVALUATION SYSTEM
Student evaluation systems have these main
objectives:
1.

To give the teacher knowledge of his
instructional effect for
behavior modification.

2.

To give the teacher context understanding of
the pupil
population.

3.

To give the teacher reliable feedback concerning
his effect on
pupils for personal growth and interpretation.

Considerable research over the past fifty years has demonstrated
that
student evaluation of teacher competence is

a

useful, convenient, reliable,

and valid means of self-evaluation and improvement.

At the middle or end

of the semester, the teacher gives to the students the questionnaire
which
is

the mechanism for monitoring student opinion.

The data from this ques-

tionnaire are compiled and processed and go back to the teacher for his use.
The development of the questionnaire includes the development of items
for gathering the information about student impressions of the teacher and

the course.

While specific items reflect and depend upon the educational

philosophy and goals of the specific situation, typical items are:
1.

Knowledge of subject (Does he have a thorough knowledge and
understanding of his teaching field?)

2.

Clarity of presentation
can understand?)

3.

Fairness
(Is he fair and impartial in his treatment of all
students in the class?)

(Are ideas presented at a level which you

Implementati-r
The training aspect of the implementation of this system

is

minimal.

Two days of orientation on the application of tests, processing mechanisms,
and significance of data for self-improvement are sufficient.
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The mechanism for test scoring and the generating
of reports must be
found (digital sheets and computer printouts).

The total time for the

implementation of this system would include one month
of planning plus the
first two in-service days.

This is feasible because the tests presumably

would be administered at the middle or end of the
semester.

Special Resources Required
1.

Test items and test format.

2.

Processing mechanism.

Estimated Time for Operation
The student evaluation system requires very little time.

Teachers

administer the student questionnaires during class time and data processing
can be done by computer.

Therefore, only conference time

minimum would be once a semester for each teacher.

Estimated Cost

Consultants
Orientation
Materials
Data processing
Total

200
100
400
600
$1,300
$

is

required; a
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THE PROFESSIONAL APPRAISALS PROGRAi
The Professional Appraisals Program
(PAP) evaluation system has three

major goals:
1.

To increase involvement of instructional
personnel in the
development of department, building, and schcol
system goals
and programs.

2.

The integration of personal and professional
goals of the
instructional staff with the goals of the department,
building
and school system.

3.

The identification and attainment of goals, with
supervisory
help, to improve the effectiveness of staff educators.

PAP is a program of supervision and support aimed at
facilitating staff
improvement.

Teachers, supervisors, and administrators interact in setting

precisely defined goals in a continuing program of self-renewal.

The

process is one in which teachers, administrators, and school board
members

jointly identify common goals, define each individual’s major responsibility
for attainment, define the criteria for goal attainment, and use these

measures as guides for assessing the competencies and contributions of each

member of the organization.
Under PAP, goals are explicitly stated for each individual and the

measure of attainment

is

defined in observable terms.

Staff members are

provided released time for goal setting, goal attainment, and evaluation.

Administrators have roles for assisting staff, stated as goals, and they
become accountable on this basis.
Each supervisor, administrator, and teacher must be fully aware of cue

situational requirements of his area of responsibility and set goals that:
1.

Interlock with goals at a higher level.

2.

Can reasonably be attained, given the available resources

.
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Implementation
August:

To implement PAP, building and
school system administrators,

with representatives of the
board and the teachers
organization, work out
the goals applicable for the
entire school district.
September:

At the building level, the
principal, department heads, and

representatives of the teachers
organization define school goals and
fix
criteria for accountability.
October:

At the department level, each teacher
negotiates with the

department head his own goals for a
semester-long period.

He works out the

criteria by which he will report his
attainment of these goals and arranges
for the support he requires.
It should be

noted that this system, after

it

is

implemented, will

greatly increase the amount of information on
goals, as each person

is

ac-

countable for providing services to those he
supervises and to those with

whom he negotiates his own goals.

Estimated Time for Operation
1.

Training in goal setting (two 3-hour
workshops for all personnel in September)

2.

Released time for goal setting and negotiation
(2 hours per week for each member of the
instructional staff in September and January)

3.

Released time for support of staff during
the semester (1 hour per teacher per week)

4.

Assessment conferences (2 hours per teacher
at end of the semester)

6

periods

8

periods

15 periods

4 periods

33 periods per
teacher for
first semester
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Estimated Cost
Consultants
a. Orientation
b. Workshops
c.

500
1,000
500
$ 2,000
$

^f'llow-up

Total (for first year)

Comments
PAP involves no instrumentation or observation
scheme.

Therefore, each

teacher will be responsible for providing his own means
of assessment, with
the help of the supervisor and perhaps his peers.

PAP must be implemented as a total plan of goal setting and
evaluation
and is inappropriate as a system that would involve only
evaluation of

teachers
PAP begins with the assumption that there is no current way of estab-

lishing a single set of criteria for teacher or educational effectiveness.

A second assumption

is

that telling a person they are performing inadequately

does not provide either the motivation or the means for self-improvement.

Finally, PAP assumes that the role of authoritative judge and counselor
not compatible with an organizational context.
and administrator in a common venture.

It seeks

is

to join the teacher
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THE TEACHER PROFILE

The Teacher Profile is a systematic
method of evaluating instructional

staff against criteria jointly
arrived at by the school administration
and
the teachers.
It is intended to provide
information that will assist the
school in making decisions about
personnel promotion, transfer, and dismissal.

Through conferences conducted after
classroom evaluation, each teacher

has the opportunity of exploring new
approaches to his teaching with

trained supervisors.
9

Implementat ion

A committee of teachers and administration meet to
decide on criteria
for evaluating staff effectiveness:

Sample criteria:

1.

The teacher recognizes and meets individual needs
of pupils.

2.

The teacher guides classroom procedures toward achievement
of
class purposes.

3.

The teacher shows ability to evaluate the teaching situation
and to assist pupils in assessing progress.

^

The teacher gives encouragement and provides opportunities for
pupils to make generalizations and relate concepts.

5.

The teacher motivates pupils to learn.

6.

The teacher contributes to a good emotional climate for learning.

7.

The pupils show positive reaction to the learning situation.

Observers (department heads and school principal) are trained, and

monthly meetings are scheduled for the purpose of studying common problems
and improving reliability of methods and procedures.

Four observations will be made per year, each with a conference following.

The training for classroom observation includes:
1.

Understanding criteria.
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2.

How criteria are to be used.

3..

Observation and trial with films.

4.

Methods and processes for
objectively recording (via notes)
observations
a

Setting-teacher, date, time, place,
class size. pupils
subject, grade,
physical conditions.

b.

Teacher behavior— content process,
diagnostic, nonverbalimplied expectations of pupils.
,

5.

c.

Pupil behavior— verbal, nonverbal,
level o£ commitment.

<1.

General act ivi ties -type of lesson,
methods, changing activities,

e.

No personal judgments.

Methods of post-observation conferences:
a.

Set up time and place that is convenient
and comfortable.

b.

During conference:

Review notes and obtain verification from the
teacher.
Go over criteria.
(3) Go over evaluation on basis of criteria.
(4) Work out recommendations and put these in
writing.
(5) Both sign form.
(1)

(2)

Estimated Time for Operation
1*
2.

3.
4.

Workshop for observers, one full day
Monthly meetings of observers
Released time for observers
Conference periods for teachers observed

periods
periods
4 periods (av.)
2 periods
15 periods
6

3

Estimated Cost
Consultants
a.
Workshop with observers
b.
Criteria development
Total

500
500
$1,000
$

Comments
Note that the observer is the person who records and transmits evaluative information to those making personnel decisions.

assessment of instructional
and learning roles

>

The Assessment of
Instructional and
anH tLearning
o
Roles (AILR) is a
process
aimed at improving both
student and stafff r
Classr °°^ behavior by
focusing on
,
the roles both teacher
and pupil
P
av in the
th
i
P l ay
classroom.
The thirty roles
described in this evaluation
system
y
relate to four
reiate
f
principal objectives:
1

m

1

.

2

.

3

.

4.

Individualization of instruction.

-

between

Stimulation of creativity
cresHvi Tv and
,nj
divergency of thinking.
Stimulation of effective group
activities.
.

.

Each role, representing
a style that characterises
the Interaction of
teacher and students, relates
to one of these four
goals.
These
roles are

drawn fro. extensive literature
on learning and on the
testimony of
P

ists in the field,

in short,

the roles describe what,
in our best

understanding of learning, should
go on in the classroom.
Both pupil and teacher behaviors
are described in

a

single role.

It

is

obvious that the teacher's
behavior is highly important to
the learning
process in the classroom, laboratory,
or study center,
what is not recognized by most systems of
instructional assessment is that the
student's role
is highly important as well,
it is a well-established
principle of

psychology that learning does not occur
without effort and participation on
the part of the learner.

Consequently, the student's behavior

integral part of the role descriptions.

Role examples follow.

is

an
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Role No.

II

;

Ac ceptance of Group r.n.le

PUPILS
*

...accept ^als established
by
the group

...rather than submit to factionalism that divides the
efforts and purposes of
the group.
For example:
The teacher was in the
laboratory but when the pupils
entered no orders were given.
Pupils knew what procedure
had been agreed upon.
They
got out equipment, set it
up,
and in a few minutes everybody was at work.

TEACHER
... accepts

alternative objectives proposed by pupils
...rather than insisting upon
a preplanned program.

For example:.
The teacher said, "What you
suggest sounds like a good
idea.
What kind of plan
could we make then that we
could all agree to?"

yuur example here if
°°
d 35 ° r better
8
than
the examples
cne
-xamDl
given:
lt:

“
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Role No.

18:

Tpsh™

Ideas

TEACHER
...encourages the examination,
comparison,
and testing of
different ideas
. . .

rather than depending
upon a single
authority.

For example:

When a pupil had drawn
all his material
or a report from an
issue of a national news magazine, the
teacher raised
some questions, such as:
"I wonder if
other news magazines and
newspapers
would support these
conclusions? Do
you remember reading an
editorial in
our own daily paper on
this subject?
What about the network
news programs?"
It turned out that
the pupil did remember seeing and hearing
other points of
view, and the discussion
that followed
was able, with the help of
other pupils
substantially to modify some of
the
conclusions previously presented.
PUPILS
...are skillful in examining
and comparing
sources of information

...rather than taking all printed
or
broadcast material at face value.
For example:

A pupil took issue with something
in
the current problems textbook
and
thought the authors must be biased.
Another pupil pointed out that the
text
they were using was five years old.
Another pupil sugge-ted consulting
the
news index for the year the book
was
published: "Maybe this was the prevailing opinion at the time the book
was
written." "Good idea," said another,
but we d better look seven years back.
Jt takes about two years, you know, for
an author's manuscript to get into print.

Please contribute
your example here if you
think it as
good as or better
than the
examples given:
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The AILR

Is

used to help the Individual
teacher make decisions on the

roles he wishes to work with.

Then a trained colleague observes
the

teacher's classroom at designated times
and carefully records behaviors
consistent with the chosen role or roles on
which the teacher is focusing.
In

conference after the class, the teacher and
observer discuss the observation
and jointly arrive at strategies for
improving pupil and teacher performance.
By using vieeo tapes and purchased films
of master teachers, the school

can have teachers view and create models of the
roles so that che individual

teacher will have concrete examples toward which to
strive.

Implementation
The AILR requires a role description booklet, orientation,
and training.
It

can be implemented at short notice as the orientation and
training

sessions can be accomplished in a single week.

Estimated Time for Operation

A minimum of four class visits and follow-up conferences per semester
are recommended.
1

.

2.

3.

Training workshop
Released time for observations
Conferences
a. As observer
b„.
As teacher observed

Estimated Cost
Materials
Orientation and training
Total

*

150
000
$1,150
$

1

,

6

periods

4 periods
4 periods
4 periods
18 periods per teacher per semester

Comments

AILR
observers.

is

not intended to be an instrument with high
reliability among

Rather,

it helps

teachers focus on new possibilities for

instructional behavior.

AILR

is not

intended primarily as an evaluative instrument.

Rather,

its principal purpose is to enable teachers to expand and
improve their

styles of teaching.
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THE OBSERVATION SCHEDULE
AND RECORD SYSTEM
The Observation Schedule and
Record Syste. (OScAR) is another
systematic observation process for
measuring classroom behavior.
It is designed
to facilitate four main
objectives:
1
'

1° provide instructional personnel with comprehensive
feedback
concerning the total instructional
environment for general
personal and professional growth.

2

6
’

SP6CifiC

decisions^
3

6

6 baSiS

'

decisions
4.

^

^ ^ ^^onal

management

SUpervisor y diagnosis and personnel

To improve the learning environment.

OScAR observes and monitors many dimensions
of classroom behavior as
compared to the single dimension analysis
in the Flanders Interaction

system which provides the basis for more
comprehensive diagnostic and management decisions.

The categories used in analysis for OScAR
are Differentia-

tion, Social Organization,

Classroom Climate.

Initiative, Content, Variety, Competency, and

Typical items are "Appeared uncertain of self in
class-

room," "Teacher domination," "Single-text content."

These categories and

items have been chosen from extensive research and
have a high (.70)

reliability.
A trained observer visits the classroom approximately five times
per
semester, and during this time he monitors the classroom behavior
according
to the items and categories mentioned above.

and condensed,

These data can be summarized

then used for diagnosis, etc.

Implementatio n
Training and orientation are required to implement the analysis of

OScAR information in instructional management.

The two components are:
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1

.

.

Th e twining of observers in necessary
monitoring skills. This
would entail the training of a group
of six observers in an
11-day Program of orientation, workshop,
simulation, and reliability
test!ng
Observers must gain interpretive skills
in order to identify behavioral modes and monitoring
skills for use of the OScAR
classification.

The orientation and training of supervisory
and instructional
personnel in analysis and operationalization
of OScAR data. This
would entail training all relevant personnel
in a 2-day program of
orientation and workshop activities. This could
be done during
first two in-soirvico days of tlio year#

Consultants would be needed for the operation of these
training sessions.

Estimated Time for Operation

OScAR will involve approximately the same time commitment as
the
Flanders Interaction Analysis system. though more initial training
and

orientation time
1

.

2.

3.
4.
5.

is

required.

Orientation
Training
Observations
Coding and analysis
Conferences
a. As observer
b. As teacher observed

3

periods

10 periods
4 periods
2

periods

4 periods
4 periods
27 periods

for first semester

Estimated Cost
Consultants
Training
Total

800
750
$1,550
$

Comments

Classroom observation

is

a

key function in this system.

The categories

and items are complex, and rapid, accurate analysis of classroom behavior is

necessary for monitoring these items and categories.
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COMPREHENSIVE ACHIEVEMENT MONITORING
The Comprehensive Achievement
Monitoring (CAM) system has these
four
main objectives relevant to teacher
evaluation:
1

COntinual Redback concerning student
progress on all
IbilT
objectives in the course.

‘

To give instructional personnel
considerable freedom in
curriculum design and instructional
methodology.

2.

3

6 3 C ° mprehens ive and

*

decisions

reliable framework for personnel

4.

To provide information necessary for
decision making by instructional personnel in curriculum refinement
and methodological
effectiveness during the process of the course.

CAM

is

a unique and systematic psychometric
procedure for periodic

assessment of student performance and course and
curriculum evaluation.
The major components of CAM are longitudinal
testing,

behavioral objectives.

item sampling, and

A set of reliable behavioral objectives and related

test items are developed by teachers and then stored
on computer for easy

access by instructional staff.

Teachers create the curriculum of their

course by choosing behavioral objectives which adequately incorporate
their

learning goals.

Then the computer generates a series of tests, each of

which covers all these objectives.

The results are fed back into the

computer, which -generates reports concerning individual and group performance on each objective.

Thorough pre- and posttesting and retention

testing on these objectives create the necessary information for computer
reports concerning trends in learning of the objectives throughout the
course.
as what

With these data, the teacher can make a variety of decisions such
to reteach,

teach next.

to omit,

to resequence,

to modify,

to expand,

or to

Supervisory diagnosis concerning teacher effectiveness can
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also reliably be made with this
continual feedback on student achievement
of all the objectives of a course.

Implementat ion

These two major areas of concern need to be approached
in the imple-

mentation of a CAM system:
1.

Solidification and organization of data logistics.
This
entails the arrangement for computer use, the
process of
collecting data, and the process of returning reports
to
instructional personnel. Arrangement for mistakes in the
procedure must be made.

2.

The training of all related personnel in setting objectives,
testing, and interpreting results.
§

Because of CAM's fundamentally different psychometric characteristics
and the complexity of its data logistics,

training program.

implementation entails

a

major

This program should consist of:

1.

Orientation sessions

2.

Workshops in setting objectives, testing, and interpreting
computer output.

Eight days are needed for this training and should be found by raising the

number of in-service days and by negotiating for the remainder.

Special Resources Required
1.

Computer time for data banking and processing.

2.

Computer software for testing, data collection, processing,
and report generation.

Estimated Time for Operation

After

a

rather high investment in training, CAM requires relatively

little time to operate.

The only significant activity required is teacher-
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supervisor conferencps

a
A
minimum of two conferences
per semester are

recon,,

mended, averaging four periods
per semester per teacher.

Estimated

Cost.

The cost for the first year
of program implementation
and operation is
estimated at:

Consultants
Training
Data processing
Total

600
2,000
4,100
$6,700
$

March 13, 1971

SUfwlRY REPORT OF PROPOSED
EVALUATION PLAN
FOR DOVER CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
(Committee should complete this
form prior to presentation.)
Goals of the Dover C i ty
Evlauation System

Criteria Acceptable for Assessing Teacher
Performance

111 •

.

V.

Wio Establishes Specific Criteria for Asse
ssing Performance?

Sources of Data in the Teacher Evalua t ion

Selection of Evaluation System
(Include estimated cost and time.)
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APPENDIX B
INSTRUCTIONS FOR TRANSCRIPTION
CODING, AND KEYPUNCHING
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appendix B
SECTION B.l
The identity of a sneaks * e
u
e qiV n by a
in the left hand
number
?
margin of the°krtranscript.
have difficulty in
if you
ident?L^
the samples of ^ the
play back
voices
h be< innin of the
group's tape). when a
g
?
f
ker ldentlfi
es another
person in the group hv
C ° de nUmber as
well as the name In
the narrative!^

1

+-

finishing a comtyped
after his last
word.
When a speaker' Q
a
^^eiiigibie,
is indicated by
elUpses in nla^ ° the undlstln this
able words, as follows
^ u i s hT

n

and

r

theL° iSenti??e

(with)

Ple

is made in ih"

“*

fl

talking at the same time
the notation
5

e = ta liste

^

tL
W-Ts^nd
T&
tam^g a^InS^s^la^

per^^tsT'
has
finished

St ° PS

thfp^ce^diif P::S?
4.

5.

alter^the
6
the n° tatio ° (overL^r if
3djaCent *> the la
line of
'

-

Periods when several people are
talking at one are inlcated by the symbol (noise) on
a separate line.
The actual sequence of sounds
made by the speaker are
6
S a C rately aS
ssible
P°
including, "uh," "er "
and " h " K ^
corrected, for example'
°? unc i a t ion
^
"gonna"
gonna 'wou^d
jf typed going to."
would be
~

^

°f

'

erbal activity lasting at least ten
Y
ated
the symbol (silence) on a seperate line® T' he ° r not the
preceeding speaker contlnnesh^'
i
tmues
after the silent
period.
n<

?

=

Outbreaks of laughter are indicated by the
symbol
(laughter) on a seperate line.

Following the completion of the transcript,
rerun the
tape and code ten second intervals numerically
(1 to 180
f or the 30 min. period) on the
right margin of the
script.
Do not transcribe more than 40 minutes of the
interaction
.
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APPENDIX B
SECTION

B.

2.

1

RULES FOR CODING
To be used for both SAVI and CODE

2

Start coding with category no. 12 (Silence) at
time
1.
End the coding of the transcript in the same
way
The first and last entries for a group will be:

Time

2.

ID

SAVI

CODE

1

0

12

0

1

0

12

0

2

All coding within a ten second interval should be
done by coding utterances above and on line with a
time indicator (Don t let your ruler touch either the
time indicator, or show the top of the next line).
'

3.

Record a category each time a new person makes a codable utterance within a ten second interval.
If the
statement is cut off or otherwise uncomprehensible do
not code it.
(If a statement cannot be coded with a
SAVI category don't code it with a CODE 2 category).

4.

Record only one category for a single speaker within a
ten second time interval when that person is the only
speaker during the interval.
If you think there are
two different categories within the interval, record
only the last one.

5.

If a speakers thought process is jumpy or other wise
uncomprehensible, over one or more time intervals, or
if it is interrupted by another's uncodable utterance,
use the category for the first interval of the statement that is codable for the preceeding intervals.

6.

When a person is speaking over more than two time intervals, read the complete statement first, and then
code the seperate intervals.
If a given interval is
not quite clear use the code for the following statement to code it.
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7.

^

a
indicator is nlarpd ft
a series of short
statements Ccodable or not!
d or f.
llne with the first
line of a longer Statement
\
S time indicator
the following example)
20 in

“

.

:

Speaker

Statement

Time

6

18
4

19

?

1.

4.
5

C
e ?° rieS for the short
statements (i
are°o
a
are
codabie)
and then, if the first line of f they
the longer
n
1S
codable as
stands, use the ca?egory of the subsequent trme Interval
to code the first'
line of the longer statement (this
is a detailed eiSSie
of the use of rule no. 5).
The result will be(usi™
5
hypothetical categories for SAVI and CODE
2)

^

T

^

.

:

Time
18
19
20
20
20
21
8.

ID

SAVI

CODE

6

8

4

5

0

1

5

0

4

10
11
11

2
2

5

5

2

1

0

If you have difficulty in coding a
particular statement
use the following decision rules:
1.

Is it avoiding or approaching the problem
of communication?

2.

Is it a statement directed at the personal
or topical issues under discussion?

By answering these two questions you should narrow the
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possible codes to one or two categories.
9

0
'

laughter

.

“

WhSn there iS silence

-

noise

group

APPENDIX B
SECTION B.2.2.

SUMMARY OF SAVI CATEGORIES FOR CODING
1
2

SELF DEFENSE
1
PERSONAL HOSTILITYj

1

3

GENERAL HOSTILITY}'

2

4

narrative”

5

DOGMATISM '
JARGON _

6

DATA
1
description}"

7

3

4

TOPIC QUESTION
POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT
10 NEGATIVE REINFORCEMENT
8

9

11 OP INI ON/ATT ITUDeJ12 SILENCE
13 NOISE
14 LAUGHTER

h

6

7

15 PROPOSAL
16 VOTING
17 SPECULATION

8

18 PERSONAL SUPPORT QUESTIONS
19 PERSONAL CONFESSION
J

20 BROAD RESPONSE
21 NARROW RESPONSEJ

10

22 TOPIC reflection!
23 TOPIC BUILD

11

I

y
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APPENDIX B
SECTION B.2.3
SAVI CODE

Description of Classes for
Coding Simulation Transcripts
Class

1

SELF DEFENSE/PEBSONAL HOSTILITY
1.

SELF DEFENSE Negative self-criticism or selfjustification, including apologies, and defensive reaction to criticism.
Example: "I've been doing as good a job as I
can, and I don't understand why some
people in my school are asking for a
change
.

2.

PERSONAL HOSTILITY Negative criticism, sarcasm,
opinions or questions directed at another group
member
Example: "You just don't know what you're
talking about."
"Mr.

Scnapps you haven't said anything
new, we all know that."

Class

2

GENERAL HOSTILITY Criticism, sarcasm or direct attack on persons outside the group, events or processes either in the group or outside.
Examples:

"Educators are a pretty sloppy lot."

"...those dreamy-eyed professors at
their universities don't know what
they're talking about."

Class

3

NARRATIVE /DOGMATISM/ JARGON
4.

NARRATIVE Lengthy, irrelevant recitation of one's
personal experiences, or fictionalized stories.
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5.

DOGMATISM Strong value judgments implying general prescriptions about what everyone ought
to know or do, or about how processes or things
ought to be.
Example: "Everybody ought to know that supervisors aren't much help to teachers."

6.

JARGON Analysis of an issue using technical
language of abstactions not shared by others
in the group.
Example:

"If we like at the process as a matrix
of dynamic possibility, in which in-

teractions occur between supervision
events and supervisee reactions, the
relative criteria are clearer..."

Class

4

DATA/DESCRIPTION
7.

DATA Factual information used as
discussion or decisions.

a

basis for

Examples: "Research indicates that there is
little relationship between the
rating of a teacher's performance
and the achievement of her students."
"There are now 65 teachers in Dover
City High School."
8.

DESCRIPTION Description about processes, behavior, or events, either in the present or
the past (not including observation about
the group process, which is to be coded in
class 11
.

Examples: "This year we sent out questionnaires to the schools and found
that many of the teachers were unhappy with the current evaluation
proceedures
.

"Teachers are asking for a much
greater share of the responsibility
for decision-making."
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Class

5

9.

REINFORCEMENT/NEGATIVE
TOPIC QUESTIONS: Questions dealing
with the
issues under discussion or with the
group pro
Example: "Is the evaluation process we
are
looking at going to help the experienced teacher?"
10.

POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT
Agreement
Example: "Yes,

11.

I

Short expressions of

agree with that too."

NEGATIVE REINFORCEMENT
disagreement

Short expressions of

Example: "I just don't see it that way."

Class

6

OPINION/ATTITUDE Statements of opinion unsupported
by commonly accepted evidence.
Examples: "Administrators are in a much better
position to understand a schools'
needs than teachers, and they
should have the final say on these
things
.

"I just don't think that is a very

useful criteria."

Class

7

SILENCE/NOISE/LAUGHTER
13.

SILENCE No speakers over

14.

NOISE Noise and confusion over a ten second interval.
Use this category when no sense can be
made of a series of overlapping statements in
an interval.

15.

LAUGHTER Obvious jokes and open laughter.

a ten

second interval
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Class

8

PROPOSAL/VOTING/SPECULATION
16.

PROPOSAL Putting forth
group to take action on.

a

suggestion for the

Examples: "I suggest that we adopt
a statement
that incorporates both goals one
and three
.

Maybe the way to get started is to
ask each of you to note his feelings
on each of these items."
17.

VOTING Registering a vote, making a
motion,
counting votes, reporting results.

18.

SPECULATION To reflect on a possibility (Don't
use this if the possibility is for group
actionthat would be a PROPOSAL)
Examples:

wish we had more time to work on
this report."

"I

"Yes, but perhaps teachers are quite

different from factory workers."

Class

9

PERSONAL SUPPORT QUESTIONS/PERSONAL CONFESSION
19.

PERSONAL SUPPORT QUESTIONS Questions which
help a person clarify his fellings about matters which are important to him.
Example:

20.

"Mr.

Phelps, you seem quite concerned
with this item, could you say why
you feel this way?"

PERSONAL CONFESSION Open and personal statement about one's feelings or reactions.
Example:

"You know, I feel quite threatened by
this proposal."
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Class 10

Class 11

NARROW RESPONSE/BROAD
RESPONSE
21

.

22

.

NARROW RESPONSE A response
to a topic question
of not more than two
time i ntervals in length,
and more than a short
expre ssion of agreement
or disagreement.

V

P NS
AnSWerS t0 to P ic questions of
more
mor™thfn
than ?
two time intervals in lenq

TOPIC REFLECTION/TOPIC BUILD
23.

E
TI °N
he attem P t to paraphrase
or
T
restate either
e^th
a statement
or an issue P
previously stated by others.

Examples: "Are you saying ... have
right?

I

got that

"What we seem to have concluded
here
is that.
.

.

24.

TOPIC BUILD The expansion of
ment by another group member.
Examples:

a

previous state

"Yes,

I agree with that and perhaps
we should also ..."

First Speaker:
think we should go ahead and do
that, work on section III."

"I

Second Speaker:
"Yes,

if we can finish this section
now we will be a lot clearer on the
issues raised when we come to section III."
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APPENDIX B
SECTION B.2.4

CODE
1

0

TITLE

2

SOURCE OF INFORMATION

A name or position (Mr. Poole or Assistant Superintendent) that is given by the role descriptors.
This code is only to be used when such a name or
title appears on the transcript.
It can be used
either by the person playing the role or by another group member.

2

ROLE INFORMATION A function, experience, or research information explicitly provided by the role.
If
both categories 1 and 2 appear in the same coded
interval, record category 2.

3

BACKGROUND INFORMATION Information provided in the reference materials or the narration of the filmstrip.
Only code this if there is explicit reference to it.

4

RULES AND GUIDELINES Statements and information given in
the "Rules and Guidelines for Planning" booklet.
If none of the above categories appear in a coded inter-

val record a

0.

CODES FOR ROLES
1

Mr. Poole

2

Mr.

3

Miss Dickenson

4

Mr. Phelps

5

Miss Poli

6

Mr.

Glass

Schnapps
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APPENDIX B
SECTION B

.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR KEYPUNCHING
Content Analysis Simulation Groups 1-6
1*

Each entry (single line of four items) is to be entered
on a seperate card.

2.

Items are to be entered in the following format:
(5X,

111,

IX,

113,

HI,

a.

skip five columns.

b.

Col.

6:

112,

111

enter group identification (for each card)

Group

c.

Skip Col.

d.

Cols.

e.

Col.

f.

Cols.

g.

Col.

Code

AI

1

All

2

BI

3

BII

4

Cl

5

CII

6

7

8-10 Enter time interval:
11 Enter ID

12-13
16

(0

to

(001 to 180).

6)

Enter SAVI Code (01 to 24).

Enter CODE

2

(0

to 4).

Ash Hartwell
School of Education
Phone 549—1615

APPENDIX

PRE

a:;l

C

PC£T simulation questionnaires
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Group Identification

Name
Date

PRE - SIMULATION QUESTIONAIRE

Instructions: Circle the number
which best reflects your response
to each
item.

1.

look forward to participating
in this simulation.

I

1

2

strongly
agree

2.

There are many things
teacher evaluation.

1

2

strongly
agree

3.

I

agree

1

In general,

1

strongly
agree

5

.

4

neutral

I

feel

I

disagree

5

strongly
disagree

don’t understand about the process
of

3

.

neutral

4

disagree

5

strongly
disagree

would like to develop a teacher evaluation
plan for my school.

2

strongly
agree

4.

3

agree

agree

I

3

neutral

4

disagree

5

strongly
disagree

enjoy participating in group problem-solving,

2

agree

3

neutral

/,

-T

disagree

5

strongly
disagree

feel I have the competence to design a good proceedure for teacher
evaluation in my school.
I

1

£C5ro£gly

agree

2

agree

3

neutral

4

disagree

5

strongly
disagree

paSe

6.

I

$65

have little interest in the problems
of teacher .evaluation.

2

strongly
agree

agree

3

neutral

4

disagree

5

strong]
disagree
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Group Identification
NAME
Date

POST - SIMULATION
QUFSTIONAIRE

Instructors

Crrcle the number which best
reflects your response to
each

item.

1.

This group was effective in
dealing with the problems it
encountered
uurxng the simulation.

1

strongly
agree

2

.

i

1

4

disagree

5

strongly
disagree

2

agree

3

neutral

4

disagree

5

strongly
disagree

This simulation would be a valuable
addition to a workshop in teacher
evaluation.

1

strongly
agree

4.

3

neutral

was quite involved in the group’s
discussions

strongly
agree

3.

2

agree

2

agree

3

neutral

/

5

disagree

strongly
disagree

I played a substantial part in helping
the group work through
the
°
problems it faced.

12

strongly
agree

agree

3

neutral

5

disagree

strongly
disagree

page

5.

This group could successfully accomplish other
planning tasks.

1

2

strongly
agree

6.

3

agree

neutral

4

3

disagree

strongly
disagree

This simulation was an effective method of examining
issues in
teacher evaluation.

1

2

strongly
agree

7.

2

3

agree

neutral

4

5

disagree

strongly
disagree

Who would you choose as a group chairman if this group were to
work on another planning task(Use names given on the name plates)?

First choice_
Second choice

8.

Who in your group do you feel produced the most valuable insights for
your planning (Use names given on name plates)?

First choice

Second choice

9.

My age is

years

male

10.

Sex:

11.

Education:

female

Degree

Year
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Page

12.

Have you been

3

a;

Dates (in years)

From

Classroom Teacher
School Department Head
School Administrator

School District Administrator
School Board Member
teachers Association

^

If these
lf
l0nS d °
a PP ro P rlal-ely describe
your
professional ca-reJ- nff
Please write down a summary of
your
career
below:

13.

Which role did you play in the simulation?

Mr. Poole

Mr. Phelps

Mrs. Dickenson
Mr.

Schnapps_

Mr. Glass

Miss Poli

To
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^

O'
'te

l/niversify

MaMac/uiSeM

.ytffaSSac/ucieM'

S'//,//erst

0/002

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

July

1,

1971

DEAR WORKSHOP PARTICIPANT,

On Wednesday evening July
from 6;00 P m to 10:00 P m, a team
from the School of Education will be conducting
a simulation in the
area of Teacher Evaluation. The simulation has*
been develooed and
used with N.E. A. s TEPS Commission both at their
National Forum and
at numerous other workshops around the country with
considerable
success.
1

The basic purpose of the simulation is to have participants
examine
the issues involved in designing a Teacher Evaluation
proceedure for
public schools, and to investigate a number of fairly sophisticated

evaluation systems in light of these issues. Those who participate
in the Wednesday evening, session will be able to keep the
materials
for their own use.
During the summer we are doing some research on the effects of
various models of the simulation and invite ycu to participate and
thereby help us with this work.
If you plan to participate, please
tear off the form below and return it to the Main Workshop Office,
Room 125, when you arrive at the University. At that time you will
receive information on the location of the simulation session.

Ash Hartwell
School of Education

I

will attend cue simulation session on Wed. July

NAME

WORKSHOP ATTENDING

from 6:00pm

AGE
SEX

PRESENT POSITION

Return to Central Workshop office, room 125, School of Education

— 10:00pm

DEAR W CRUSH CP PARTICIPANT:

appreciate yoii inters Ft in the Simulation.
K»e
can ^n_^y aoccmcaste 18 persons in ^.he session so
it is important that you attend, if you have picked
uo
this notice.. If you find that you cannot attend the*
session, leave a note to that effect in my mailbox
in room 126 by Wednesday noon so that we con get some
one to take ycur place.
l

^

The simulation will start at 6:00pm in room 226
at the School of .education. Please be on time we
look forward to seeing you.

—

Sincerely

Ash Hartwell
School of Education
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COMPUTATIONAL PROCEEDURES
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SECTION E

.

INDEX OP GROUP EFFECTIVENESS
P
° f grOUp ® f fectiveness
the sum of the
scores for all members on each of the
two items measurina
9
group effectiveness CThe scale of the
items was reversed for
om
ut
at
lon
so tha t groups with high scores would
<:
P
be
qrnr
m e effective than groups with low scores.)
is
y °J
f PSrS ° nS
gr ° UP reSponding to
,

^

the1tems (^ableT?).°

TABLE

E

.

GROUP EFFECTIVENESS SCORES

Item

of

It em Sc:ale

Simulation

[Rever sed)

fective-

Question-

naire

post-

Total

Group

Group

5.

1 (AI)

2 (AI!0

3 (BI)

4 (Bllj

5 (Cl)

6 C.CII]

Index

4.

3.

2.

1.

1
1

0

0

0

0

1
5

2

2

1

3

1
5

0

1

0

3

1

0

1

2

2

0

1

0

3

0

2

1

5

0

2

3

1

0

1

0

6

0

0

0
1

0

5

1

4

0

1

1

5

0

0

0

5

0

5

0

0

0

1

0

3

3

0

0

5

0

5

0

0

1

ness

Ef

41

4.1

25

2.5

36

3.0

27

2.3

45

4.1

42

3.5
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SECTION E

.

INDEX OF GROUP CENTRALITY

member of a group could make a first
and second
chni>
hoice of a leader.
Leaders chosen were given a total score
by doublrng the number of first
choices they received and
a
mg to this the number of second
choices received
For
Mr P00le received four first choices
and
one
secondin'
second choice, his score would be
nine.
if Miss Poli re° ne SeCOnd Choice
score
^ulf b three?"

f2

*

r

'

^

To obtain the centrality index,
differences between all
scores given to chosen leaders in a particular
group were
summed, and then divided by the number of
leaders chosen.
is index the highest value of centrality
y
would be the
case in which one person received all first
choices as
leader, and a second person received all second
choices.
In
a six person group (in which all members
chose leaders) the
centrality score would be: 6 x 2 = 12;
12 - 6 = 6;
= 3.. The assumption underlying this
index is that
larger sized groups have a higher potential for centrality
than small groups.
Table E.2 presents the data and the index
for all simulation groups.

6x1=6;

TABLE E.2
INDEX OF GROUP CENTRALITY

Group

Leader Choice Scores

1 (AI)

9

3

4

4

3

2

1

.

8

5

2

1

1

1.4

6

4

3

3

1

1.0

9

6

3

8

5

1

2

(All)

3 (BI)
4

(BII)

5 (Cl)
6

(CII)

Index

3.0
6

2.0
1

1.75
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SECTION E

.

INDEX OF ROLE DISTANCE

Three variables defined the role
distance index- statu*?
Ve an the P eriod of time a person
P
has spent in his
real l?fp
S f. n
Eacl role ^signed for the
simulation
\
was assigned
assianert a status
? ;
rank:
e

Miss Poli (New Teacher}

Status Rank
1

Mr. Glass

(Head of High School
Science Department)

Mrs. Dickenson (Vice-president
of the Teachers Association
and Junior HS English
teacher)
Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Schnapps (Principal of Dover
City High School)

2

3

4

Phelps (Member of the School
Board)

5

Poole (Assistant Superietendent and Committee Chairman)

6

The first variable, status distance, was computed as
the absolute difference between a person's real life role
and the status of the role played.
For example, a principal
playing the role of Mr. Poole would have a status distance
of 2, while a regular teacher playing the role of Miss
Poli would have a status distance of 0.
The second variable, perspective, was simply a 0 or
For the purpose of this analysis we make the fairly
drastic simplification that one's real life position gave
one the perpedtive of a school administrator or of a teacher
If the persons real life perspective was also that of the
role played, the perpective difference was 0, if it was different the distance was 1.
1.

The final variable, time in one's real life position,
was only calculated when there was a significant difference
between a persons real life experience and the experience
of the role played.
Two cases for gaining a point for time
difference were possible. First, for the role of Miss Poli,
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the new teacher, a point was
added to the role distance in
r ° le Wh ° had been in the
sch ° o1
system
ystem for
f
at least then years.
The second case was fnr
hose playing roles who were in
comparable real life posir less than a Year.
both
cases only o^e pS?nt
fn
P
r f°
S ,
dlstance was computed. Table E.3 shows
th e figures
on e °i
5011
S11Tmlations A and B used to calculate
role
distance!^

m

^
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TABLE E

.

COMPUTATION OF ROLE DISTANCE

Role
Played

Status
distance

Perspective
distance

Time
Distance

Total
(Role

Distance

AI

All

BI

BI I

Poli

0

0

1

1

Glass

2

1

0

3

Dickenson

3

1

0

4

Phelps

4

1

0

5

Poole

5

i

1

7

Poli

3

1

1

5

Glass

1

0

1

2

Dickenson

3

i

0

4

Phelps

2

1

0

3

Poole

1

1

0

2

Poli

0

0

1

1

Glass

1

0

0

1

Dickenson

1

1

0

2

Schnapps

3

1

0

4

Phelps

1

0

0

1

Poole

0

0

0

0

Poli

3

1

1

5

Glass

2

1

0

3

Dickenson

1

1

0

2

Schnapps

3

1

0

4

Phelps

1

0

0

1

Poole

3

1

0

4
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